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Deeriag.
Deerlng are requested to
Hall,
moeta‘^'» ^6, atWoodfords, on MONDAY
7V4 o’clock, to nominate
candidates for town officers, and to act on any
The Republicans of

other business that may come before them.
Per order Town Committee.
«
Deerlng, Feb. 14,1887.

Cape Elizabeth.
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are request
ed to meet at the Town Hall, on SATURDAY,

the SOtli Inst, at 3
m., for the purpose of nominating candidates for the several town offices for
the ensuing year-. A full attendance of the town
committee is requested as business of importance
will be transacted.
Per order Committee.
Wiatlham.
The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town House on SATURDAY, Feb.
26,1887, at 2 o’clock p. in., to nominate candidates for town officers; also to choose a town com-

mittee

For order Town Committee.

Windham, Feb. 22,1887.
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Ouars a Year.
Thumb
51 subf
scribers. Seven Dollars a Year, if palu
Jvance.
Ratks of advertising—One inch ot space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, llrst week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00 continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Dnder head of “Amcbbmknts” and “Auction
Salks,” $2.00 par square per week; three Insertions or less. $1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
paid In advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first lnseition, and 60 cents per square for each subse
quent Insertion.
a

mittee.

Three

Bills

Fought

Investigation Regarding the Outbreak of Tuberculosis.

Washington, F#b. 25.
The indications for Maine, New flampItire and Vermont are fair weather and lower
temperture.

Several Public and Special Acts Approved by the Governor.

ium-

..

Hearing.

Xbenno’ter

rallaned
Wells.
the town
a

Norridgewoek.

feb7sutd

Observation.

zz

legislative Notice.
Application haviDg been made to tlie Legislature
lor authority for any railroad corporation, which
may be formed under the general laws of tlie

State to construct a railroad from tlie terminus of
the York Harbor and Reach Railroad in York,
througlit tlie towns of York and Wells to a inunction with tlie Boston and Maine Railroad, near
Cole's Comer, so called, in the town of Wells, to
Construct Its railroad across tide waters, notice Is

hereby given that the Committee on Railroads,
Telegraphs and Expresses, will have a hearing oil
said application at their room on Wednesday, tlie
twenty-third day of February, at half past two In
the afternoon; all persons interested will govern
themselves accordingly.
Per order of tlie Committee,
JAMKS F. HAWKKS, Secretary.
feb5sntd
Augusta. Feb. 3,1887.

Ysrk Usrboruf Beach Itnilrond Company.

Application having been niadeto tlie Legislature
for authority to extend the railroad of said Com
through the towns of York and Wells to a
stlon with the Boston and Maine Railroad near
»'s Corner, so called, in said Wells, notice is
hereby given that a hearing ousald application
will be had by the Committee on Railroads. Telegraphs and Expresses, at tlielr room on Wednesday, February twenty-third at half past two o’clock
In the afternoon: and all persons interested tlicren will govern themselves accordingly.
Per order of the Committee.
JAMKS F. HAWKKS, Secretary.
ieb‘ uUhm
Augusta, Feb. 3,1887.

Sy

PUBLIC IIEAKIIVO.
The Joint Special Committee appointed by tlie
Senate and llouse o f the Maine Legislature to
Investigate the cause of the outbreak of disease

the cattle on the 8tate College Farm, hereby give notice that a public hearing will l>e had In
Representative Hall on WEDNESDAY. February
83,at 8 o'clock p.in. 8. H. ALLEN, Chairman
ENOCH ADAMS, Secretary.
febl9sndut

among

Bailand Ex-

Notice of Hearing Before
presses.

of the consolidation of the Boston
& Maine. Eastern and other railroads will
take place at the Slate House. THURSDAY, FebJAMES F. HAWKKS.
ruary 24th, 1887.
feb23sntd
Secretary It. T. and Expresses.

HEARING

Public Notice.
hearing (Wore the Judiciary Committee
upon the question of capital punishment,
heretofore advertised for the 16 lost., is postponed
to the 24th of February, in the Representative's
Hall, at 2.30 p. m.
p WISWKLL,

THE

ANDKEW

Sec. Jud. Com.

febl4sndtd

PUBLIC NOTICEIs hereby given that aliear.ii/ wit le
had on-February 26th, at 2 p. m.. hifot the
Judiciary Committee upon a petition of the Selectmen ot various towns in Cumberland Cos. *y
for the passage of a hill to enact as follows:
All damages which may be allowed to corporations or Individuate for property taken for, or
and
damaged, by the laying out of the Ferry Way
Lauding over Forttand Pier, in the city ef Port-

NOTICE

land, under authority of Chap. 376 of tne Private
and Special Laws of 1873, shall be assessed and
be paid by the City of Portland
ANDREW P. WISWELL
Sec’y Judiciary Con,.

"public notice.
that

public hearing

hereby given
aet to regulate water rates will be
NOTICE
upon
Marclt I,
had tie tote the Judiciary committee
a

an

on

ANDREW P. WISWELL,
Secretary Judiciary Committed

ot fi.SO p. m.
feb21sntd

DR. E. B. REED.
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
3I£DI€AL ROOMS

m CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.
Dr Reed t/eats all chronic, diseases that ttesh is
heir to; ail cases that are given up as incurable
by the nUouath.e and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I ilud
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-eent stamp and *2.00. Examination at the
office *1, aud consultation free.
Oarr *■•«»—1>». m-I. » p- m. aplOsntf
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MAINE.
Clark Arraigned.
Wiscasset, Feb. 22.—Win. H. Clark was
arraigned before Tiial Justice C. E. Knight
at Wiscasset, Monday evening, on a charge
of manslaughter. He waived examination
and in default of $2,000 was committed.

[Special

Death at Skowhegan.
Skowiieoan, Feb. 22—Eugene R. Seveuo’
for maay years telegraph operator at
Skowhegan, and formerly agent of the Associated Press, died at his residence Tuesday
morning, after ten days sickness of rheu-

matic disease of the heart, aged 36 years.

Launching of the Wlnthrop.
Bath, Feb. 22.—Th* steamer Winthrop,
1300 tons, owned by tbe Maine Steamship
Company, and built expressly for tbe Portland and New York route, was launched
this forenoon from the yard of tbe New
England Shipbuilding Company, and was
towed to the New England Iron Works to
receive machinery.
A Murder and Suicide.

Bangoh, Feb. 22.—Fred George of Orono
went to Great Works about 9 o’clock tonight,
to

the

where

house of
the

named McIntosh,
wife was stooping.
he shot his wife and

a man

former’s

Going into tbe kitchen,

then shot himself, both dying
coroner is holding an inquest.

instantly.

The

Brilliant Reception to Covernor Bodwell.

Lewiston, February 22.—Fifteen hundred
tbe elite of Maine, attended the reception of Canton Worumbus, Patriarchs
Militant, to Governor Bodwell this evening
at City Hall. Governor Bodwell and staff
and a large party of the members of the
Maine Legislature, about 100 in all, arrived
on a special train from Augusta at 6 o’clock.
At 7.45 o’clock Governor Bodwell was received by tlie Mayors of Lewiston and Au-

people,

and a reception committee. At 8.30
o’clock he was extended a general reception
in an elegantly appointed reception tent.
The Governor’s party was led on entering
ttie hall by General L. P. Woodbury jiu<l
staff of Lewiston, and supported by General
O. B. Whitten and staff of Portland, and
Colonel II. M. Sprague and staff of Auburn.
An emblematic drill by the Patriarchs Militants followed. Glover’s orchestra of Auburn furnished music for tbe ball. Gallery
seats commanded a premium of $5.

burn

A Democratic
iHDDuFoici),

reD.

Banquet.

22.—seventy-two mem-

bers of the York County Democratic Club
held a banquet at the Biddeford House to-

night. Nearly every town in the county was
represented, and several prominent Democrats of Maine were present. George F.
Clifford of Cornish presided.

After the banquet speeches were made by William H.
Clifford and John W. Deering of Portland,
John B. Jieduian of Ellsworth; Isaac L.
Usher of Lacrosse, Michigan, and B. F.

Chadbourne, Tristram Goldthwait, Jr., and
John II. Donovan of this city.
A Magnificent Clft.
Bath, Feb. 22.—At a meeting of the Patten Library Association of Bath, Monday
evening, Galen C. Moses, Esq., presented

was

accepted

and

a

vote of thanks

passed.
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PRICE 81.00.

SINES BROTHERS,
BOVS

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

eodOni

This Plaster
nets directly upon tlie
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOR A I. J.
I.ung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
applying between the
shoulder blades.

in (iieir Retail Apothecary Department, No. 268 Middle St., junction
of Fiee, give special attention to
preparing Prescriptions; their assistants are careful and competent;
the drugs and medicines used are
the purest aud best obtainable.
They also make a specialty of obtaining for their customers rare
and unusual medicines and proprietary goods. Their stock contains
a good line of Trusses. Crutches,
Braces, etc. Their prices are always reasonable.
Janie

eodST&ThCm

sn«Rp.

tyPor Kidney Trouble
Ubeumatlsm, Neuralgia.
Pain

ill the Hide and Back

|Aclie, they are a
cure.
laud Bjieedy

certain

PAIN..
Sold by druiyjlsts for 'Jfi
or
five lor #1.
cents,
Trade mark patented
Mailed eu receipt of price
by flee, (1, flood win * Co., General Agents
feb22eod3mnrn.
Uio8ton.

Ross’s Veeetable

LUNGPneumonia,
RESTORATIVE!
Cough*. Colds, Whooping
Will cure

Cough.Croup, Asthma. Bronchitis, aud all Diseases ol the Throat and Lungs.
Also Consumption
in Its first stages. Price 30 cent* per bottle.
If
unable to get It from your druggist send at once to

J. L. ROsS, 114 Lee Ave.,
febl6

Brooklyn

Jf. Y.

eoa&wlm

to the

Press. I

Augusta, Feb. 32.
Tomorrow or next day the labor committee will come back to the House with the
results of Its labors on the re-coramitted bill.
These results are very interesting: they also
promise to make some very interesting
scenes in the House of Representatives. On
the first trial there were two reports from
the committee and two bills, the Looney and
the Heath hills; this time there will be these
reports, and three bills. InsteaTl of simplifying the question by recommitment, the
House has only multiplied the sources of its
own perplexity.
As was outlined in yesterday's despatch to the Press the Looney bill
has been considerably changed. It will
the majority report and will be

he

signed by

Senators Lnmbert and Dunnell, and Messrs.
Looney, Harper, Lyons and Roberts. The
Heath bill will be signed by Senator Gushee
and Representative Bums.
This bill has
also
been greatly changed and greatly
strengthened. In order to understand the
effect of these changes, it may be well to Illustrate the main points of difference between the Looney and Heath bills, both before and since recommitment, bearing in
bind that both apply only ito
manufacturing
and mechanical establishment, and make the

length of the working day ten hours.

LOONEY BILL AS FIRST REPORTED.

It applies to women and to minors under 18
years of age, but not to men.
N° cUlkl un<ler 13 years of age shall work at
!•

alf'

This afternoon a large number of legislators go to Lewiston to the assembling of
Odd Fellows of Worombus Encampment,
and to Portland to the dinner tendered by
the Portland Club.
Of Interest to Savings Banks.
The committee on finance have reported
and the Senate has passed to be engrossed,
under a suspension of the rules, a bill to
amend section 04 of chapter fi of the R. S.,
so that it shall read as follows:
Every savings bank and institution for savings
Incorporated under the laws of the State, shall
semi-annually, on the last Saturdays of April and
October, make a return, signed and sworn to by
ita treasurer, of the average amount of its deposits for the six months
preceding each of said days
deducting an amount equal to the amount of United States bonds and shares of corporation stocks,
such are bylaw of this State free from taxation to
tlie stockholders, and the value of real estate
owned by said bank or institution.
Tuberculosis.
The investigation into the outbreak of
tuberculosis begins to-morrow. Dr. Bailey
is here, and Dr. Winchester, of the Massachusetts board of cattle commissioners will
also come.
They don’t known just yet
where the four bulls which are to be slaughtered for the benefit of the committee are to
be found. A gentleman who is much interested in the investigation said to-day that
the State College authorities have in times
past refused to tell where the deceased bulls
were sold, but that the investigating committee will probably find the four they want.
There is one in Bowdoinham.
Mr. Hall C.
Burleigh says that this Bowdoinham arrival
lias now only four descendants living. It is
also known that the Kent bull at Bucksport
was discovered before he had spread the contagion. If the other nine bulls have been no
more fortunate in their posterity it is probable that, in place of fifteen hundred deceased descendants, as estimated at Orono,
they may not be more than one hundred.
Notes.

The bill relating to the Cumberland and
Oxford canal was tabled for printing on motion of Mr. Looney in the House to-day.
The bill to increase the appropriation of
the State Board of Health from S3,000 to 83,000, to allow more copies of the report to be
printed and to have that report submitted to
the Governor and Council Instead of to the
legislatuae has been reported favorably from
the judiciary committee, and lies on the Sen-

ate table for printing.
Mr. Fogg presented this morning a bill to
amend the Revised Statutes so that sec. 20 of
ehap. 29 shall be amended by striking off the

last part,

so that the section shall read:
The clerk of every town shall record in a suitable book the marriages, births and deaths occurring therein.

Mr. Fogg presented another bill relating to
the allowances to widows, to amend sec. 24
of chap. 65 of the R. S., so that the section
shall read:

3. No child over 12 and under 15 years shall
work unless he has
previously attended school
four months of the year.
4. There may be a contract for a week’s notice
iu case the employe wants to leave or the employer wants him to.
6. A commissioner of labor
appointed by
the
1
governor.
6. Penalties ranging from $100 to $60.

A widow Isliallhave her reasonable sustenance
out of the estate of her husband for
ninety days
after his death; and may remain in the house of

HEATH BILL—AS FIRST REPORTED.
1. It applies to all persons,
men, women and
minors,
firemen, watchmen and engineers.

The committe on reform school made tip
the appropriations to-day. They are about
the same as in the past except an additional
item for the purchase of a neighboring farm.
The committee on claims to-day decided to
report favorably a bill to quiet the claim of
Thomas W. Porter, who spent 8212 for the
state in war times. This claim has been before every legislature since 1868.
The bill
gives Porter 8150. The committee are also
the
claim
of
Officer Fields and
considering
Dereraux for reward for arresting McFarlane. Graves’s companion. They want 8500,
or half the 81000 offered by Governor Robie

°

at8’ill

except

Chik* UDder fifteen years of age shall work

3. No penalty shall be required
by a corporation
for failure of employe to give notice of Intention
to leave, but the employe shall be liable fer actu-

al damage.
4. The labor commission shall be elected
by the

people.
These were the main and essential provisions of tho two bills before the grand debate

of last week resulted in their re-commitment.
As they are to be reported back from the
committee a second time, their provisions
are

outlined as follows, changes being indiby italic*:

cated

BILL—AS AGAIN TO BE REPORTED.
to women and minors under eighyears—and alto to men uho are not thereby
prevented from contracting with their employer to
LOONEY

1. It

tlie association with a gift deed of $10,000
for a public library. It is proposed to use
the money to build a public library in 1888 to
be called the Patten Free Library. The gift

’
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Public Notice.
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Notice Is hereby given that a public heariug
willl be had Itefore the Judiciary Committee In Its
room at tlie State House. Wednesday. Feb. 23, at
3.30 p. in., upon the subject of tlie competition of
convict labor with the industries of the State.
Manufacturers and others who. have practical
suggestions to make are respectfully requested to
bs present or forward ilicir views.
ANDREW P. WISWKLL,
See. Jud. Com.
feblSsntd

roads, Telephones

3jS

S|

Pi.vie

JAB. F. HAWKKS, Sec.

Is

Wino

the York Harbor and ltraub

An act authorizing construction of
over tide waters In towns of York and
An act to incorporate a railroad from
Skowhegan to the town of

feblOsntd

.—s

——..

February 33.
R. R. Company.

Over.

A Reception Given by Covernor Bodwell at the State House.

..

An act additional to

be

to

Mr. Bryant of Pittsfield Brings Forward a Late But Long Bill.

The

WEATHER.

PORTLAND, Me., Feb. 22, 1887.
roads, Telegraphs and Expresses
|7 A M I 8 P M [11 m
FFHKI IKV *33.
I Barometer
80.442 30.263 80.282
An net to insure a more speedy transmission
Thermometer. 22.3
2B.2
21.2
telephone end telegraph messages. Post potted to Dew Point. 20.6
28.7
17.2
February 2a.
83.0
78.0
84.0
Humidity.
An net to Incorporate the Calais River Railroad
Wiud. W
W
NW
Co. February 23.
2
3
Velocity. 3
An act to amend chap. 51. see. 75, of the ReWeather. Lt8nw H Snw Clear
vised Statutes relating to railroad orossings. FebMean dally bar...30.3201 Maximum ther....30.0
ruary 23.
Mean daily tbcr. .24.2
To Inquire Into the expediency of paying the
(Minimum ther.20.9
Max. vel. wind 3 W
Railroad Commissioners a salary Instead of per
Meauually d’w pt.22.2
Mean dally hum...Bl.7
die*. February 23.
(Total preclp.27
An act to amend Chap. 433, private and special
laws of 1886, entitled an act to Incorporate the
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Blddeford and Saco Railroad Co. February 23.
febl2sntd
JAMKS F. HAWKKS, See.
(Feb. 22, 1887,10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time
at all stations.

Legislative
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Three Reports from the Labor Com-
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work

applies

long as they ideate.
2 and 3. There is no
change iu these points relating to children.
4. In case of inefficient or
disorderly conduct no
notice of discharge shall be
required.
5. The duties of the commissioner
of labor shall
be performed
by the deffiity of the chief of the Bureau of Statistics.
DaltleS ranging ’from
to
as

twenty-five

didiars

1IEATH BILL—AS AGAIN TO BE REPORTED.
1. It applies to all persons, men, women and
rumors, but allows men and women to make a certain carefully guarded contract to work
additional time.
2. No child under twelve
years shall work at all,
under
years, when the public
u
schools
of the city or town are in session,
3and4.
not changed in the

n,°

new

draft.

Th«

Afteen
Ihesepointsare

mnat ro/li/.nl Ali«nn.

(.

ai_n

..n

a,<1

Is in that part which allowunen and women
to contract to work more t!Hh the
legal ten
hours. It has been a great study with Mr.
Heath to find some means of making his bill
more flexible withont
destroying its force.
To Senator Gushee he attributes a
suggestion
Avhich led him to draft a
provision which embodies a principle novel to labor legislation
in this country. It has been
thought that to
allow the laborer to contract to work more
than ten hours, in case of a rush of
work,
would virtually defeat the purposes of a tenhour bill, since the employer would have the
power to force his men or women to long
hours on plea of a rush of work
continually.
proposes to remedy this
difficulty by this action.
If any person of the age of 21
years and upwards, employed In laboring under the schedule
of time required by Bee. 3 of tills act.
shall, whllo
so employed, by an
independent and subsequent
contract agree to labor extra hours beyond the
*
3oo*?0ve.re<^ ^y said schedule and shall receive
additional
compensation therefor, the original
contract then and tliereaftei
remaining in lorce
and such independent and
subsequent agreement
Is made hi good faith and with no Intent to evade
the provisions of this act, and the labor performed
thereunder during any consecutive three months
shall be performed upon not more than
thirty
different days, then any labor so performed upon
or alUof said thirty
days shall not be deemed
any
to he In violation of this act. Any minor of the
age of 18 years or upwards may make the contracts authorized by this section with the consent
of his
parent or guardian, if any, and if none or If
emancipated, then by himself.
The Heath bill will be signed by Messrs.
Gushee and Burns.
This leaves' Messrs
Bryant and Jewett who have signed neither
hill. Mr. Jewett has been away and his intentions are not known. But Mr. Bryant will
sign neither report. He will report a bill of
his own. Tnis Bryant bill, which is
already,
has promise of considerable
support, is entirely different from either of the; other two.
In it the bills for the 10-hour
day and the
bureau of labor statistics have been
merged;
some of the provisions of the
Looney and
Heath bills also are side by side in it. There
would be created by it a commissioner of Industrial statistics and labor, to be appointed
by the Governor, and having a salary of
$1200 yearly with the power to expend $1500
yearly in his work. He would collect statistics, see to the enforcement of the ten-hour
law, and even investigate difficulties between labor and capital. Those provisions
of the ten-hour part of the bill which relate
to children under 15 and 12 years are like the
provisions of the Loonev bill. The penalties
for violation of the Bryant bill are not less
than $10 nor more than $50. The section
relating to notice of intention to leave is

her husband

during said ninety days

without be-

ing chargeable with rent thereof.
The Senate has passed to be engrossed a
bill making 32 pounds the standard weight

weight

of a bushel of oats.

for the two men. The committee seem inclined to recommend that the 8000 be given
the officers.

The educational committe met this afterThey voted to recommend that 88000
be appropriated for a new normal school
building at Farmington, 81000 for repairs at
Gorham, and 8500 for drainage ana repairs
at Castine. Principal Purrington and Resident Trustee Merrill appeared to urge the
appropriation for the Farmington school.

noon.

Acts
and

Approved.

J.iu:_i

a.-

Huvutivuui
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signed by

«

UMU)

tracu

U^JUUICU

the Governor:
PUBLIC ACT*.

Au act to appeal sec. 4 of chap. 62 of the R. 8.,
relative to returns ot treasurers of steam naviga-

tion companies.
An act to amend sec. 29 and 30 of
chap. 24 of
the R. S., relating to persons in unincorporated

places needing relief.
An act to amend chap. 70 of the R. 8.,
relating
to insolvency proceedings.
An act to provide for the burial expenses of
honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of
Maine.

PRIVATE AND SPECIAL ACTS.
An act
An act

concerning boomage rights at Rumford.
relating to Fond’s sheer Hoorn Company.

MAINE'S FIRE RECORD.

The

Heavy

Losses of Insurance Companics in this State.
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the same as the similar section
draft of the Looney bill. In regard to the length of time of employment of
the important part of any labor
ill, the Bryant bill takes this position, as
defined by this section:
Ten hours of actual labor are a legal days’
work auil no person shall be
employed in laboring
In any manufacturing or mecliauical business or

practically
in the new

Sersons,

establishment in this State more than ten hours
in any one day; provided, however, that such person uot a minor under sixteeu years of
age, may
by a special agreement in each ease, be employed
a
time for such additional compensation as
longer
may be agreed upon between employer nnd employe, and provided further that a different apportionment of the hours of labor per day may be
made as to mluors under sixteen years of age, but
shall never exceed sixty hours in any one week.
TVwi ititnni-

11...
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bill is similar to the intent of the more elaborate section of the Heath bill.
The object
of each is to give to both men and women
the right to contract to work more than
ten hours.

^r' Hryant and his friends are somewhat
puzzled to know how to name their measure
in the House.
They cannot very well call it
the majority report, and the Heath
hill has

(Special to the Press.)

Augusta, Feb. 22.—Last year was made
memorable in Maine by its great fires. Eastport, Farmington, and Bootbbay, followed
each other in quick succession.
The effects
of these fires is shown in the statement of
the insurance business in Maine for the last
year, which Insurance Commissioner Smith
has just completed.
There are 83 American
and foreign companies that take fire risks in

Maine.
Last year their aggregate risks
amounted to $77,376,807.41.
They received
from premiums on these risks, $1,077,966.72,
and their aggregate losses for the year were
over

$1,182,000, that

sions.

is besides the commisThese companies lost in Maine last

How

disastrous this
is
shown
by
a
with
the
business
comparison
done by the incurance companies in 1884-85.
In 1884 the companies of other States and
counties received in premiums in this State
$994,231.50, and paid for losses $738,215.75,
leaving a profit of $256,015.75. In 1885 they
received in premiums $1,004,590.34, and paid
in losses $374,741.23, leaving a profit of $574,year over $104,035.
has
been
year

741.23.

This year there is a loss of over
$100,000. In 1884 the ratio of losses to premiums paid was 74 per cent.; in 1885 but 57
per cent.; but in 1886 it jumped to over 100
per cent. Of 62 United States companies,
29 lost more last year than they received in
Maine, and many more barely came out
whole. The Home of New Tork, which had
over
four
millions
of
risks
in
received
Maine,
in
$50,723.86
pre'—**“***■-'»
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$78,100.56. Another great company,
Pennsylvania Fire received $32,799.79 in
premiums and incurred losses of $52,385.16.
There were on the other hand some companies like the Phoenix of Hartford, that came
out as much ahead. Foreign companies did
little if any better. Ten out of the twentyone lost more in Maine than they received in
premiums. Some of them lost heavily too.
The Imperial Fire of England, received premiums to amount in round numbers to $32,000, and incurred losses of $37,000.
The
London and Lancashire received $24,000 in
premiums and incurred losses of $68,000.
The Royal of England, received $58,000 and
lost $97,000.

to
the

FROM

NEW YORK.

“min°rity report,”
the third bill will be known
as the Bryant

Washington’s Birthday

To-day, from eleven to one o’clock Gov.
Bodwell held a public reception at the State
House and the Senate met at 9 o’clock and
hurried through their
business, postponing
most of the important assignments until toThe
morrow.
State House was decorated
with bunting and banners in the rotunda,
the stairways on the executive side, and in
the executive chambers. Governor Bodwell
took his stand in the Governor’s private
room, his staff in full uniform in line at his
right. Speaker Littlefield and Attorney
General Baker assisted. Introducing the people who filed up the stairway, through the
ante-room in to the Governor’s room, and
out through the Council Chamber.
An
orchestra led bv Prof. Pullen of Augusta,
furnished music for the occasion. In spite
of the snow storm a great many people were

New Yokk, Feb. 22.—Washington’s birthday was universally observed throughout the

Phe"fhiPrttehinheintJ.e l,°

so

at the Metro-

polis.

Public buildings, banks, excity today.
changes and business houses were closed
and flags are flying in all directions. At the
post-office there was one mail delivery at 9
o’clock. A large number of public and private entertainments have been given during
the

day, and this evening banquets were
given by a number of societies at different
hotels.

Planters Feel Secure.
Helena, Ark., Feb. 22.—The river here
has risen very little today, and stands 43 feet
on

the gauge. There is no change in the situation in the bettoms below here. The planters
iu.Old Town Ridge feel secure behind
their levees, while on the overflowed
plantations the water is not high enough to force
tenants out of their houses.
The planters,
therefore, are not likely to lose their stands
this year as they nearly always do when the
tenants are forced to move them.

Farm
Tho Value of
of Maine.
the

The Pine Tree State

Animals

Compares More

Than Favorably with Other States.

to Justin McCarthy by
Irish Members of the House.

A

Banquet

Both ^Houses Making Cood Progress
In Business.

(Special to the Prkss)

The recommendations of the committee on
appropriations were concurred in, and the
committee having risen, conference was ordered on the disagreeing votes of the
Houses.
Mr. Bragg of Wisconsin, from the committee on military affairs, reported a bill which
Is mentioned as a substitute for tire McAdoo
bill, “to provide for the manufacture of first
class modern guns for navy and sea coast
and other defences.” Referred to the committee of the whole.
The committee report unanimously and
say that while they concur in the wisdom of
making provision looking to a system of public defence which shall protect our sea board
and Great Lakes in case of contingency of
war, which the committee do not consider in
any degree imminent, they decline to adopt
the proposed bill, but recommend a substitute therefor which in the
judgment of the
committee will fully meet all present exigenclesand place the country in a position
readily and quickly to provide against all
future exigencies as they may arise. The reis largely a description of the bill and
ehnes the objects of its provisions.
In referring to the appropriation of $2.’50,000 for
Jteel castings and forging for gun material
for 6,10 and 12 inch breech loading rifle guns.
I he report says: "It
may be asked why the
amounj appropriated is so small, why no
provision is made for still larger guns, and
why the appropriation is restricted.
Steel
was selected because the committee believe
it to be much the best material for
large
guns as proven by actual test. The amount
fixed is believed to be fully as
large as can be
Profitably expended in material in the time
w
the appropriation is limited,
and the size of the guns designated fully as
large as it may reasonably be expected will
be produced and manufactured within the
time limited.

Sort

THE WHITE RIVER DISASTER.

Report of the Board of Railroad Commissioners.

A Full List of the Victims

of the Ac-

cident.

Conclusions

on

the

Cause

of the

Disaster.

officer

discharge my
presiding
by every member of the Senate.
Very truly yours,

John Shebmax.
The communication was ordered to be entered in the journal and placed on file.
The resolution heretofore offered by Mr.
Platt, authorizing the select committee on
Indian traderships to take testimony during
recess was

Mr.

adopted.

Itiddleberger

offered a

resolution for

the publication of all papers and documents
on the Senate files relatmg to the rejection

of the nomination of James C. Matthews, as
recorder of deeds for the District of Colum-

bia.

Adopted.

The Senate then at 2.15 o’clock, proceeded
to the consideration of the bill making an
appropriation for the expenses of the government of the District of Columbia. It was
passed without amendment or division.
The bill making appropriations for the

Military Academy

passed.

was
create a

The bill to
department of agriculture having been taken up. Mr. McPherson
moved that it be postponed and that a joint
resolution to investigate the Pacific railroads
be taken up.
Defeated, yeas, 22: navs,
33.

•ttjier discussion as iu me

ness,

participated in by

uruer

ui

uusi-

Messrs. Miller, Van
Hoar, Mr. Edmunds

Wvck, McPherson
said that the Pacific railroad resolution, as
it came from the House, was calculated (he
would not say designed) to prevent getting
forward with the business of the Pacific
railroad in a definite and decisive way.
It
was calculated to do precisely what the raildid
not want the
road companies (if they
matter determined decisively) would have
wished. No matter what the old transactions and investigation might bring out, nor
how bad they were, that would be of no possible consequence to the lnatter in hand.
The Senate then took tip the House bill to
enlarge the powers and duties of the department of agriculture and to create an executive department to be known as the departMr. Miller
ment of agriculture and labor.
explained and advocated it.
The bill went over as unfinished busiana

ness.

The House amendments

to the

sundry civ-

il bill were disagreed to in bulk and conferSenators Allison, Hale, and
asked.

ence

The Madstone Failed.
New

Albany, Miss.,

Feb.

22.—Robert

Hanks, a well known young farmer of this
community, was on the 18th of December
bitten by a rabid dog.
By the advice of

friends he at once

sought the

services of the
After a
madstone, near Waterford, Miss.
couple of days’ stay at the stone he returned
home feeling safe. Relying greatly on the
efficacy of the madstone but little was
thought of the matter until last Thursday
morning, when he awoke with a burning
thirst, but on water being handed to him he
went Into violent convulsions.
He suffered
the most intense agony until he was released
death
this morning.
by

cen. Logan's Will Probated.
Chicago, Feb. 22.—Letters of administration were issued from the Probate Court today on the estate of the late Gen. John A.
Legan, to the widow, Mary S. Logan. The
petition states that the intestate died Dee.
20 last; that he left household furniture,
books, notes and accounts, live stock, and
two contracts for royalties on books. The
realty belonging to the estate is the house at
No. 2119 Calumet avenue and some property
in Jackson county.
The personalty is
placed at $10,000. The heirs are the widow
and a daughter, Mrs. William F. Tucker,
aged 28, and John A. Logan, Jr., aged 21
years. Mrs. Logan gives bond in $20,000.

The Senatorial Contest in

New Jer-

sey.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 22.—A joint meeting
of the Legislature was held at noon and 79
members responded to their names. One
ballot was taken. Following are the totals:
Abbett..
Sewall.34
Besle. 3
Kays. 3
Parker. 1
Krastus Potter. 2
Wm. B. Potter. 1

Ludlow.
Potts.

1
1

Beck were appointed conferees.
The Senate, at 5.05 o’clock went into secret
session and at 5.30 o’clock adjourned.

Stove Moulders Want Their Wages

HOUSE.

Advanced.

The House met at 11 o’clock.
Mr. Bland of Missouri, as a privileged
bill increasing
question called up the
the pension of John W rarris. He bore
knowledge of the
testimony from personal
claimant to the merit of the claim and asked
that the House pass the bill over the veto.
The House refused 132 to 93. The House
then resumed in coinmittiee of the whole in
consideration of the Senate amendments to

St. Louis, Mo.. Feb, 22.—Manufacturers
of stoves in this city replied, yesterday, to
the demands made last Saturday by the stove
moulders union, that wages of moulders be
increased immediately fifteen per cent. The
reply states that the condition of the trade
does not warrant so great an advance at this
time, but promises the men that on June 1
next, an advance of 10 per cent, will be made.
It is supposed that a strike will be averted
by the men accepting this proposition.

vetoed

the sundry civil bill.

so

finds and

Crlshed

The Railroad Company

Exonerated

From All Blame.

White Rivek Jukctiox, Vt., Feb. 22.—
The board of railrsad commissioners today
made public its report upon the recent disaster at Ifatford bridge upon the Central Vermont railroad. From the report the following facts are taken: The wrecked train was
the night express for Montreal, which left
White River Junction at 2.10 o’clock, on the
morning of February 5, one hour and thirty
minutes late.
The train was made up In
me tiura section oi tne Dill
the following order: Locomotive and tenprovides lor
mortars of the largest kize for coast defence
der, baggage car, combination mail and
and appropriates #500,000 therefor.
This Is
smoking cars, Boston coach, Springfield
one of the quickest means of coast defence
that can be supplied and we have already
coach, Springfield sleeper, “St. Albans,” and
on# in process of construction which will be
Boston sleeper, “Pilgrim.” The number of
proved and tested in a few months. Such a
on board the train was 77, dismortar will cost from #75,000 to #100,000 and passengers
tributed as follows: In the smoking apartcan be very readily and
quickly inanufac-<
tured.
ment of the combination mail and smoking
Commenting on the fourth section which car, three; in the Boston coach, 26; in the
appropriates #000,000 for the purchase and
construction of torpedoes and submarine Springfield coach, 27; in the Springfield
mines the committee says:
“There is no sleeper, 8; in the Boston sleeper, 13. The
harbor defence in the judgment oi this comtrainmen were conductor, engineer, fireman,
mittee that can be reached so quickly and so
two braftemen, baggage man,
express mescheaply, nor which can be made more complete than that made by the use of torpedoes, senger, two postal clerks, Pullman conductor
torpedoe boats and submarine mines. The and two Pullman porters.
sole protection necessary to cover and guard
After giving the exact location of the
them can be improvished with great ease
when we have guns, and men who know how bridge and describing the curves and grades
to
them. The dynamite torpedo, up- the report continues: At a point 510feet from
The whole number of horses in the United on handle
a torpedo boat, will ere long revolutionize
the abutment at the south end of the bridge,
States is 12.496,744, the average price 972.15,
all opinions and plans for harbor defence.
while the train was moving at a speed of
Unless
this committee have failed In foreand the total value $901,685,755. Of milch
less than 12 miles an hour, the rear sleeper
the
fnture
we
are
so
casting
in
our
sanguine
cows the number in the country is $14,522,judgment that we appropriate this sum to “Pilgrim,” was thrown from the rails but
083, average price $26.08, and total value give assurance to the inventive
genius now kept the roadbed until it came upon the
$378,789.589; of oxen and other cattle 33,798,
studying the torpedo system and the use of
bridge, when the rear end swung to the
therein
that
dynamite
the
consummaupon
589, average price $19.79 and total value
tion of their plans they may readily expect
right side of the track to the deck of the
$666,137,926; sheep 44,759,314, average price recognition from this government.
bridge and thence to the frozen river below
$2.01, total cost $89,872,839, and hogs 44,612,The House then went into committee of a distance of 43
feet, drawing with it the’
836, average price $4.48, and total value $200- the whole for the consideration of the ap- sleeper and two coaches in front, all of
and after a contest as to
propriation
bills,
An
which
were
in the wreck. Fire soon
examination
of
crushed
043,291.
these figures the order of
business, took up the Senate broke out from the wreck in several
shows that in every instance the average amendment to
places
the post office bill. Tha only
and within 15 minutes the cars were all enprice of farm stock is higher in Maine than amendment upon which non concurrence is veloped in flames which also set fire to the
the average for the whole country, In the recommended is that appropriating $jon.ono
bridge, and that fell alongside the burning
for the transportation of foreign mails by
cars
The intense cold weater also added to
case of horses it being over $16 more, cows
American steamships to Southern and Ceuthe peril of the survivors. The list of pas$3, oxen $11, sheep .78 and hogs nearly
tral America and the Empire of Brazil.
o^u&ULa WHO tuai, liitil UVCS 1U Uie UiSBBtCI 13
Mr. Burroughs, of Michigan, moved con•
double. Compared with the same months
as follows:
currence and spoke in favor of the amendlast jear the number of horses has been inEdward
F.
Dillon, Springfield.
ment.
James T. Stone, Burlington.
creased 419,087, mules 64,548. milch cows
Pending further debate the committee rose
Edgar Wilder, St. Albans.
286,695, oxen and other cattle 2,236,508. The and the House proceeded to the consideraD. D. Woodward. Waterbury.
number of sheep has decreased 3,563,017, and tion of the resolutions expressive of regret at
Samuel 8. Wescott, Burlington.
the death of Senator Pike, of N#w HampGeorge J. Bell. Bellows. Falls.
of hogs 1,479,207.
The average value of shire. Eulogies were delivered
Mrs. V m. Devlno. Winooski.
by Messers.
horses have increased $0.88, of sheep $0.10, Haynes and Oalliger, of New Hampshire,
Frank L. Wesson, Springfield, Mass.
Harry Brooks, Boston.
and of hogs $0.23. On the other hand the
Long, of Massachusetts, Holman, of Indiana,
Francis Flynn, Worcester, Mass.
of
Brown,
Pennsylvania, Kockwell. of MasPeter Blais, Warren, Mass.
average price of mules has decreased $0.69,
sachusetts, Dingley, of
Cuteheon, of
Fred Blais, Warren. Mass.
of milch cows'$l.32 and of hogs $1.38. As Michigan, and then as aMaine,
mark of rospeet to
Francis Boulanger, Holyoke, Mass.
Miss Anast ma Boulanger, Holyoke. Mass.
compared with ten years ago the price of. the memory of the deceased, the House at
4.35
Miss
o’clock
adjourned.
Nancy Dunbar, Somerville, Mass.
horses, mules and oxen,has largely increased
Miss Dellma Brodeu, Nashua, N. H.
of sheep and hogs have slightly decreased,
Louis B. James, New Haven, Conn.
Charles Carieur, Rockville, Conn.
while the price of milch cows was then $26.41
No Nloro Free Passes.
Herbert A. Thayer, Chateauguay, N. Y.
and is now $26.08 a change of 33 cents.
Cephas Mills, Irouquols, Out.
Chicago, Feb. 22.—There appears to be
Peter
McLain, Actonvale, P. Q.
one section of the new inter-State commerce
Justin McCarthy Dined.
Dleodomte Maigret, Shawtngan, P. Q.
law about which the railroads find no ambi
Miss
Annie
Gulrara. Upon, P. Q.
The Irish members of the House of Repguity, and which they are ready to carry out
Miss Agnes Rogers, Lakefleld, P. Q.
resentatives, of whom there are quite a num- to the letter. This is the section prohibiting
The names ol the train men are as followss:
ber on both sides of the chamber, gave a din- the issue of free passes to anybody except
railroad officials and employes. Although
Smith C. Sturtevant, St. Albans, Vt., conductor
ner tonight at Chamberlin’s in honor of the
no concerted action has yet been taken reBd Brocklebank. brakeman, Lebanon. N. H.
Hon. Justin McCarthy. Between fifty and garding the matter it is quite certain that
M. R. Burgess, Boston, Mass., Pullman conducsixty sat down to one of Chamberlin’s best nearly all the railroads will refuse to issue tor.
A J. Hamner, Malden, Mass., colored
porter ot
passes on any account (except to railroad
spreads, and at the close of the banquet free
officials and employes) after April 1, and that "Pilgrim.”
J.H. Jones, Boston, colored porter of the “St.
toasts were responded to by many of the
all passes already issued will lie cancelled by
Albans.”
that time. Some of the roads already decline
leading Irishmen of the House.
The list of passengers known to be injured
to issue free
and
no
are
made
passes
passes,
Business in the House and Senate.
is as follows:
out by any of the roads extending beyond
Both houses have made fair progress with
Hon. Henry Mott. Alburgh, Vt.
The new law does not prevent the railHenry W. Tewksbury, West Randolph.
their business today, the Senate passing the
Judlus C. Hutchins, Montgomery.
roads, however, from Issuing passes between
District of Columbia and military academy
F. W. Tattle. Tunbridge.
within any one State, as this is not
points
Wm. Devin, Jr., Winooski.
appropriation bills, thus clearing its calan- Inter-State traffic, but, judging by present
Miss PersLs H Follett, Sharon.
most
of
appearances,
them
will
even
refuse
derofall appropriation bills which have
Miss
Katie Cahill. Boston.
to Issue passes within one State, their manaFrank M. Pratt. Springfield, Mass.
been reported from the appropriation comgers claiming that it might be construed into
J. Herbert Cushing, Middleboro, Mass.
mittee. House finished consideration of the an evasion of the law, because passes could
Jos. C. Jacques, Fitchburg, Mass.
be given from State line to State line, whish
Andrew Wheeler, Fitchburg. Mass.
Senate amendments to the sundry civil apHoward F. Smith, Gloucester, Mass.
of course, affect inter-State traffic the
would,
propriation bill, agreeing to a few of them and same as if one pass was issued
Fred A. Fisher, Gloucester, Mass.
straight
Bennie Boulanger, Holyoke, Mass.
disagreeing to the remainder, and asking through.
Mitchell LaciUade, Lawrence.
conference upon them. The post-office bill
August Lebouf. Lynn, Mass.
Alex. Lavalle, Greenfield. Mass.
was then taken up and considered until three
Henry George Condemns Congress.
Mrs. Mary J. Graham, Bedford, Mass.
when
the Pike eulogies were begun.
o’clock,
Mrs. Charles Kastner, Boston.
Cincinnati, Feb. 22.—Henry George lecMiss Annie Murphy, Boston.
The vote upon the' Senate subsidy amend- tured last night in the Springer Music Hall
Miss Polly Artef Chlcoppee Falls, Mass.
to
about 30W) people, who paid an admission
ment was not reached, but will probably be
Miss Margaret Walsh, Greenfield, Mass.
fee of 10 cents. He explained his land theoHorace Juneau, East Peppered. Mass.
taken up tomorrow. The chances for agreeries and was listened to attentively.
J. S. Suit, New Haven, Conn.
ing to the amendment have not increased
“What do you think of the acts of the
H. G. Wilcox. Malone, N. Y.
L. Combremont, New York city.
and there is not a doubt of its defeat
present Congress?” he was asked before the
James Klles, Bnrke, N. Y.
opening of the lecture.
PersonalJoseph Jeanett. Scioto, N. Y.
“They are damnable,’ was his reply. “In
O. Boisvert, Stangelino, P. u.
Josiah Pierce, Jr., of Portland, is here.
every way,” said he earnestly.
“They are
Moses Poiilliut, Quebec, P. Q.
simply damnable. The acts of Congress are
Geo. Lawe, Montreal.
excuses for more taxation. They
Joseph
Libby. St. Valerie, P. Q.
principally
Mrs. W. 8. Bryden, Montreal.
provide for an army for coast defense and
XLlXth CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION. for
Mrs. O. Boisvert, St. Augeliue, P. Q.
a navy.
We have no use for any of
Miss Emma Lovell, Moidreal.
these things. We are a great, strong nation,
Miss Maria E. Sadler, Orinstown. P. Q.
across the ocean from anything like any
One train mail, Geo. H. Parker, brakeman. was
No
nation
SENATE.
on earth will bother us
equal.
unless we uegin it, and there is no need of Injured.
Washington, Feb. 22.
The commissioners say all possible help
that It Is a useless expenditure of money.”
The presiding officer presented a eotmnunwas rendered the wounded by those remainica ion from the Secretary of the Interior in
ing
upon the uninjured portion of the train
to a resolution inquiring as to any rule
rep
and by the occupants of the solitary honse
in the pension office denying a hearing to the
a
Carnival.
near the wreck.
At the time of the accident
Enjoying
denominations and toe
issues of cerSturtevant appear to have been
tificates.
Laxcastek, N. H., Feb. 22.—The grand Conductor
in
the
forward
coach collecting
passenger
carnival
of
winter
Mr. Beck said that the adverse report was
sports, under the auspices
fares, and when the first trouble was noticed
of the Lancaster Toboggan Club, opened
by a bare majority of the committee and he
he
at
once
the
bell
cord. The engineer
pulled
most successfully today, the most sanguine
gave notice that he would call it up at an
alarm and immediately applied the air
expectations of Its projectors and managers took
early day.
brakes with full force, then looking hacksaw
realized
in
the
fully
attendaace
The presiding officer presented the follow- being
large
the rear sleeper (swing off the bridge. He
of visitors and the grand display made by
ing:
the
long procession which paraded the thereupon let off the brakes, open the throtTo the Senate of the United States:
and pulled away from the rest of the train
Senators—My office as president pro streets. Previous to the opening of the tle
a portion of it.
The proof is beyond
tempore of the Senate will necessarilly ter- toboggan slide at the chute and all the after- saving
reasonable
doubt that the train was slowed
noon visitors were entertained by the club,
minate on the 4th of March next, with my
before
the
first
derailment
up
hundreds
being persuaded to take their first
occurred, and
present term as Senator. It will promote the
that the train was running by its own moslide down the
convenience of the Senate and the public sersteep incline. The chute, mentum when
the bridge was reached.
whieh is pronounced the best in all its apvice to elect a Senator
as president pro
The report deals at some length with the
tempore whose term extends beyond that pointments in Northern New England, is in arrangements
made for the relief of the
date, so that he may administer the oath of excellent condition and the decorations are
office to Senators-elect, and aid in the organgorgeous. Immense numbers are this even- wounded and investigations made at the
scene
of
the disaster by members of the
ing engaging in the festivities, while the
ization. I therefore respectfully resign that
position, to take effect at one o’clock on Sat- town is ablaze with fireworks and illumina- board.
n. rormai nearing Dy tne board was
tions.
Tomorrow
occurs
the
begun
Feb.
2(1.
snowshoe
Permit me in doing so
races,
urday next,
Feb. 7 and 41 witnesses have been examined,
for which numerous entries have been made.
to express my heartfelt thanks for the unitrain
including
men, persons injured and exform courtesy and forbearance shown while
pert mechanics. Two rails were found broken
in the
of
duties as

Washington, Feb. 22.
The report of the Statistician of the Department of Agriculture for the months of
January and February, 1887, upon the number and value of farm animals, contains the
following figures regarding Maine stbck:
The number of horses on farms in Maine is
estimated at 92,094, with an average price of
$88.69, and a total value of $8,167,650, of
milch cows, 165,849, average price $29.50,
total value $4,892,546; number of oxen and
other cattle 185,iG0,averaga price $28.13, total
value $5,206,833; number of sheep 526,659
average price $2.79, total value $1,470,095;
number of hogs 71,056, average
jrice $8.60,
total value $611,080. The average price of
horses under one year old in Maine is $31,
between one and two years $52, between two
and three years $73, and over three years
old $107.27. The average price per head for
oxen and other cattle under one year of age
is $8.70, of sheep $2.17 and of hogs $6.75.
Between one and two years: of oxen $15.05,
of sheep over a year old $3, and of hogs over
one year $16. Between two and three years,
average price of oxen is $24, and over three

above Indicated and the board

there was evidence tending to show that the
other cars were also off the rails before the
bridge was reached, but upon this point the
board has reached no conclusion and it regards this as incidental only to its findings;
that the opening of the throttle of the locomotive by the engineer, as he saw the rear
of the train falling, detached the mail car
from the train behind it, and savad the remainder of the train from wrecking.
The
board regards it due to the corporation, as
well as to the public, to state also that from
the evidence before It It appears.and the board
fiads that the defect In the rail
which
caused the derailment was of such a character that it could not be detected until
disclosed by the breaking of the Iron.
L pon the subject of recommendations the
board are not yet
prepared to report fully.
There is no ground of doubt that
many who
in this accident would have been reised from tho wreck had it not been for
stove fires and oil lamps which ignited the
varnish, paint, draperies, and other combustible material almost as soon as the crash
came, and caused suffocation and burning of
those who were pinned underneath the rubbish before they could all be extricated.
Passenger cars must be heated in some wayin our latitudes or winter travel must cease.
How can this be done with a minimum of
danger to life In case of wreck ? It Is al-

about 500 feet from the sonth end of the
bridge, the outer spikes being bent down or
the heads torn off and some of the inner
spikes were driven into the sleepers or ties.
There were tlange marks on the ties and
frozen earth and also indications of heuvy
blows upon some of the ties and earth for
several rods before the bridge was reached.
The middle journal of the forward truck of
the sleeper Pilgrim was brokeu midway between tne wheels at some time in the accident, one wheel and a part of the broken
Juurnai being found on the left of the bridge
and the corresponding section and wheel on
the opposite side of the bridge.
The board announces its conclusions as
follows: The board finds that the running of
this train was properly mannged on the
part
of all concerned therein.
It was properly
slowod up as it caiue near the curve and the
bridge. The rules require a speed of not exceeding 15 miles per bonr when running upon
and over bridges. The speed here was considerably within the rules. The brakes were
gradually let on and off at proper points.
The opening of the throttle and the pulling
apart of the train away from the falling cars
by the engineer after his diseovery of the
situation is approved. The efforts of the
men to save all that could be saved, and their
manner of doing It is commended.
The efforts of the railroad officials and their emin
care
of
the
injured and of the reployes
mains of the dead for Identification by relatives and friends, as well as the services rendered them by the authorities of the town,
who organized local assistance for them in
the work of humanity, have resulted in identification and delivery to their friends of all
the dead and all but six of the wounded have
been sent to their homes. These are being
cared for by the company ami all are expected to recover save one. and there is hope for

him.
The board finds that the derailment and
accident were caused
by the breaking of a
rail at the defective point above described;
that the breaking of this rail 6r the next one
beyond, caused the breaking of the central
journal of the forward trucks of the sleeper
‘Pilgrim” in some way unknown to the
board, but probably from the throwing of
some portion of one of the broken rails violently against it, the web of the steel rail indenting the wrought iron journal, straining
and snapping it in its frosty state, and that
thereupon the interior wheels of the truck

began

to run

irregularly

and crowd out the

inner rail of the curve and to strike the
sleepers with the broken ends of the journal,
and to abrase and indent the left iiand rail
in the manner indicated, until coming to the
ties of the bridge with the deep opejings be-

them, the ears was thrown from the
to the right and those that went down
to the front of it were dragged off the bridge
in tuccession by the strong Miller couplers
that bound this train together.
The evidence was clear and conclusive
that the sleeper ‘‘Pilgrim” was derailed as

tween

bridge

ready the belief of the board that the introduction of steam heating and electric lighting of cars is not likely to bo much longer deferred, although their adoption in any known
methods which at present exists are not unattended with danger in certain classes of
-vv^v«,o.
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time more thorough and
promising invest!gation.s and experiments than everoefore by
the legislatures at Albany and Boston and
elsewhere, and by boards of commissioners,
inventors and railroad experts, and the results of practical tests now promised will afford the only safe criteria for intelligent recommendation for adoption by our roads.
Unless some better system is
adopted
by the roads of the State before
another winter, as at present advised
the adoption of steam iieatiug from the locomotive or other device without fires in the
cars will be recommended by the board.
And we do now earnestly
recommend to
officials of all roads of the State in behalf of
the corporate as well as the public interests
that they give special attention to this subject by conference with the officials of the
roads with which they have connection or

business relations, and by affording

portunity

for

tions

experiment

upon

an opsuen invena
promise

as seem to
present
of value in the direction of
safety from fire
and suffocation in cases of derailment and
collision. The subject of the want of a
rail upon the approach to the bridge
as been called to our attention.
On view of
the fact which we find, that a want of such
rail in no wise contributed to this accident
and the existence of such a rail In this case
would not have prevented the same, we do
not feel called upon to make any recommendation in regard thereto at this time, but it
seems proper to advise all railroad
companies of the State to take into consideration
the most approved methods in
vogue anywhere for the better equipment of their
bridge approaches where needed, with strong
butresses, daring safety beams, or other
practical devices to diminish the fatality of
this class of accidents. Such reasonble
precautions should be taken before, rather than
after the occurrence of any calamity.

guard

FOREIGN.

Berlin, Feb. 22.—'The results in 71 election districts are known. In 22 of these districts new elections will be necessary.
In
12 the control will be between the socialists
and septennists: in S between the New tierman liberals and septennists; in two
between the centerests and septennists; in one
between a socialist and a New tierman liberal and in one between a New German liberal
and a conservative.
Among the candidates
returned are lour centerlsts, twenty national
liberals, five socialists, two imperialists,
lour conservatives, one Guelph, one New
tierman liberal and twelve Alsatians, including Ilerren Kable and Antoin. The other
candidates of the Proster party who were Tehave been
re-elected. Herr
rminated
Kichter is the only New German liberal yet
re-elected.
A leaflet recently issued by the New German liberals states that the question of
peace
or war did not depend
whether a
upon
‘peace effective” was fixed for three or seven years.
The Lignitzer Zeitung referred
the statement to Count Von Molke, who telthe
egraphed
following reply: The “peace
effective is certainly the same whether It lie
sanctioned for seven or for three years, but
as regards the war strength, the former term
gives more than double the number of
trrined reserves as compared with a shorter
period. With the army there must be permanence.
It eannot be remodelled every
three years in conformity with parliamentary resolutions.
me National Zeitung says that a number
of French Socialist societies have addressed
a manifesto to their partisans In
"Germany,
thus interfering with the electoral
struggle,
and, further, that some lodges of American
Knights of Labor have issued a manifesto
and forwarded
contributions to German
Socialists, a fact affording fresh evidence
that the oharter of social democracy Is not

national, but international.
The supplementary elections will be held
March 3.
Herr Bennigsen, the National
Liberal leader, is elected.
London, Feb. 23.—In the House of Commons today. Sir James Ferguson, parliamentary secretory of the foreign office, declined
to

explain

the tenor of the

despatch

from the

Canadian government suggesting a modus
vetnidi for the settlement of the fisheries
with the United States.
He promdispute
ised to publish the despatch when the government deemed it expedient.
He also announced that French posts in the
New
Hebrides would be reduced.
The French
government instead of erecting new forts,
as had been stated, was making
arrangements for the withdrawal of garrisons all
ready there.
Zanzibar, Feb. 22,-Henry M. Stanley
has arrived here.
London, Feb. 22.—Advices from Zanzibar

state that Portuguese men-of-war, by order
of the Governor of Mozambique, have seized
the Sultan’s steamer Kilwa at Tongi and
towed her to Mozambique.

London, Feb. 22.—Right Hon. Henry
Matthews, Secretory of State for Home Affairs, in a speech at Birmingham today, intimated that Lord Randolph Churchill would

rejoin the government after the adoDtion of

budget.
Berlin, Feb. 22,-Returns from

the

250 districts have been received and show the elecUon of 43 Conservatives, lti Imperialists 37
Centrists, 83 National Llberals.six Socialists,
13 Alsatians, and four Poles. In 43 districts
supplementary elections are necessary. There
are National Liberal victories all along the
line. Of 50 seats held by the National Liberals in th# last Reichstag 23
have been
again wou. Besides these 25 seats have been
gained by a coalition of National Liberals
and Conservatives.
The Liberals will be
engaged in 15 second ballots in constituencies

where hitherto they have not;been represent;

ed.

To

Some Reminiscences.
of the Press:

the Editor

Camden, Feb. 18, 1887.
One day during this month the steamer
that plies between Castine and Belfast was
obliged to run into Camden harbor on account of Belfast harbor being frozen over,
a very rare occurrence.
The first time we
find In bistory, that It happened, was in 1780
when Camden harbor also froze over. Lieut.
Benjamin Burton then stationed here went
to Castine on the ice with a flag of truce to
obtain the release of a young man named
Libby of Warren, who had been token from
an American schooner as a
prisoner; he and
Libbey returned in the same manner. The
next time that Camden harbor was sealed
by
ice was in 1872, when the Boston steamer
landed her freight on the Ice just on the outer
edge of the harbor and parties drove teams
on to the ice after the same.
The steamer
went up the river and was frozen in three
weeks.
In the winter of 1874 and 1873,
alintit

nn«

Imnilml

voon

afhip

m

the ^harbor and bay were frozen
over and parties went from here to Castine
on the ice.
From Belfast they drove horses
across. A
party also came with a single team
from Fox Island to Camden via Northport.
The steamers were frozen in at Belfast at
this time about three mouths.
Perhaps a word here in regard to the lirst
steamer that ever sailed into Penobscot

currence

Bay

not
out
be
of
may
place.
In 1823 the first steamboat that ever ploughed
the eastern waters touched at Camden. Her
name was the Maine, Capt. Daniel Punt of
Ptncolnville. master.
She was 123 tons
burthen. The steamer Patent then plied between Boston and Bath. At the latter place
the Maine connected with her, aud on the
eastward trip touched at Owl’s Head, Cam-

Belfast, Castine, Sedgwick, Pubec,
and occasionally at St. John.
The
fare at that time was from Bath to Camden.
Belfast
to
from
$2.00;
Eastport, $3,00; from
Bath to Eastport, $fi.0O.
In the following year, 1824, the Patent run
on the route between Boston and St. John
Capt. Punt, master. In 1825, the steamer
New York was put on In opposition to the
Capt. Thomas Rogers was master
of the New York. So groat was the
rivalry
between the two boats tl*t intentioual
eol* “0t mIre,1UBUtly *•<*
Place between
tbem
den,

Eastport

Soon after the Xew York was newlv fittiwi

“PbyrePlacingnew boiler,7orthe0Yd on**

damaged by being run Into
was burned off
Petit
Menan, Aug, 26, 1825.
O II II
hi the 1 atent and

REPUBLICAN BANQUET.
Congressman Boutelle’s Address
Detroit, Michigan.
The

at

Mention of Mr. Blaine’a Name

Loudly Applauded.
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 22.-The second

an

nual banquet of the Michigan Club was held
In Princess Kink in this city
to-night Covers
were laid for 1800, and several hundred more
occupied seats in the gallery. Pictures of

Lincoln. Garfield, Logan, Sherman, Blaine

and other eminent men hung on the walls.
Lew Palmer presided and the guests Included Senator Hawley, Congressman
Boutella
of Maine, Congressman John 8. Wise of Virginia, Gov. Luce and others.
Among the
letters
many
of
those
regret were
from
Senators Edmunds,
Dawes
and
and
Sherman,
Governor Bodwell of Maine.
In ms introduction Senator Palmer referred
to Blaine and
Immediately handeerchiefs
were lo the air and the
applause was long
continued. Congressman Boutelle, of Maine,
responded to the first toast, "Washington
the Unionist.
After referring to the connection of Maine and Michigan, Boutelle
spoke of Washlngton"s belief In a strong
gavernment which is just what the Republican party gives.
He appealed to the young
nien to stick to the banner
gloriously carried

|>y Lincoln, Garfield. Logan, Chandler and
Blaine, and under which Washington would
have marched In support of good government. Mr. Boutelle spoke at length of the
difference In the size of the vote in the Congressionol districts in the North and South,
calling it an Insult and mockery to Republican institutions.
People who sympathize
with the down trodden Irish across the
ocean should
rise against
the outrages
against citizens in the South.
THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COt’KTT.

n.
oi rresque isle, who
has been engaged in extensive
lumbering
operations tne past winter, has made an
assignment for the benefit of eredltors;
assignees, Fred Barker and Arthur Perry.
Mr. Oak went from Garland and has been
doing a large business In a general store at
au. James

Presque

Isle.

KENNEBEC COUNTT.

J. W. Fuller and Samuel Currier are
prominentlymentioned in connection with the
Republican nomination for Mayor of Hsl-

lowell.
R«v. C, v. Panons, a former pastor of the
Christian church In Albion, has accepted a
call from the society, and will commence bis
labors the 1st of April.
A. E. Faugbt of North Belgrade, Assistant
Secretary of the State Board of Agrlcultnre,
has received a complimentary letter, appreciative of his work, from Norman J. Colman, Commissioner of Agriculture at Wash-

ington.

A man by the name of Walker, at work for
Moore, Brown * Co. of Gardiner, was tending the furnace in Mr. Bowman’s house
Monday afternoon, when, upon opening the
door, compressed heated air rushed out,
severely burning his face and hands.
LINCOLN COUNTT.
Mr. and Mrs. Kallum Tukey of Damsriscotta celebrated their golden wedding at
their home on Wednesday of last week.
OXrOBD COUNTT.

Some time ago a brother and two sisters of
Lafayette Clemons, formerly of Hiram, received Denver papers indicating that he was
destroyed by mountain lions. The Kezar
Falls Record says Mr. Clemons bas recently
written to Col. Twitchell and Mrs. Elias
Oould, pleading a misnomer and an alibi,
and
expressing grave doubts about the bones
found in the flaunted Guleh haring been his
own.

Buckfield, for the first time, has taken advantage of the free high school act, and at a
special town meeting held two weeks ago, by
a decided majority, voted to have a term of
ten weeks in the village district. H. M.
Pratt, Esq., of Livermore, who has taught
the village school for the past two years, is
to be the principal.
SAOADAHOC COUNTY.

Captain Silas Adams of Bowdoinham has
rebel flag taken from Jeff Davis’s house in
Richmond the next day after the leader of
the Confederacy tied, being the last rebel flag
to wave In Richmond. He also has a
napkin
taken from Jeff’s table the next morning
after Jeff left In the night. Besides these
he possesses a piece of a 10&.pound shell
thrown from a rebel guu at Dutch Q*p
a

Canal.

WALDO COUNTT.

Several children at East Belmont have recently been taken Im uitA diphtheria. and
In consequence the school n-iTitirm n alia ..
the end of the term, and the meetings on
Sunday and on Wednesday evening are discontinued.
The Cattle Disease Investigation.

To the Editor of the I’rem:
Noticing in the Press and many other papers in our State, and also New England, editorial articles commenting upon the management at the State College farm In reference
to the disease that broke out among the cattle there some time since X, as a farmer and a
dealer, in stock, beg permission through your
columns to say a few word*.
I wish it to be understood that I am not
writing the article to favor the Secretary of
the Board of Agriculture or his persecutors,
not wishing to mix up in any personal row.
Seeing plainly that the farmers' interests are
somewhat at stake in the matter, it is for
them I speak.
I noticed in a Boston paper
an editorial cautioning Massachusetts
people against Maine diseased cattle. Now right
here I wish to ask one question.
Is there-x
case ol tuberculosis lu the state ot Maine today, and if there is where is it?
Can Ur.
Bailey or any other man stand up and take
his oath that there Is? If he can why doesn't
he do it? Why cause all this smoke without
fire under it? It frightens people.
1 understand that buyers have refused to purchase
eastern cows in Brighton, Mass, already.
Why, if this goes on the State will be quarantined inside of four weeks.
Then wbat
have you done for the farmers of our State?
They say they are going to dig this whole
What Is the use
thing out by fnvestigatiou.
to dig after a skunk when there is no skunk
in the hole. The diseased cattle were destroyed long ago, and I do not believe there
is an animal affected with tuberculosis In the
State at the present time.
They talk about
the eleven bulls and their fifteen hundred offDoes any one suppose we are goiug
to pay for them and have them slaughtered
when they are all healthy and all right, because their great-grandmother
died with
the disease? 1 don’t know what the doctors
and the editors will say, but if the farmers
are asked their answer will be no.
1 was very much surprised in noticing
the remark purported to be made by Secretary Gilbert that there were cases of tuber
cuiosls all over the State. I think there
must be some mistake in regard to this statement. I think Secretary Gilbert knows better than to make any sucb statement. In
regard to the disease being so very contagious, let me cite the Waterboro case, which
happeued May last upon Mr. Scribner’s
farm. The alarm was given aud the cattle
commissioners were called. They found an
old eow sick unto death with tuberculosis.
They killed auother cow and found slight
symptoms of disease. They also killed the
cow’s calf three months old, and found it

spring.

healthy. The remainder of the herd

were

supposed to be more or less affected and
were quarantined, turned into a pasture and
ran through the summer.
One pair of oxen
U’OrP amnmr

did well and

Imnl

TKair

fnnk

.h.. .\.

sold In tne (all all right
and healthy. The other cattle did well and
there is no disease then and has not been
since tu the know led iff of any one.
Who
was to blame for this outbreakNow I am
well aware that the (arniers—some of them
I mean-have became somewhat prejudiced
against Jersey rattle of late, but I don’t believe there Isa farmer who owns one of those
bulls or their progeny who would suffer it to
be killed unless diseased and t don't believe
there is one of them that Is diseased.
(f
there were the whole State of Maine would
know it within twenty-four hours after it
was discovered,
llut If there are any that
show the least signs of tuberculosis they S
should be destroyed.
/
Now I say the .cattle that were upon the
farm
are
and
college
eone,
you can hold a
thousand investigations and It will net bring
them back. So fix the law to protect the cattle interests. Stock up the farm and
try it
agaiu, and not sacrifice the interests of all
tne farmers of the State for the sole
purpose
of gratifying a few hot headed fanatics who
are suffering with cattle disease on the
brain
by cutting off the head of one Innocent man
who was not any more responsible for the
outbreak of the disease, or its management
after the outbreak than any other one of the
cattle commissioners.
were

_J.

M. liBKBixo, Saco.

Mr. Pullen on New Mexico.
New York Tribune.

Chlckering Hall was well, filled Monday
night with an audience whieh sat in darkness and looked at attractive
pictures of New
Mexico, its scenery and peoples thrown upon
a screen by a stereopticon. VVbat was more
interesting still was the lecture which these
Illustrated, and which was listened to with
close attention. The lecturer was Clarence
Pullen, whose residence in the country described fitted him peculiarly well for his
task. Uts descriptions were vivid andlentertainlng, and gained not a little from the pleasant delivery. The lecture was given under
the auspices of the American Geographical
Society.

PEESS.

THE

payers and render it more difficult to enforce
it.

them Normandy, as they themselves were
called Normans. The influence in and on
France was great, but their highest achievement was the Conquest of England. A I).
lOdli. How the conquest of England was effected, as well as some of its most important results, may be learned from these
pages. The story is told in such modest
terms as to disarm criticism, and generally

_______

WEDNESDAY MORNING. FEB. 28.
We <lo not read anonymous letters and coiumun
rations. The name and address el the writer are
la all cases Indispensable,
necessarily lei pub
lication but as a guarantee of got.! faith.
undertake
to
We cannot
return or preserre
oonuuunlealions that are not used.
not

CITY ELECTION.
MONDAY, MARCH 7.

Republican Nominations.
FCR

MAYOR,

CHARLES

CHAPMAN.

AVARO I.
Alderman—Hlehard K. Gatlev

t^Mitrj/vacn-Georpe Tietethen,
gins, .I. P. Hutchinson.

Francis

Hig-

Warden—H. F. Dewey.
Clerk— (Ismail Monroe
ronsfoVes-Ruel M. Field, Edward K. Heath.
WARD it.

Alderman—Isaiah Daniels.
Oounciltnen—Frank E. llaggett, William Camluett, Leri M Hlake.
Warden Frau k Flummer.
tVerk—Thomas Pennell.
School Committee—Em Drew.
ConetaUce—Luther A. .-Sterling, Frank ltuuncwell.
W ARD 3.
Alderman—H. H. Ricker.
<
Ozinati Adams, Frank 11. Cushing,
Alexander T. Laughlm.
Warden—Alltert E. Ferry.
Clerk-Edward F. Tompson.
Canute bice— F. T. Merrill, E. A. Leighton.

—_

WARD 4.
Alderman—Nathan E. Redlon.
Counciimcn—L. A. Goudy, George A. Clark.
H 'anlcn —George A. Dow.
Clerk—J. M. Mason.
School ComuUllec—lra S. Locke.
Cotutal/lce-A. M. Sawyer, William F. Larkin.
\V A K l> 3.

Alderman—William H. Smith.
Counciimen—Jolm F. Kami, John M. Peck,

George Sylvester.

The Phess lias no intention of
entering on
an elaborate discussion
of woman's suffrage
at the present time.
Indeed it would be
quite unnecessary, for people eouspiculously identified with the increment seem to
be doing that with sufficient fuliue.ss over
their own signatures in our columns. U’liat
they say the Purus does not hold itself responsible for and does not feel railed upon
to defend. Hut a part of airs. Caswell's
communication elsewhere published relates

CpnetaWea—William Burrowes,
tosh.

Ab-

Counciimen—John P. Hobbs, Eliplialet G.
G. McGlauflin.
Warden-W. 11. Plummer.
Clerk—Wllfurd G. Chapman.
School committee—Silas H. McAlpIue.
(onttables—Benjamin W. Stover, Benjamin

Burnham._

Swett’s prominence in Democratic politics may be accounted for by the
fact that he is booked for the city marslialship if Mr. McCarthy is elected.
Mr. E. C.

Democrats

have begun collecting
municipal campaign, and a
considerable sum lias already been submoney for their

scribed. This money, of course, is to be
spent in purely legitimate ways.
It is

yet too early to know how the members elected to the Reichstag on Monday
stand in relation to tlie Septennate. Indeed
the elections ard not yet completed, for a
good many second ballots will be necessary.
Tlie indications are, however, that enough
supporters of Bismarck’s bill have been
elected to pass it. The Socialists seem to
have won some remarkable successes in
certain quarters, and In Berlin all the government candidates were defeated.
Tlie President’s position on the dependent
pension bill would have been consistent at
least if lie had vetoed tlie Mexican pension bill, which is a measure the same in
principle. If the dependent pension bill is
bad then tlie Mexican bill is bad. The Mexican bill pensions more Southern men, more
men who took part in the rebellion, and perhaps that may be a recommendation for it in
the eyes of a Democratic President, who
owes his election to the solid
South, and may
explain tlie inconsistency of his performances with the two bills.
Mr. J. N. Deering of Saco, in a communication elsewhere published, though
an

investigation

sents one of the

of

arguing
tuberculosis, pre-

strongest possible

reasons

why there should

be an investigation^ when
lie says that exaggerated rumors coucerniug
the extent to which the disease is
prevailing
fjlB—-in this State are in circulation abroad and
are
••

injuring the
“J

mors as

“V

sale ui Uuiuu

VUVVWI V

»«/

tikmw

U117J/VOVJ

by demonstrating by

identical in

VI

kllVOC III

thorough

investigation that thrf amuuUue. Assertions
luade by tills or that man that he does no1
believe that there is a case of tuberculosis in
this State are of very little account in disa

crediting these injurious stories. We can’t
agree with Mr. Deering that it will be wise
for tlie State to stock ud the State
Coliege

again with a herd. A herd is not needed
there for educational purposes, and It is for
educational purposes alone that the institution was created. The $4,000 or $5,000 which
the herd would cost can be sucut to much
better advantage.
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GLOVE DEPARTMENT.

the Cuticura Remedies.

It affords me pleasure to give you tills report of
the cure of our little grandchild by your Cuticuua Remedies. When six months old his left hand
began to swell and had every appearance of a
large boll. We poulticed It, but all to uo purpose.
About five months after it became a running sore.
Soon other sores formed. He then bad two of
them on each band, and as Ills blood became more
and more impure It took less time for them to
break out. A sore came on the ebin, beneath the
under lip, which was very offensive. His head was
one solid scab, discharging a great deal. This was
bis condition at twenty-two mouths old, when 1
undertook the care of him, his mother having died
wheu lie was a little more than a year old, of consumption (scrofula of course). He could walk a
little, but could not get up if be fell down, and
could not move when lu bed, having no use of his
hands. 1 Immediately commenced with the C'l'Ticura Remedies, using the Cuticura and CutictTBA 8oai> freely, and when he had taken one
bottle of the Cuticura Resolvent, his head was
completely cured, and he was improved in every
way. We were very much encouraged, and continued the use of the Remedies for a year and a
half. One sore after another healed, a bony matter forming in each one of these five deep ones
Just before healing, which would finally grow loose
and were taken out; then they would heal rapidly.
One of these ugly bone formations I preserved.
After taking a dozen'.md a half bottles he was
completely cured, and Is now, at the age of six
years, a strong and healthy child. The scars on
his hands must always remain; his hands are
strong, though we once feared he would never he
able to use them. All that physicians did for him
did him no good. All who saw the child before
using the Cuticura Remedies and see the child
now consider it a wonderful cure. Jf the above
facts are of any use to you, you are at liberty to

By

them.

use

MRS. E

612 E.

s

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
EVENING CLOVES.
We have

LOT No. 1. Embroidered Velvets $1.00,

Reduction Sales in

NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS!
iMUAMPK2,i, A«,w^V‘‘ral

ONE MILLION D0LLAR8.
J

years Past *® open

our

J

CW‘i1

j

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Correspondence solicited. ^

B. FULLER,Y
*THOS.H.LORD,J_R.
Ss«rr»av.
Presiknt. 0*
Vb^-

Irlendefcioohn’* Monga without words
Cloth, $1.60, paper, *1.00
The above
books, with the exception of
Beethoven’s Sonatas, are reprints of Peters’ cele1 rated (editions of the same works, and are extra
pood anal correct editions, and faithful copies of
the orlg Inals.

Pisino Classics,

recently published,
is a boi >k filled with
unusually good piano pieces
of medium diBeulty. by modern composers.

Price, Cloth, $1.60, Boards, $1.00.

m BOOK MAILED FOR THE RETAIL PRICE,
OUVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
fob
19

eod&w2w

CfsHMAlTBiS:
"

84

'eb22

<13t

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

ud Silk

Curtain*,

Window Sliati* Cnrtajn Fixtures,

11

SPRING

OPENING

aJ1 over wlth bargains.

9toJe

DAY,

OtfLY

GENUINE kulVkb,

null

our Ait«p Rullci 1* Standard.
tW“Auk your dealer for them, take no other.
L WHOLESALE.!

ap2l

NEW LOANS.

$18 Blue Suits only

21st.

Only

u

few left of nearly three hundred suits.
gain in the State of Maine.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the cxceaa of

Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and la therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It ia delicious, nouriahing,
strengdiening, easily digested, and
> admirably adapted for Invallda aa
| wall aa for persons In health.
SOU by Proem everywhere.
with

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

Caught In a Corner!

(in
Os

Ikey Cireewwald,

10O nights In New York City this
"Funnier than Bain’l of Posen.’’—The New
York World. The same strong cast that contributed
so much to its New York success will
appear here.
Sale of reserved seats at Htockbrtdge's, Haturday
morning, Feb. 19th, at » o’clock.
febl7dtd

GET UP PARTIES

Portland, me.

—AND ATTEND THE—

eodtl

TOBOGGAN
AT
Special

SALE

BY

rates

Telephone
MBS

8 Shares Casco National.
20 Shares National Shoe and
Leather, of Auburn, Me.
20 Shares First National, 6f
Bath, Me.
FOB

,ebi»32

Exchange

Poor &

given any person desirous
parties of 25 or more.

TIAM

_dtf

$12 All Wool Suits for
Only

a

Bonanza Shifts and Drawers only
40c All Wool Hose at
$1 Buckskin Gloves for

-

.75

Rockland.6s&4s Bath.fis A 4s
No. Pacific Oold..Rs
Maine Central..7s & Bs
Anson.4s
P. AO. B. R....6S

Congress Street Opposite Preble House.

FOR
_

Schooner, New Boxer; CO tons; light
draft; rebuilt in 1883 with heat white
oak. Can be bought at a bargain if
,“^^™“eall',d for soon. SAMUEL RANKIN.
Kennebunkport Me., Feb. 22,1887 feb22dlw*
of tile
hereby givcu
NOTICE
Grand Trunk bridge, across the entrance to
is

that the draw

lack Co»e, will lie closed for repairs from Febvary ] 2th to the 23d.
JACOB McLELLAN.
(Signed,)
C. II. FAKLEY.
Portland, Feb. 2,1887.
feb3dtd

n
11 I' A

Its causes, and a new and
PTV
Ja Xi©^ successful CCBK at your

91 own home, by one wlio was deaf twenty-eight
Treated by most of the noted special■f years.
ists
wlthont bcneOt.
aired himself 111 three
months and since then hundreds of others.
Full
D&rticulars seut on application.
T. 8. l'AGE, No. 41 West 31st St.
New York City.
"«ta3wod»w6m»

St.,

Portland,^*.

AND CLASS

W.

J.

COLCORD,

143 n:\KI. STREET.

P.rliand

'anldtf

Lowells, Bigelows,HartAll

ltles.

the celebrated makes of

Roxbury’s,

the

by the tth.wi.livr Vlartugr €'». More
than fifty Savings Bunks hi New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode i
Insurance Companies, Uocleties and Individuals are Investing In this class of secu
Call or address for illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent
11 EXCHAN6E ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Are You Familiar wiili 1) Plans

JIO.

—

and

atrau,

OF THB

—

Union Mutual

n

°P® of th<2
of
country. OilCloths, Linoleums,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Rugs, Mats, Squares, Etc., in Endless Variety.
W“
y°U *°
the prlctfw^cruf nlake'on'These8
for*yo
grades'of'goods!* “8'

OF

PORTLAND, .TIE

I

you realize that this old and sterling
DO pany
Is
HOME 1NHT1TUTION.chartered
com-

In Our Parlor Suit

ImTtb

a

In 134B

Department,

under the laws ol Maine?

yon aware that this Company has paid
ABE
policy-holders their representatives
than
or

to

more

TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

¥T has to-day more than SIX MILLION Dole
A LABS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards ol Maine
and Massachusetts.

asr«a
skiSS&Wtfsj
h=“lln'«^"llw*B«•*•
u,?"ulyBIKhc1l'*r“„gd5SltTo^5!E/h5.Ml!lClB

¥T pays its losses promptly. Iti policies are la
A contestable alter three years.
¥T has liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
by Its Board of Directors and on-

A managed
cers, whose

tioned.

CHAMBER SET DEPARTMENT.

Integrity

and

ability

are

unques-

wise provisions of the Maine Non-ForfeiTHE
ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this

Company, and under Its workings extended
Is provided for !u case of lapse.

Insurance

Jan7____eod&weF

&ik, Walnut, Blreh and SaJboSmy’, ami

we

pr^v'YrHuhtto^ii^nirt n(UN

II you will V ml your address to the Home Ofn«e. or to any o( Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information In regard to the Company
and its plans.

w** v9, P"';-

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol
THE
Maine for their especial patronage, because
It Is

BroSm*»aSa
PIANO
3.

Stove
any

of the above goods

are

cash,

or a

Prices

are

a

Department.
quarter

cast? am?the mil
<l0 a" >“

i°,r.Uotel I4*®*®8-

uvv

Out terms for

“^eV^^°err?SSgsa,X^r

^^SSSSTSSlS^ *~+

rot CATAlQfiUC AND PfUCCS-— W'MTIO* flAPCH-

Seaport,

brought from surrounding towns
within the State, and who are such persons as are
liable to become a public charge, are earnestly reand such
quested to send both the person bringing
persons as are brought to the Office of the Overseers of the Poor, that their pauper settlement
Is In the dty
may be determined as to whether it
In doing so vou will help the 1 super Deor not.
Is
which
already beginpartment to save an item
ning to add quite an amount to our pauper exlebildtf
penses. 1*ER ORDER.

ppm
«0
I # against loss

Investors.

CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STREETS,
PORTLAlxrn

ISAAC. C.

WINSLOW,

132 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt

Buildlu?.

NEW YORK CITY.

OVi'IC'ltRM.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
HENRY D. SMITH. Secretary.
Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A KOHTKk. M. IX,
Medical Director
IIOX. JOS I All H. DKUMMOND, Couiukl.

I

CEO.

J."WICHT,

Superintendent of A^enoios. Eastern Department-

JAMES

SINKINSON

Manager for City Agency,
novB

Established Feb. 1st, 1877.
Unquestionable
references. Write or call for particulars.
fcbl8
eod&w 1 m

Portland.
eodtl

COPY VOIR roRKESPOXOE.VCE
by using

ATKINSON,

H.isra’ Pnteni Portable C
an,lag
the press complete with book of 100
leaves, occupies but a small space and weighs 17
and Is warranted to produce as
ounces;
good a
copy as any stationery screw press with the same
Ink and process, or money refunded. Sent l>y mall
to any address In the United States on
receipt of
price, $4.00. Address

annual meeting ol this association
THEwrllregular
V held at .1 o'clock next SATl'RDAY

HAINES C. P. CO.,

In City Building.

Fern,

-

MANAGER.

OPEN EVERY EVENING
TILL 9.
febl2lUf

Ilaaraaired

iiiauugcuicui.

DIKKCTORV.
Edward R. seccomb. West Newton, Mass..
Main e
!!; Hki mmond, Portland.
John K. DeWitt.
Portland. Maine.
HknkyC. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. I EHuiVAL Romney, Portland. Me.
Hon. MAKguis F. Kino,
Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D.. Portland,
Me
Hon. Feed. E. Riuhahos.
Me.
Geiibok L. Deblois, Bostou, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Fredkrk k Kobie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

Power than Smaller
notice.
Dealers, and
keepers of hotels, boarding houses and
Request an Parly Call.
offices to whom persons
ALLemployment
and from towns

Branch of .he Orea.

HOME COM PAN Y, anubecause of Us age,

experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus. equitable and attractive plans and couserva-

>V. RODMAN

No- 482

Congrois

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
N*.

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, B. A. ATKINSON £ GO.,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

nligr«p>

ICAL STUDIES

are

CLOTHIER,

4

nSTKUCnOSMKMIUgl

Hartfords,
Bros., Etc.

^»^s»K«tSi5?dWU1
-

Sawyer. 537

UBm

STREET,

for circular.

^y ho^^ln^his
l“ tJountSftr5Pr*’i/k?h?iif,

Ash, Cherry.

.22

the

Also full lines of Cotton and Wool, and Cotton nemo Coir
complete lines of carpets ever handled by
great variety, and all widths, from 3 feet wide up to 18 feet.

.49

-

Send

Agent fort be

Dornan

most

6.00

few of those Ulsters marked down to $6.00 left.

as

derminsters,

16.74
-

I'oriland Hcheol •(
Miraography.
Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

RAILROADS,

STREET, NEW YORK.

niDDLK

M. B. GILBERT.

KOFCATIOIHL.

BONDS!

194

from 9 to II.

Former lady
pupils
ad1 V
V

Street.^

10_

January 1.1884.

Dancing

Gentlemen 50 cents.
mitted without charge.
ebl4dtf

—

BUOKEBS,

OP

forming

Wednesday Evenings.

the Higgin’s and Sanfords.
Also the celebrated makes of all Wool
Extra supers,
such as the Dowells,
Art Kid-

j

$30 Silk Lined Overcoats for

tI.

of

W. W. BURNHAM.

2404.

Instruction from 8 to 9.

Proprietors of
POOR'S

SLIDE

ONCE.

GILBERT'S EXTRAS,

Greenough,

BANKER'S AND

SI. O. Curtis.

played by him

as
season.

vited.

Parlor

Stitson’s,

The best bar-

_

Oil ha* been removed. It ha* three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed

in bis Laughable Comedy,

Execute orders at the Stock Exchange in New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence In-

The time of house cleaning and cold
UP°D C¥ery h0U3eke^r, the im-

Tapestry Brussels, including the

$16 All Wool Chinchilla Overcoats for 8.46

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cocoa.

WHEEL CLUB.

M. B. CURTIS,

—
•
m. t. k. k.
—
I),
maine Centrul K. li.
-7s
Audio*. & Kennebec U. K.
<u
Calais W ater Co., lot Wort.,
.»«,

tel)

Window

No old patterns, everything new and fresh.

$9.98

-

eodly

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 187b,

PORTLAND

On

Bangor City municipal
Buth City, guaranteed by

—

fords and Delawares.

tid

MAKE T11E

at S.

Under the auspices of the

The Popular Comedian, Mr.

PORTLAND 6s, Due 1897.

UPHOLSTEFt/ HARDWARE.
WE

FEB, 28th.

CvrnlnR

PER CERT BOYDS GMURTEH

I

-

Hatviey 8L, Boston, Bass.'

Mallnee ul 2.

eodtl

dec21

Shades,
Suits, Odd Easy Chairs, Chamber Suits,
Library Furniture, Hall Furniture,

_

Album,

SATURDAY,

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

Ohio anil Indiana County

CHANDLER.

BY

Refreshments served In Reception Hall.
K*erclses to begin at 4 o'clock.
TICKKTN 50
CK.NTn. For sale at Stockbrldges. F L. Dunn's,
J»1 Congress street. D. W. Heseltlne & Co’s.
Apothecaries, and at the door.
febl9dtd

Choice

Congress Street. PORTLAND6s,Due Nov. 1888

Carpetings, Draperies,

iot^AiVSnlAKE^

This is the largest American company 1
doing business on this continent upon the )
stock plan, taking Marine Risks only, and
the business of the
Company exceeds that
of all other Massachusetts
companies com* §
bined.
v
v,
^

X

UjfimJS*.?/

®f*he
ttwiv^Tiopw fSn>%St

-4

$1,651,161.94.

■tolilcr** Kinder (Childrens')

HALL.

TWO I’EUPOHXAXCES 03LY.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

CHOICE

and more im,he most choice and desirable styles are
FIRST and as nearly all of the HIGH ART
n,l‘or ed in comparatively small quantities, it is
impossible to duplicate them later.
lhe “tost EXQUISITE DESIGNS in
A
NOVEETUSS and we respectfully urge all who can posihi
RE.
sibly do so, to give them careful examination.

Net Surplus as to Policy Holders

_

eodtl

BANK STOCKS.

DRESS GOODS very early in (he season, both
onjrl'.i
Spring
and Fall o„.,n
and our efforts have met with marked
success.
Body Brussels, such
*® desire to secure their New
Goods
in
order
to get
early
0^23*1,1
?h rush at the Dress-makers. But another
■‘',‘
ad

OVER TWO MILLION DOLLARS. |

60 cts.
paper
75 cts.

DEPOSITS

MUSIC

41 WAX,I,

e

MUSIC.

CITY

Third Annual Entertainment of Wathbura I ■•on of the C hurch «f the n«««mh.
The best
of borne talent secured.
Mrs. Fellows, Miss Annie (ireely, and Fred W. Adams will take prominent parts.
Dnirvmrn itnil DuirymiiAtU will
npprur in Apprapriao I'miuura in Choru*>
es and Parades, followed by an Assembly.

wuoimi k iwltm,

Cash

PIANOFORTE

'USUAL

FRIDAY EVEN'G, FEB. 25/87.

SWAN & BARRETT,

Prices Lower Than Ever!

INSURANCE COMPANY

This following elegant and correct editions of
celebrated musical works are in constant demand
by good players.
■irelhoveu’s SsnuUu, Lebert and Von Bulow edili.n. In paper, 2 vols. each.
*3.00
The same in Cloth, embossed, 2 Vols. each, *8.00
Cbepin’i Hasurkai. In paper,
*1.00
■ 'hopin'* Nocturne*. Cloth. *1.60.
paper, 60 cts
■ 'hopin'* Wniter*. Cloth. *1.26.
paper, 60cts.
Ni'hun**n>iA||lain.Op. 08 and 16. paper *100
Nountiuru Album,
Fingered by Kohler
Cloth. *1.60, paper 75 cts,
( IrmrnSB* ManuUna.,
Op. 30. 37 & 38, paper

IN

Pint National Bank Building.

"Sft?S2?£Uave th^'largesTlim-iam/'la'fest style"'oflat*Cally

CLASSIC COLLECTIONS

AND

FESTIVAL!

TRUST COMPANY

186 middle Street,

NEW GOODSTlEW STYLES!
dinners

iUmn mi

i»

FOR SALE BY

BROS.,

Monday, February

Boston Marine

feblO

LITERARY

BANKERS,

jX

VC

teblBdtd

Prank C. Crocker.

II. M. PAYSOI X CO.

--7^

V

la OsMM Work, or Ike
Negr* Problem.
Admission. 25 cents. Reserved seats, 35 cents.
Members, hall price. Tickets at Htockbrtdge's.

deeleodtl

Every Department.

TURNER

GRAND

febl6WS&w2w

Assets

REV. JAMES POWELL. 0. 0., of New York.

CHARLES HEAD&CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

JaulS

44

Krfc.

SIHJKIT

BOMTON,

Portland City municipal

Balance Dress Goods Remnants at one-third their

SPRING

minute by the Cutieura Anti[Pain Plaster. New and infallible. At
’druggists, 25c. Potter Drug aud Chemi-

,,

COKHCMPUNDENTM,
CHARLES HEAD & CO.

PORTLAND 6s, Due July 1887

oue

OF

1.20
,73
.95
1.00
1.25

....

488 and 490

BACK, MV BACK !
Pain, Inflammation and Weakness of
Kidneys, Hips and Sides relieved in

--

Regular price $1.50
Regular price $2.50
Regular price $2.00
Regular price $1.00

Silk Remnants at Half Price.

a full line of Suede
Kid
Gloves
in 8 Button,
Ulousquetaire
19
Button, 16 Button and 90 Button lengths,

the

%

worth $2.50

Fancy Stripe Velvets $1.00,
*aBCV Figured Velvetsl.75,
Fancy Brocade Velvets 1.25,

LOT No. 5. Plaiu Colored Velvets .75,
Faille Francaise Silks, new, Black and Colored,
$1.00 Black Satin Duchesso for
$1.25 Black Satin Rbadame for

just received

OH 1 MI

In

EIGHTH Y. M. C. A.
f'ily 11*11, Thur.du, Krraiag,
Lecture by the Eloquent

BANKERS

value.

Scaly, Pimply and Oily Skin
frW,R''ilJlNG,
a
A
mm beautified
by Cuticuka Soap.

Capital Paid

Ticket sain opens Saturday, Feb. 19th. Prices
75, 50 and 35 cents.• febl7dtd

Kx.huugr.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON
lelO

Mreaery,

Kraiaiirul

MAGNIFICENT COSTUMES.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

VELVETS AND SILKS!
J*OTNo 2*
5°- f
FOT No. 4.

STARTLING SITUATIONS,
W.nlrrfal Climun,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

SALE

RENE,
Huguenot Captain I

ALSO

May 0,1885.
The child was really In a worse condition than
he appeared to his grandmother, who, being with
him every day, became accustomed to the disease.
MAGGIE HOPPING.
Cuticuka Remedies are sold everywhere.
Cuticuka, the great Skin Cure, 60 cts.; Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautilier. 26 cts.:
Cuticuka Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier,
81.00.
Prepared by the Potter IJbuo and
Chemical Co., Boston.
Mend far “How to Cure Skin Disease*.”

17 State St„ BOSTON.
43 Wall Street, NEW YQHK.

REDUCTION

$1.25 Black Silk for
$1.50 Black Silk for

liimick

MARINE INSURANCE.

eodti

....

Clay St., Bloomington, III.

cal Co., Boston.

STREET, PORTLAND.

-OF-

dlt

The

STREET.

r u n i li a n

honest

GLADDING,

In the Grand Romantic Drama, entitled

JRcCARTIIT & BURNS,

To Commence Mondav, Feb. 21st.

Cleansed, Purified, and Beautified by

Brooks Adams. Once on a time we listened
to an eloquent defence of the Puritans from
the lips of John Quincy Adams.
It was a
public-spirited, and historical address before
the Massachusetts Historical Society, if we
remember the occasion rightly.
But whatever the occasion or the assembly, we can
never forget the ardor and ability with which
“the old men eloquent” defended the Puritans against all their detractors. Dissenters,
deserters and disturbers of their peace, ho
painted as disputatious, and from Roger
Williams down, as conscientiously contentious, well meaning, but misguided men.
His contention for our Puritan ancestors
was, that they were an elect people, a noble
ancestry, whose faults were few, and whose
virtues imperishable.
Soon after, John Quincy Adams saw the
last of earth, his son, Charles
Francis, has also departed, but the
family is not yet extinct,
nor likely to become so.
The existing generation is more numerous than any former
one, and retains the family traits of vigor,
independence, and pugnacity. A few years
since, Charles Francis, Jr., astonished the
learned world by his vigorous assault on
classical studies.
Aryl now Mr. Brooks
Adams makes the welkin ring with a ferocious attack on the Puritans whom his
grandfather extolled. To John Quincy, these Puritans seemed especially endowed by Heaven
for their great work.

TO

199 MIDDLE

GREAT

as an

DAVIS,

CLOTHIERS,

feb21_

Tartaric

Chemists to the New York Produce Exchange.

fei>io

THL

—

Powerful Romantic Company

Private Wire to New York and Boston.

Stanley- T. Pullen,

—

AND TIIK1B

—

NEW YORK

progress.

BARTLETT &

exceptionally high strength.

STILLWELL &
•

buy.

now in

EXCHANCE

Member* of the M. Y. Ntorl

Approval Through Low Prices!

to

injurious ingredients.

of GREAT

NO. 33

We’ll not crave your
patronage—We'll deserve it.
Pash drives a close bargain. W’e use it when
we

Pure Cream Tartar Yeast Powder,

We heartily recommend the Congress Yeast Powder

powder

We Reach Your

tes-

weight.

We And that the

or

of

Sufficient.
Moderate Patronage is Acceptable.

AND

HKS. Til OS. IIA It It Y,

Brokers,

Satisfactory.

arc

Small Profits are

Great Sale of Men’s and Boys’ Pants and Vests

housekeepers throughout New England

careful

Modest Prices

healthfulness by

to its excellence and to the great value it is to them.

“We have made

WH. ItllMIlMD

WE DO NOT WANT THE EARTH! PUILDI, CROCe k 60.
Bankers and

dumplings,

cakes,

Yeast Powder, and is endorsed for its purity and
chemists and physicians.

tify

the cook is

day, but where the Congress Yeast
lightened because the happy Housewife

that poor results

and the

Special Engagement, the STEELING ARTISTS

—

OUR LITTLE GRANDCHILD.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

While the investigation of the alleged outTo Brooks, the grandson,
they appear to
rages in Washington county, Texas, is still
have been selfish, cruel and bigoted
pending before a committee of the United
beyond
the persecutors of ancient or modem times
States Senate composed of hotli Republicans
The
he
judgment
pronounces on
and Democrats, a resolution lias been intro- |
them is
equalled in severity only by his denunciation
duced In the Texas Legislature asserting
of the Jewish priesthood with
that the investigation by the Senate is a
whom he
fraud and evidence of hatred toward the compares them, and from whom, he declares,
South. The Legislature has taken no action they imbibed their spirit and ecclesiastical
From Governor Winthrop and Endion it, hut its introduction
clearly shows the policy.
“'"•"disposition to discredit in advance any in- cott, John Cotton and the two Mathers, down
quiry that may tend to show that citizens of to the Samuel Adams of .Revolutionary fame,
he soundly berates them
the State have been deprived of their politiall, while he as persistently defends and eulogize^ the Ancal rights and outraged and persecuted for
voting in opposition to tlie will of tlie major- tinomlaus, Quakers, Baptists, Episcopalians
and all others who dared defy the
ity. If the facts are as narrated in the mePuritan
morial presented to the Senate every decent Commonwealth.
Tn vinui nf fKia
_3.
Mha^Dcmocrat in tlie country should denounce the
uiiaiKiiiiieni
ol the 1 uritans, we ask ourselves
men who are responsible for them, and the
which surof
them
is
the
vey
more correct and trustState that allows such men within Its borworthy? John Quincy Adams was no fool,
ders without shutting them up in the
penitentiary. If they are not true then the and he probably had a more intimate knowledge of the subject than his grandson. When
Democrats of Texas ought to welcome this
investigation as a means of showing that he delivered his eulogy, he was an old man
they and their State have been maligned. of ripe scholarship and wide experience of
men and affairs.
Like Ulysses he had seen
An attempt to discredit the
investigation in
Yet his
advance is practically a confession that the many men, cities and countries.
heart untravelled, turned with affection and
revelations it may make are dreaded.
reverence to the founders of New England.
The act of the Legislature enabling tlie Brooks is young, fiery, and fully convinced
county commissioners of Cumberland Coun- that both the Jewish and Puritan leaders
ty to lay out a ferry landing provided that aimed to enslave their followers. The priests
of Baal were the liberals of one
tlie expense should he borne by the
age, the
County.
The commissioners refused to lay out tlie Quakers and conic-outers of the other.
All
lauding and the petitioners appealed their the labored defences and professions of the
Puritans were insincere and
case to a commission appointed
prompted by
by the Suself interest.
But the narratives oi the
preme Court. The commission was asked,
just as the commissioners were, to lay out a Quakers are all accepted as perfectly relialanding at tlie expense of the county. They ble. Evidently this is the tone, not of a his.
torian, but of an advocate who accepts
decided in favor of tlie petitioners—that is,
any
they decided that a landing should be laid view, story, or interpretation, witli which
he can “dish” the hated Puritans.
out at the expense of tlie
And
county. Tlie Legislature is now asked to impose all the ex- doubtless they; had faulty enough.
They
were mou ol
“blood a act tron” like Bispense of this lauding on to tills city. To grant
marck, and like him they were called to exethis request would be an act of gross injuscute a hard task. What we know Is, that
tice. The manner in which the expense was
both they and the Jews founded the two
to he borne was an essential element in tlie
most successful politics in
commission's decision. Nobody lias a right
history, politics
to which we are Indebted more than to
to assume that their decision would have
any
and all others. It is true that
been the same if tlie law hod provided that
they were not
wise
their
times
in
beyond
all
the whole expense should be borne by the
things. They
city of Portland. But in order to impose hud their limitations and the defects of tt^eir
all men have had both
the entire burden upon Portland the
befow and
Legis- qualities,
lature must assume this, which it has no since. Brooks Adams is probably ^.excepright to do, or treat the law of a previous tion to this rule, although ho hv advanced
Legislature, under which this commission so far as to eliminate the sou^am man, and
constantly to classify hlsf, with the lower
was appointed and the landing laid
out,
ansmals, referring all his peculiarities and
witn contempt.
progress to his “nerve centres,” physical organization and “environments,” Be lias
ine Lewiston Journal thinks there will be
rend Buclfle, but even
didn’t know
some difference of opinion as to tbe wisdom
everything. John Qvney uever read Buckle,
of the clause of tho new Honor bill that
tnd he couldn’t see through the Puritans.
makes Imprisonment the penalty for the first
Poor old man. (New York: Houghton, Mifoffence for the illegal sale of
liquor. To
lin&Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Ilarsome it will appear as if this
fora
penalty
non.)
first offence may In many cases either render
a conviction less easy, or be used to
bring the
The Story of the Normans.
By Sarah
law into discredit; and that the better
way
irne Jewett. Having aeliievedsiiecessa.su
would be to Increase the fine to £300 or 8500
vriter of sea side stories, Miss Jewett now
for first offences, and then add imprisonment
ippears in the more ambitious role of histofor subsequent offences. On the other hand
I ians. However, in her pages the history of
it is argued that in practice it is
very difficult
| he Normans assumes the familiar form of a
to get a case against a liquor seller so far ad- <
tory which is told in a very pleasant leanvanced as to send him to jail. Violators of
er.
Strictly speaking, It is not a history of
the liquor law expect to get off with a small
t he
Normals. That were a claim all too
fine, and if it can be settled that the keeping , ast. All that
the authoress attempts is a
of a dram shop is certainly to be punished j ;eneral and
version of tlie exeurpopular
with imprisonment the penalty will have ten
, ions of
the Northmen into the
principal
times the effect* that it now has. There
j 'orts of Europe, from which
bore
they
no
in
to
be
men
who
difficulty
getting
ought
; way
many splendid trophies. Thousands
in
into
under
the law ( f these
rumselling
jail
persist
Northmen came into England,
Tbe principal trouble with
as itnow exists.
j rauce, Spain and
Italy, not to steal, hut to
a law that sends men to jail for the first
s t.iy.
In fact their
staying quality proved
offence will be that it will yield little revet ie best of all, first for
themselves, and
to
be
nue, for it Is going
practically impossi- t lien for the peoples nmong whom
tiiey sehie tr get a fine out of meu and send them to c ared a lodgement. The
foremost of these
Jail at tbe same time. That will surely tend a dventurers from Norway and
Denmark
to make tbe law unpopular with tbe tax
t )ok possession of the province
called after

knows from

Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 22 and 23.
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DEMOCRATS.

Massachusetts.

powder
tions

But why
the Irish should resent the invasions from
which she suffered no more than France or
England, docs not appear. Wars, invasions
and conquests were the order of the day, the
rule of life all over Europe for more than a
thousand years. (Boston: Lee & Shepard;

Hartford Post.
Congressman Heed of Maine is a very
troublesome man to the Democrats of the
House this session.
He not only has placed
them on record as to the appropriation for
armament and as general obstructionists;
but on Saturday lie scathed them unmercifully for their denial of the rights of self-government and representation to the half million of people in the Territory of Dakota.
Some of the Democrats tried to smooth the
matter over, but with very bad success, inasmuch as they refused Delegate Gifford of
that Territory opportunity to speak on tlie
resolution before tlie House, which iimnediately concerned his constituents.

emancipation of

1

is used the labors are

This is the historian’s theme.

Springfield Union.
The administration organs are wondering
whether President Cleveland is going to promote Assistant Secretary Fairchild to Secretary Manning’s place or take some Democratic politician who can perhaps control
some votes in next
year’s national Democratic convention. The administration organs seem to have about made up their
minds that the expression “public office is a
public trust-’ has fallen into “innocuous
desuetude” at the White House.

i no

lsy

Ireland,

than does the work of the

^BANKERS,

TWO NIUHTtt ONLY.

Had

housekeeping.

fatigue

PORTLAND THEATRE

which will

any article

attending a baking day. When
materials, worry and disappointment

with poor

Europe, and perhaps the first north of Italy
to be civilized and converted to Christianity.
For three hundred years while England was
barbarous, Ireland enjoyed the blessings of
learning, piety, peace and prosperity. There
seems to have been no drawback to her felicity till the Northmen invaded her shore §
and their descent was a small matter com-

DISUSE.

CONGRESSMAN REED AND THE

History

oi

The Saxous wrath.
To Erin the dread spring
Of woes unnumbered,
Heavenly Goddess, sing.

Albany Journal.
Someone canvassed the Alabama Legislature for presidential preferences and found
the majority largely for Cleveland.
One
member voted for Jefferson
Davis.
But
don’t mention it. The bloody shirt must not
be waved.
INTO

provided

successors.

Bangor Commercial.
The only thing that seems to he clearly
understood in connection with the interstate
commerce law is
that the salary of each
commissioner will be $7,000 per year.

FALLEN

ugainst

means

WAVING TUE BLOODY K1I1KT.

Spring, James

The

au

TUE ONLY CLEAR POINT.

WARD 7.
Alderman—Herbert U. Briggs.

^

no

s

the burden of

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.

provided with

Few realize the fatigue

and the real need of such a work. The history of Ireland Is intimately connected with
that of England, and lienco is usually made
a part of the same.
But the Irish claim that
their history as given by English writers Is
not fairy written. English historians are
are said to be prejudiced and unveradous.
They will not find this fault in the present
work. It would be an unreasonable Irishman who was not pleased with the picture
here drawn of his countrymen. They are
described as among the earliest Aryans in

CURRENT COMMENT.

Beniamin McIn-

WARD 6.
Alderman—William M. Marks.
Counciimen—Ansel G. Dewey, George II.
bott. Edward W. Kent.
Warden—Josiali H. Drummond, Jr.
Clerk—Charles A. Strout.
School Committee—Albert T. Dunn.
Conttablee—Lincoln S. Kay, 8. D. Lincoln.

by

lighten

&

George Makepeace Towle. There Is an
apology lor this volume which the author
could not offer for his history of England,
viz.: the comparative neglect of the subject

letter or substance.

Warden—Charles A. Perry.
l„ Harrows.

Clerk—George

are

reopie

muiig

apparThe paper which
Mrs. Caswell signed was addressed to the
legislature and purported to be a remonstrance “against giving the ballot to woman."
As tile legislature was not proposing to give
tile ballot to women.but was simply proposing
to give the voters of the State the opportunity to do so if they saw fit the wording of the
remonstrance naturally created a suspicion
that the signers were laboring under a misapprehension in regard to the precise question before the legislature.
If that suspicion was groundless then the signers of the
remonstrance read it carelessly, for the two

propositions

Sliou tl see Unit his wile is

AnrUKJIKNTH.

VI1UNCUI..

A Good Husband

Harmon.)

uncalled for or both. The offence of the
Press consisted in calling attention in
to

Sous; Portland: Luring, Short

Putnam’s

nillCELLAflBOrB.
llT.c!<«?arW

the best authorities are cited and followed.
Hut what does Miss Jewett mean when
she talks of the influence of the Romans
on the Saxon population of England for
five hundred years? Whether this was a
slip of the pen or not, she should look to it
in her second edition. (New York: G. P.

to uu editorial paragraph iu the Pkkbs of
yesterday in which it was said that the signers of the remonstrance would do well to
consider that the question before the Legislature Is, not giving the ballot to women, but
submitting to the people an amendment to
the constitution giving to women equal political privileges with men.
The frequency
with which Mrs. Caswell informs the Press
and the public that she lias considered leads
to the inference that she regards the
remark of
the
Press as offensive or

respectful
language
ent misapprehension.

miBOCI<l,ANKOl a.

*MCXMC "<dlrs o.K
IUBRK

ld

.«oKs

teblS

Indianapolis,

ADENTPI WANTED.

Ind.

eodlm

Longfellow
AFTERNOON,

Minute

Assmrlailon

Feb. atl. at the Aldermen's Room
A full attendance Is desired.

THOMAS TAS1I. Secretaiy.
febaidlw

Portland, Feb. 19,1887.
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THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol N.
U. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
76 Exchange St.; Armstrong. K.& M. C. R. R. Depot; Hodgson, 96Vs Portland St.: I. W. Anderson,
669Congress St.; Costello, 7 Exchange St.; Gllpatrlck, 47 Middle St.; .lewett, 604 Congress St.; Peterson, 2 Exchange St.; Goold, corner Congress
and Chestnut Sts.; I.unagan, <16 Oxford St.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St.
and 663 Congress St.; Sheafe, 243 Congress St.;
Ross. 193 Cougaeu St.; Beardsworth, 87 India
St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.; Senter
221Sprlug St.; Abbott, 243 Spring St.; Gardiner,
under D. 8. Hotel; E. L. Harnduu, 27 Greeu St.;
and of Cbisbolm Bros’ agents on all trains running
out of the city.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. nerce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Utddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House,
Brunswick, B. <1. Deunison.
Cumberland Mills, K. 8. Ravmond.
Damariscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
•
A. Mitchell.
Freeport, W.
Fryeburg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Kuowltom
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendeuning.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridges. E. A. Thomas.
Norway, 8. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G, A. Beale.
Rockland, O. 8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, C. H. Kilby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpolo.
Spriagvale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Themaston, S. Delano.
Vtnalhaven, A. B. Vlual.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

Mall

Arrangement

General Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.80 a. m.
to 7.30 p. m. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. in.
('ashler's OJftce, (Sunday excepted). 7.30 a. m.
to 7.30 p. in.; Money order department, (Sunday
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m.; Registered letter
department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 6 p.
ni.

Carrier’s Deliveries,
(Stmday excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in. and 12.30,1.45 and
6 p. in. In other sections at 8 a. in. and 1.45 and 6
a. m.
Sunday deltveiy at Carriers' window, 9 to
10 a. m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and
11 a. m. and 4 and 8 p.m. Sunday at 6 p. m.
AND DEPARTURE OP

O uclt.

No 1.

MAILS.

Boston and Maine
.Southern and Western,
railroad (Eastern division)
Arrive, 12.20, 5.00
8.16
a.
Closa
and lip. in.;
in., 12 in., 5.30 and 9 p,
in.; Supplementary. 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Intermediate
offices
and connections,
Roston,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
8.15 a. m. and
8.16
Close
12.20
iuid
p. in.;
Arrive,
3.0' > p. m.
Central
Maine
via
Railroad—Arrive,
Eastern,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m. *, Close 12.15 a. in. and 9 p. in.;
Supplementary, 12.45 p. ill. and 10 p. m.
Rockland, Intermediate offices anil connections,
via Knox and Liueobi railroad—Arrive, 1 and fi.00
p.m.: Close, C.45 and 12.15 p. in.; Supplementary,
12.45 p. in.
Augusta,—Arrive 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 0.00 p.
m.; Close 12.16,4.30 and 9 p. m.; Supplementary,
12.45 and 10 p. m.
Rath,—Arrive, 2 and 9 a.m. and 1 and 6.00 p.m.;
Close, 6.46 a.m., 12.15, 4.30and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.45 and 10 p. m.
Auburn anti fjcwiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. in.
and 1 p. m.; Close, 0.45 a. ui. and 12.15, 4.30 and
W p. m.; Supplementary, 12.45 and 10 p. in.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m.;
Close, 12.45 p. in.
Gorham, fi. 1/., intermediate offices and connections—Arrive. 8.35 a. m. Close, 0.45 a. III.
Swanton, I t., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdeusburg railroad—
Arrive, 8.50 p. m.; Close, 8.00 a. m.
Hartlelt. N. //., Intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 11.10 a. m.; Close, 2.45 p. m.
Rochester, -V, //,, Intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.35 p. m.; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30 p. ni.
F.astpurt, via each steamer—Arrive, 0 a. m.;
Close, 4.30 p. m.
via

...

WIT AND WISDOM.

Pressed.§13@*
Straw....

The best way is to take a pain in time, aud tight
dally and hourly with Salvation Oil. 25 cts.
Indorsed by the Faoulty. The reputation of
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup lias been solely achieved
on accounts of Its merits.
Physicians prescribe
it.
it

Little Dot—Mamma, can I got married to Dick
when I grow up?
Mamina—Why, I suppose so, pet, if you want
to.

Dot-1 fluk It will be a good plan.
can

get all our quarreling

Frightful Whooping Cough

uuder examination iu the case of
an unpaid account, when the Judge put the question to him:
“What is your occupation?"
The witness did not seem to understand the
meaning of the word “occupation" and asked
what the Judge meant. He accordingly varied
his question:
“What do you do for a living?
"Oh, my wife's a dressmaker," replied the witwas

Derangement of the liver, with constipation, injure the complexion, Induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter's Little
laser Fills. One a dose.
“Look here, waiter,” s id a man in a city restaurant He oilier day, "is there any difference in
I don’t deyour roast lamb and roast mutton?

any."

"Oli. yea," said the waiter, "you will notice that
yesterday, when you liad mutt lamb, 1 gave you
• twenty-five cent check. Today, when you had
roast mutton. I gave you a tweuty-cent check.
There's the difference."
worst forms will yield to the
of Carter’s LittleNerve Pills aided by Carter’s
Little Liver Pills. They not only relieve present
distress but strengthen the stomach and digestive

apparatus.
dense

has suffered

from

recently consulted
eminent physician, and she informs “the doctor
osculated me
a
and
having
produced stereoscope,
on my chest, informed me 1 was suffering from a
an
all.terative
which
attack,
slight preliminary
pill will cure.”

an

When Rob;

ekk.

When she

o«r

I'-bUd,

Wben she

i-'-

Wbpn

she liad

we

gave her

«be

Castoria,

cried forCaetoria,

Mlae, she clung to Cantoris,

'.jlilren,

sho ga. o them Castoria.

Polite tramp—Will you oblige me with a little
I've bruised
vinegar and a bit of tag, madam?
my heel.
Lady of the house—I’m very sorry, hot our vinegar Is all out; wouldn’t a little New England
rum do as well?
Tramp—I don’t know, mad; m. but I'll try It,
and—er—never mind the rag.

Pure.

Absolutely

& Kelsey.
Barque Elba, Tilton, Boothbay.
vannah—Ryan & Kelsey.

Ryan

This powder never vanes.

marvel of purity,
More economical,
sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only In
cans. Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St.
N- Ytny2dl

strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and

can not be

Congress St.

FROM

iHlghMxdCorn.82%353
Superfine
tow grades.2 50*3 60 Corn, bag lots—66*66
X Spline; and
Meal, bag lots. ..62*63
and

“0*4 26 Oats, car lots....41*42
Oats, bag lots....42*43
Wheats.5 2n*5 60 Cottonseed.
car lots..
Mich.straight
*25 00
ro'.lor .4 60*4 76 i do bag...
*20 00
clear do_ 4V»®4%i8ack’dBr’n
car lots. .18 60*20 60
stone ground. 4 25*4%
do bag. ..20 00*22 00
61 Corns si’gt,
roller.4 76*6 00 Middlings. 20 00*22 00
dear do_4 25*4 60 do bag lots,21 00*23 00
I*r«viaion».
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 25*6 60 Porkfish.
I Backs...18 00*18 60
I
Clear....17 60*18 00
Cod. »qtl—
Large Shori’3 25*3 601 Hess.16 60*16100
Large Bank2 75*3 00|Beef8 26*8 50
Small
I Ex Mess.
®
Pollock.2 50*3 261 Plate.... 0 60*10 00
001
ExPlate
10
Haddock.1 50*2
60*1100
Hake.1 25*1 76ILard
I
Tubs t> fp..7V4*7%c
Herring
Scaled Jr bx. 16*20e; Tierces.... 7ya@7»,4c
No 1.13316c I Palls.7%38%c
Mackerel p bbl—1886. iHams V lb....12*12%
Shore is.21 50*26 001 do covered. .13*13%

A SWINDLER.
doe* not refer possible purchases to his victims.
The Athlophoros Co. gladly rollers sufferers frean
sick
rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica, nervous or
headache,kidney and liver complaints to those whe
cured of these diseases by Athlophoros
and will furnish names and addresses of man]
such persons to those desiring them. Athloplio
have hevn

the Is the only remedy for these diseases
that can stand such a test.

ros Is

Augusta, Me.. April 10,1886,
No Sir! I don’t think anything about it. 1
know Athlophoros to be the best medicine thal
aver was for rheumatism or neuralgia; when mj
•on was very 111 with neuralgia and was being
treated by doctors all the way from Boston and
Bangor, who said neuralgia was a hard thing tc
handle, they did not ease lilm, but three doses
of Athlophoros knocked the pain out of him, as il
me.

For seven "weeks I could not do a stroke o:
work. I took Athlophoros. because It lias done sc
much for iny boy; my rheumatism troubled me li
the back, legs and feet. Athlophoros will kll
pain quicker than aay medicine I ever saw o:
Vobanols Kimball.
took.
Great Falls, N. H.. March 12, 1886.
With inc Athlophoros outsells all rlieumatisn
medicines and herewith 1 give you one sample ol
Its work in this place. Mr. Cyrus Curtis has beci
for the past threi 1
■o afflicted with rheumatism
to walk, except to pu
years he has been unable
to It and thui
one foot out and drag the other up
weeks ago l recomended Atli
pet along. Three
has so (as he states
lopherus to him, two bottles
unloaeenetl him tliat he can walk natural again
Hh is now an earnest advocate of Athlophoros.
F. H. Wingate, Druggist.
anc
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros
cannot b
Athlophoros rills, hot where they
11 :
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co.,
Wall St., Now York, will send either (carriage

wall: Wm J

Hinckley, Kingston.

CHARLESTON —Cld 21st, sch Morris W Child,
Torrey, Torrev, Baltimore.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 21st. schs Georgia L
Drake, Parris, St Domingo; Uranus, Peters, from

Cardenas.

Oil.
I KeroseneI Port. Kef. Pet. 6%
I Water White. 6
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RICHMOND—Sid 21st, sch A F Crockett.Tliorudlke, Portsmouth.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch Chas E Merrison,
Smith, Boston.
Ar 21st, schs St Croix, Handy, New York; Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, Pensacola.
Sid 21st, sch J Manchester Haynes.
Sid 18tli, sch Wm T Donnell, for Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, brig Lahaina,Thomas, Cardenas.
Ar 21st, steamer Panther, Portland; sch Annie
E J Morse, Lansll. Bos: u.
Cikl 21st, ship Alex Gibson, Speed, Hlogo.
JWut Delaware Breakwater 20th, barque Isaac
Dodge, from Boston for Philadelphia; sch Nellie
V Rokes, Jacksonville for New York.
Ar at do 21st, sch Hattie N Gove, from Portland
for Norfolk.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque Mignon, Freeman. Nuevitas; schs Walter F Parker, from Damariseotta; Hattie LCurtis, Wood’s Holl; Walter
Franklin, Lubec: Lizzie L Mills, Bristol; Geo M
Braluard, Providence; Allarelta Campbell, from
Boston.
Cld 21st. ships Merom, Glover, Portland: AD
Snow, Willey, San Francisco ; barque Beatrice
Havener, Havener, Gibara; brig Mousou. Page,
Sierra

beeswax.

3;

Bleb powders
Borax....
Brimstone.... SV4'
40
Cochineal
....

••••

Copperas.IV*
4r
Cream tartar.
Kx. logwood.
Uuuiarahlc...
A Iopm i»;i'>e

Zinc..,1

«.b

VUlv tui

Solder VsxVa.

Camphor....

60® 56
Opium.4 00@4 25
Shellac. 20@ 25
Indigo. 86@100
Iodine.4 25@4 38
Mvrrli

Nightingale,

uaiuuiviv tui

u

Portland.

BOSTON—Ar 2lst, schs Sadie Corey,Lowe, and
Edw L Warren, Colson, Belfast.
Sch Ellen M Uolder, from Newport News, is
bound to Portland.

PKOV1NCETOWN—Ar 20th, schs South Shore
from New York lor Portland; Arizona, Boothbaj
for New York,
GLOUCESTER— III port, schs Ripley, from
Boston for Belfast; Relief, Blake, do for Rock
land; Mary Farrow, do for Belfast.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 1‘Jth, sch Sadie Corey
from Winterport for Boston.
Ar 21st, sen Frank Barker, Gilbert, Boothbay.
BOOTHBA Y—Sailed to 20th, schs Radiant, Har
Rockport for Boston; Metropolis, Brown, iron
dy,
V inalhaven for do; Cayenne, 8tlmpsou, Eastporl
for .New York; Julia S, Odell, Portland lor SI
John. NB; J Kennedy. Warr, New York for Calais; Mazurka, Lane, Boston for Rockport.
Ar 21st, sch E C Allen. Godfrey, Boston, to load
for Virginia.

3f
21
IS
1*1

As

Foreign Port6.
Samarang Jan 10, barque John M Clerk, Co

nant, for Channel.
Ar at Sydney, NSW. prev to Feb 8,
barque Chas
B Kenney, from Port Haddock.
Passed Gibraltar loth inst, ship Landseer,Smith
from Trapani for Boston,
Ar at Accra prev to Jan 18, barque Elmlranda
Havener. Boston via Eliniua.
At Gonalves 7th inst, sch Maggie Abbott, Me
Intosl), from New York, ldg.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Jan 29, brig Mary E Dana
Burgess, New York.
In port 2d inst, sch Chas U Wolston, Hinckley
from Charleston.
At at Cardenas 12th Inst, brig Gipsy Queen
Chandler, Portland; sch B C Cromwell, York, fn
Galveston; 14th, barque Matthew Baird, Wll
Hams, Porto Rico ;16tu, Ethel, Thompson, Bos
ton; sch Nellie A Drury. Wilson, Phlladeldhia.
Sid 12th, brig E H Williams, Gould, Plnladel
phla; sch Uranus, Peters, Wilmington, NC: 14th
brig Elizabeth Winslow, Oakes. Philadelphia
sch Clara Leavitt, Lombord, do; Jas A Garfield
Kent, do; loth, barque Ocean Pearl, Handy, Nev
York; ech Georgia, Coffin, do.
Ar at Havana 11th inst, brig Golcouda, Hall
Boston.
Sid fm Sagua 15th, sch Maud, Robinson, Phils

Molasses.

.....
..

jfbale.

■

..

viiivi

—

2i

Porto B1C0... SO® 4<
Barbadoes.... 28® 21
Cienfuegos.... 24a 21
Bolling.
llHIi@2(
Nails.
126
Ipecac
2 40@2 61
Licorice, rr 15® 20|CasK.
Naval Stores.
Lai ex. 34® 401
3 00®3 21
Morphine.2 85@8 10|Tar Ip bbl
Pitch
(C Tar)3 25, all 51
Oil bergamot.2 75@3 00
Cod liver.1 50@2 00 W1L Pitch....3 25a3 51
Lemon........2 2 5,®2 50|Rosin.........3 oo®4 oi
Olive.1 25@1 76| Turpt’ue, gall 44@51
Reopi.3 76®4 OOiOakum. 0V4@7y
Oil.
Wlntcreieen..2 26®2 40i
Potass br’nido 4f>3 63 Linseed. 42,«. 47
chlorate. 20® 22 Boiled. 46 a 51
Iodide.3 10@8 25 Sperm.115o>l 31
50® 6,
Quicksilver...
,60
70@76 iBank.......... 30® di
Quiulue.
lit rhuebarb.. 76 1601 Shore. 28® 31
® 3:
Kl snake. *T
4i; Porgle.
00® 7i
Saltpetre. 1'
JN,Lara.
3
“ftAstor.1 66®1 (W
Senna.
Neatsfoot. OOal 0*
( unary seed.
Elaine. 62® 6i
Cardamons.-.1 00
<*»>ai».
Soda, bl-carb.3%
Pure
gro na ld«00@e 5'
Sal.3 k4@
Pure dry leadd0*)®0 6i
Sulpur.2V
EngVenRed. 3®3y
Sugar lead... 2'
Bed Lead
61
White wax.
7® 7y
*
Am. Zlnz.6 00®7 0i
Vltml. blue..
Bochelle Yellow....2y
Vanilla,beau.(I1

izvonm

Portland.
do; Albeit W Smith, Amboy
Passed by. sens Augustus Hunt, Loring C Bal
lard, and 8 (J Tryon.
Ar 21st, sch Anna I) Price
PLYMOUTH

41

17®

New Bed-

for

50

11

Victory, Milfikeii,

Bursley,

Ot
4£

vX

BEST THINS KNOWN

WASIIIN G

m

U

ALLAN
1886.

delphia.

Ar at Havana 14th lust, barque Syra, Pettengill
New York.
Sid 13th, barque Josephine, Brown, Delawari
Breakwater.

...

|

Spoken.
Dec 17, lat 13 8,lou 32 W. ship Mludoro,Hutch
for
Manilla.
from
Boston
iuson,

A_■_L

AND

TIIUKSHAV,

Kel>. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17

All orders hy mall or telephone promptly atnovlleodtf

ended to.

or

H.W. Johns'Fire and Water-Proof Ajbestoi Hoofing, Sheathing, Building Felt,
Aabestoe Bteam Pecking., Boiler Covering., Roof Paint., Fire-Proof Paint., eto.

Ertabllshtd 1858.

LANE,

87 MAIDEN

NEW YORK.A

Packing,

etc.

have

febl8

7AINT Y0UR

BUGGY FOR ONE

removed to

STREET,

Three door, nnl at fat arr a HI o'.
Joskfh A. Locks.
Lba 8. Locks.
fet>27
dtl

twma»..^uFHiA.

IAI C

Ul A

B. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL

PRINTERS,

CO.,

97 1-2 Exchange St.f Portland, Me.
Iel)9

March. 3
March 10

ICUK-ASHiAK.

March 34

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
•80, f05 and *75; Intermediate, 130, steerage,
$15.
For passage apply to H. A A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. F.
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.; T. I’. MeUOWAN,
422 Cougress St., or for passage or freight to H. A
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India SL, Portland.
dtf

Steamers leave Franklin
I and Saturdays at 0 p. m.

Whart on Wednesdays
Ket timing, leave Pier
38, East Kiver, New York, ou Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLK, J a.
sepral-dtf_ General Agent

uenirii

JOioUH.

e. a. sums dk co.,
113 Mtate turret, Cor. Brand at., Boston.
elO

STREET,
Maine.

ISO

Jaalice of the

Nofury
Public.
dtf

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS

dtf
__

DOMINION LINE.
1886-7-WIJTTER ARRAN(iEXE>TS-1886-7

CARD,

Portland,

urmdly

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Movllle and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (da Londonderry.
_.SAItlWB DATES ,
From

Liverpool
Jan.
Feb.
10th Mar.
24th Mar.
7tl) Apr.
27is.
24th

From
| From
portianu,
iialifax.
17lh Feb. l'Jth Feb.
Oheoon.
17th Mar. lUth Mar.
Sarnia.
31st Mar. 2d Apr.
Oreoon,
Vancouver.
!4thApr. lUth Apr.
Sarnia.iiisth Apr. Both Apr.
twits
pieamews.

BHISTOI, WKBVIt

lT,

(AvoariBMha.OoclL)

STEAMERS. I From PortTallhl
20th January.
Texas.
110th February.
3d F'ebruary.
j 24th February.
Qlebsc.
Ralrsaf Passage
Cabin...*50, *«0, $75..Return .*100, $126, *150
Int«rmedlate*30
..Ketarn..*00
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.*15
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
of India street.
From Avonm’thl

STEPHEN

ie24

fflocfc, Job
do
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above Hues will
common spectacles
appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which of the corneas.
deThis
Improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity
fect is called ASTIGMATISM.

Spectacles
K

for 25 cents.
II

gQ

EXTRACT FROM ESSAY AND DISCISSION BEFORE THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AT BRIGHTON,
ENGLAND, 1886 ESSAY BY THE VICE
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

for 25 cents.
Eye Glasses
II
II
I
II

II

gQ

-ALSO A.-

FULL

OF GENUINE

LINE

“For the Inst four years, I hare been using, in Ibe preparatory and after treatment

PEBBLES.

cases or surgical operations,
preparation well known as the Liquid
1Caw Food (Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston), This I consider a- one of
the most valuable dietetic preparation*

of about 400

a

.rt&wnrmcTh

rstxuas

[

BERRY,
<md (gaxcL ffi\wiext

No. 87 Plum Street.

not
not

within the reach of the surgeou. It i*mnde
beef and mattou in the raw state, prepared at a very low temperature, and com.

of

PEBBLE SPECTACLES Tor
Always cool.
!

A

Large

$1.50 each. PEBBLE

ETE GLASSES for $1.50 each.

Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

Variety of Gold Spectacles and

Eye

Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each.

biued with fruits which

GEORGE C. FRYE,

Colds,Pleurisy, Rheumatism, Pneumonia, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago, Backache and other all

ments, for which Benson’s Capcine Plasters are
admitted to be the best remedy known. They
relieve and cure in a few hours when no other application is of the least benefit. Endorsed by 6,000 Physicians and Druggists. Beware of imitations under similar sounding names, such as
“Capsicum.” "Capslcin” or Capslcine.” Ask for
Examine carefully
llenson'e and take no other.
when you buy. All druggists.
SEAUlliV & JOHNSON, Proprietors,
nov20MW&Snrm
New York.

Corner
JanlO

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

preservaof Food in Mas-

tive. The Atate Inspector
sachusetts, in hi* annual report for ISM,
gave* the following analysis of this prepar-

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,
WATCH CRYSTALS 10 CENTS.

ALL WORK WARRANTED.

N. B.—March 1st, we shall give away a Ladies’ Gold Wateh, and mauy other valuable presents to
customers. Call and register your uamn free.

Olir

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,

Aromatic

SURE CURE FOR
Liver am> Kidney

Dyspepsia,
Wind

Headache,

in the

66^&ongres8

Invigorate.

Stomach or
Pains in
Indigestion.

the

Complaints,

Streot*

*

LOW HATES

They

OF

HARTFORD.

Employers’ Liability
Corporation,

Assurance

(LIMITED)
Paid up Capital. $600,000
Deposited with Insurance Dep’t, ol
New York, lor policy holders In U. 8.. 100,000

f

A. D. NEELY, Agent,
50 Exchanne Nl., Portland,

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
Leave Boston and Eastern Cities evarv month,
tow rates. Address WABIVER HKOM. nud
tROSBV, IHi
IVitoliiuKloiiM,,
ifiokiou, Vina*,
febJLOoodlm

I CURE FITS!

w Bril I
nay euro 1 do not mean merely to stop tnera for a
time and then have them return
again, I mean a radical cure,
■have made U»e disease of FITS, EP1LKPHY or FALLING
SICKNESS a life-long study. I warrant m v remedy to cure
tna worst cases. Because others bare failed Is no reason for
not now receiving a cure. Send atom-.* f..r
troatlse and a
Free Bottle of my Infallible remedy. Glvo
Express and Post
Olllco. It costs you nothing for a trial, and I will cure you.
Address Dr. 11. •}. BOOT, U» Pearl St.*New York.

while giving

a

more

GREAT BARGAINS.

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
feb8

Wole Agent* for Maine.
Ask your grocer for It._eod3m

sUP'JWK
piCT
11 LA
know
I |
| \gr
the use of tho
®1*° nil other dig,

detention from business,
of the Rectum. Cure
HEAD (M. D. Harvard 1842) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1870), Evan* ITonse, No.
knife

or

eases

175 Trrmont Street, Boston. Reference*
Office
Bend for pamphlet.
Consultation tree.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. (Sunday* aud holiday*

gven.

excepted.)

Among the Special Bargains I
ing thin weelt, are

am

offer-

150 Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.
IOO doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford. at $2.45.
150 doz. of the genuine and
reliable (1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med. Knives at $2.85.

lebll___rodly

A. M. WENTWORTH

THIS PAPER
.aff.r.r-O'r^ n.
UABLF TBEATlSBun thtodUMM. nuWT
Frew 4 r, V. vlujew. »tt.T.A.8WL0lM»rMri8l.Jl.»

—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

1

.Yfl 1 L

L1JL*

p.

equal

BEDS,

at LO

tiiuit rtsisrscse,

35

509 Congress Street.
dec It
eo<lt(

SI, and Qeoot Font at India Street

Euhangt

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
i'nuida. Detroit,
i imUanli, Nl. I

and all points in the

JOSEPH HICKHON.Reneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR, U. P A..
J. HTEPllENHON. Hup!.

Nov.;i.

Portland & Rochester R. R,
ARHUifiEISZinrOF TRAINS
rJPOn
-iZ •«

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) tor Philadelphia.

Baltimore, Washington, and the Meath, and
with Beaten A Albany B. H. for tbe Weak
Close connection made at Wr.ibr.ek Jane
•lea with through trains of Maine Central K. R. and
at Urand Trunk Transler, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
to all points Wes* *
Through Tickets
u
i, HEI.LEN.Tit k
r,
laud A Rofimmmauot at toot o( I
•Does oot stop at THHdhHHb^^
J W.

Railway.

ly

us

we

hate been

equal-

successful.

Our Liquid Food is adapted for all ages in health
or disease and can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespooufuls daily will make
eight Iier cent, new blood weekly, wheu used lot
infants, never change their food, hut add flvo ot
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, ami
their lost or ueeded vitality will be restored in less
than thirty days.

MURDOCK'S
my 22

LIQUID

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On nnd niter MONDAY'

tit.tai

d.lirdiuer and Branswlrk, 7.10 A III., 1.26.
6.16, 111.16 p. in.; Balk, 7.10 a. in.. 1.25, 6.16
and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.;
Mecklaad and Baax aad Licola R. H.,
7.10 A m.. 1.25 p. m.; talari aad Lew lx
lea at 8.30 a. m., 1.20,6.00 p.m.; lew Is tea
via Hrnaswiek, 7.10 a. in., 1 25, til.16 p.m. j
Farmiagtoa, VI eta us „u Ik. W iatlarop Oaklaad uu.l North Aaaea, 1.20 p. m., Farmiaglaa via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.71
m.
trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Htaliou. stop at
p. in.,

R.

IONUKESS ST. STATION.
where through tickets and baggage cheeks may
be obtained fir principal poluts East and West.
|The 11.15 p. m. train Is the ulght express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowheg.ui on
mornings or to He I fast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn-

Holiday

ings.
Trams are d ue In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. ni.;
I-ewlston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from Can*
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.; the afternoon trains
from Bangor, WatervlUe, Bath, Augusta, Bockland aud Lewiston at 6.45 p. m.; the night Fnllman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
l. imited Tickets. West sad .crowd eta.., for
all palate in the Provinces aw enlc at rc-

a. m.

tl tired

inson

cor-

b»
streets, Portland,
happy to meet my trlends In the State of Maine al
my new quarters.
years
expo
twenty-live
My
rleace In the business with Walter Corey & Co.
six of which was -pent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of tin- Portland Fund
ture Co., warrants me in believing that 1 can lit
any order entrusted to my euro to your entire sat
iatacltou Assuring you Hurt we have one of tht
largest stock, ot carpets chamber sets aud parloi
suits lu the country to m os t from l remain
Yours Very ItespeeHtdly,
LUtifcl.N A> F. DYKlt.
dll
OC120

_

BOSTON AND MAINE! R. R.
TBAI3 HKBVICB,
effect Wednesday, Pcb ‘A3, ISSf.

P.tSNE.VOKH
la

WESTERN DIVISION.
I'KIIVS

LEAVE PORTLAND

Par Hastaw at t7.30,18.40 A m., 12.40 13.34
p.m Itasiaa far Partlaad 7.30,8.38 A m.. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. For stcnrb.ro Bench, Ptae
Paint, 7.30, 8.40 A m., 3.30, 5 30 p. in. Harm
Biddefard, KewwebasU, 7.30, 8.40 A m.
12.40, 3.30. 5.30 p. m. Wells Brack 7.30, 8.40
Nerth Berwick, 1*real
m.
». m., 3.30 p.
Lull., Davei,
Kxctrr, Haverhill, Lxw.
rears-, l.ewell, 7.30, 8.40 A in., 12 40, 3.30 p.
Keehr.irr l.rnl.tM. and Altaa Hay,
m.
8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Vlnochceirr and
Conor*! via Lawrence 8.40 a in., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
tConnects with all Kail Lines.

on hoard to captain,
F. WEST. Manager,

passage apply

MVNDAY TRAIN*
1.00, A15 p. m. via Eastern Dlvlslwn

for Beaioa
to Searboro

CATALONIA... March 10, AprU 14, May 19,
June 23
PAVONIA. .March 17, April 21.May 26. June 30
CEPHALOMA.March 24, jfay 6, June 9,
July 14
BOTHNIA.April 7, May 12, June 16, July 21
SCYTHIA
April 2S. June 2, July 7, August 11
CABIN PASSAGE,
(AO anil 9100 according
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, fnfi.
Steerage passage at low rates, Drafts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the company}! office, 99 State street, Boston.
feb!6d3tn ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent.

Par Baataw at *2.00, *8.00
Haatan tor Portlnad
m.

Crossing.
EASTERN DIVISION.
a in., sl.OO, *8.00 p.

J7.30. 9.00 A nt.,
12.80, 17.00 p. m. Cape Klisakctb, 9,00 a. m.,
1,00, ftl.oo p. m. Waco, 9.00 a. m., l.oo,
p. m. Biddefard, 2.00, 9.00 A m., 1.00,
8.00p.m. Portaasoath,Nrwbnrypart, Wulem
and I.ran, 2.00, 9.00 a m., 1.00, 9.00 p. m
Anarakury 9.00 a in., 1.00 p. in. Parlur a>«4
Pullman ears on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.00 a. in., 13.30. 1.0", 4.00, 7.00 p. ru., and leaving Portland at 2,00,7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. ni., 12.40,
LOO aud 8.00 p. in.
Through Pullman sleeping
ears on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Portland 2.00 a ni.
{From North Berwick to Ncnrhairo Cresstag via Western Division.
Connects with Ball Lines for New York, South
and West.
Connects with Hound Lines for New York South
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and Hoath
for sale at I’wioa Mtattaw Ticket Oflicc Csar-

RflSTHN

ose rc a

Pall aa«l Winter Arrangement*.
THB FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

JOHN 0ROGKS and TREMONT

man

Ticket

Bass’ English Ale

WHARF, Portland,
alternately leave ntANKIJN
at 7 (/clock; arriving In
ween

I 'Street, Portland, and I

Otflcc, 40 Kschange wired.
JA.-V T. PC'KB KB. Gen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDKKS, Uen. P. & T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’l Agent.
dtf
Janl8

day evening

for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, Sic.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day eveulng at 6 o'clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jr. Manager.
octltf

—AJID—

GIILU1ESS1

__„

STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale in the Original

Package by

R. STANLEY & SON.

SM&Wtf

HAVINO
B. A. Atk
& Co., house furnishers,
I shall
Pearland Middle

ner

s

rates.

PAYSON TUCKEK. General Manager.
F. g. BOOTHBY. Oen'l Pass, and Ticket Agl
Portland. Oct. 20. 1888._ocl22tf_

I.

season

*5,

For Banger, 7.10 a. m., yla Aagaatai 1.20 p.
m., via Lcwutea. 1.26 and 111.16 p. in, via isfor Kllrwerlb. Mar Marker, Vaarr>re, Ml. Jehn, Halifax, aad the ProviaAroostook f'esalr,
ccs. Ml. Mtcphra sad
1.20 p. m., 1.26 and 111.16 p. in. For Banger
B.
B..7.10a.
A Piscataquis
nt.il 1.16 p. m.,
fol Mkewhrgaa, Belfast a no Drstcr, 1.20,
m.:
Watcrvillc, 7.1o a. tn..
1.25,111.16 p.
1.20, 1.26, and, til.16 p. w.. aud on Saturdays
5.15
only at
p. m.Jfor Augusta, llallewell,

l.iverpeul every THI'RSOiT
and fremNKW VOHKerrry gATVBDAT
al
gurrs,l#wn, Cnrk tlarbsr.
railing

every

Oct.

1880, Pnmenirr Train* Leave
Portland a* fallow*:

FOOD CO., Boston.

CARD.
permanently associated myself with

W'lKRft

oct23dtl_

lime,

and thus far this year

Lea,.

at 1.03 p, m.
Far HwMairr, Hpriagvulr, Alfred, Wawa
bar., aud Mac. Hirer at 7.30 a, ai.,|l.03
aud (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Far tiorhum at 7.30 a. a*., 1.03, 0.40, aa
(mixed) al 0.30 p. na.
Far Marrurappa, Cumberland Hill., W«»b
break Jnactiea and Weedferd’. at 7.30
aud lO.Otta. at., 1.03, 3.00, 0.40 and
(mixed) *0.30 p. na.
Far Perral Arenac (Peering) 10.00 a. a*.,
3iOO and 0.40 p. or.
The 1.03 p. in. train from Portland connect* *t
Ayer Jaacl. with Umuc Taiael Manic far
the Went, and at 1 aioa Drpel, Warcc.Hr, for
New l ark ,1a Harwich Line, and all rail,
yla Mpringdeld, also with N. V. A N. K. H. M.

CUNARD LINE.

The Murgicnl Bluff at Jlarga li’t Free
Iluapitul far fl'uiri are in daily ntiruil-

-ingle life,

after.'tloadnr. On. 43,

Passenger Trains will

Par Warcester, t'Uaiea, Ayer Jeaclln,
Nashua, Windham and hipping at 7.3
a. m. and 1.03 p. m.
Far 1t»ofk«.l«r, Concord, and point* North

FARE ONLY $1.00.

a

and

Perllaadi

and after MONDAY, Not. 1,1888,
Ueuse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Cheboague, Jenlts,Great Chebeague, tlarpswell and OrrsTsland at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.40 a. in. Arrive Portland

ana contain 38,000 tect of floor.

without the loss of

dt!

1888.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

steam-

Beeton

nilwaab
Ouinhai,

Northwest, Oest and Southwest.

STEAMERS.

operation*

eui*.

Ml. Pitul, Moll l.ukr CUy,
Dearer, Moo Fraacbca.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

>

except Maturdayx, Is examine |>atirnt- nod nnigu bed*.
Our last year’s recard included over ‘300

TO

i'hira|«,

uuw,

Insurance one-ball the rate of
illlug vessel.
lor
the
West by the Penn. B. 8., »nd
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded (ree of com
mission.
Keninl Trip 818c
Passage 810.041.
Meals and Room included.
For trelght or passage apply to
II. n. SA.HPWON, Agent,
70 l.eng SS bnrf, Boalen.
Sldtf

ON

(, 1*90,

Montreal.

From L.-ng Wuarf, Hos'on, j
m.
From Fine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

Nor.
(allows

AKBIYAU.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MON DAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 p. m., fur KASTFORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destluatfon. £P*F reight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 4o Exchange St., or lor other information at Company's Offlee, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYI.K. JR.,
uov2t)dll
Den'I Manager.

Boston ^ Philadelphia

DAY,

rna as

Fraas l.rwlnos aad Aabara, 8.25 A A'
12.06. 3.15 and 3.30 p. in.
Fraas Uarhaa, £26 Am., 12.06 and 6.60 p. m.
Frans Chirngn end tlentrral, 12.06.
Fraai l|uebee, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

WINTER AKR.4NOETOENT.

brilliant and effective light
The

eeer

I>rwr
Irnlas will

BEPIETCHKO.

REDUCING THE NET COST 43 PER CENT.

has been In constant use (or the past live years In
Boston and other large cities, anil needs no recommendation.
23nov
dtt

& Strenath,

—

New Hranswlek, Nava Keen™, Prince Ed*
wards Island, nad Cape Brrlsa.

CELEBRATED BANGS CARBURETOR,
(or enriching coal gas. and thereby

THE HURON
Tabic and Dairy Salt

Portland,

during

,

BANCS CARBURETOR

Unequalled for Dryness, Whiteness, Purity

Murdock

BLOCK,

93 KXfHAHUE ST

febl_dim

aud Dairy Nall
offered le Ihe public.

Mr. A. L.

opened an office In

CENTENNIAL

Me.

The Best Table

Hop Plaster |

has

now

FOR

EASTPORT. CAlAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.

sepaodtf_GEO.

and solicits the Inspection of the public of the
merits o( the

OF LONDON, ENC.

Backache. Bheumatisin, Criok, Sprains, Neuralgia, Stitches, Sciatica, Lame Side or Hip, Kidney
Affections, 8ore Cheatorpain in any part, local
or doep-boatod,
quickly go when a Hop Plaster
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch,
Canada Balaam and tho medicinal virtuesof fresh
Hops. Acts instantly, cures quickly. The greatest strengthening plaster ever known. All ready
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores,
25cts., 5for $1.00. Mailed for price. Propriei
tors, HOP PLASTED. CO., Boston, Mass.

our

150 FREE

The Maine State Heat and Light Co.

—

at 9.10 a. m.
For freight or

the last four years.

$54,883,649.91
4,080.142.91

contains

Kit It-H TON, KNGLA.ND;
WASHINGTON, ». C.|
RICHMOND, VA.j

ported by

Assets.
Surplus by Coun. Standard.

SliarpPains!

the blood corpuscles
In their natural size, free from drugs, minerals,
salts and acids.
*
Send for five essays read before tbe National
Associations at

-AT-

Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

WS&Mly

Liquid Food

Its value was recognised by the profession from results obtained iu the Eree Hospitals that have been established and sup-

—

D. H. HAM A Co.,
G 4-Bro;ul St., Boston, Mass.

opei ation*.”

N.tK t TOG A, N. V ;
MILWAUKEE, Wl*.

INSURASfCE

March 2,1886.
Dr. HaM,
bear Sir; I feci it a pleasurable duty to extol
your medicine to the very highest. 1 have been a
•offerer from the dreadful disease dyspepsia from
childhood, and very often after eating have ▼malted
up the greater part of my victuals. About 8 monthe
ago 1 was induced to try a bottle of your invigorator,
which at once gave me relief, and I have not had a
vomiting spell since. I feel like a new man. and am
perfectly welt. 1 have tried many medicines, but
none had the least effect until I took your Inrtgorator. Hoping you may go on In your great work for
Buffering humanity, 1 am Truly yours,
11. E WOODMAN,
With W.II. HerveyifeCo.,5 Union 8t. Boston,Mass.
For Sale bv all Druggists ami Dealers.

report before the Connecticut
Medical Society 76 capital operation*, in which 1 depended o I most entirely
on this form of alimentation, with only
three deaths. The operations included a
large range of surgical cases, all involving the integrity of life or limb, and including several of the rare and more difficult
Our

STEAMSHIP CO.,

how mnch val-

Tttute

Under C. A. R. Hall.

•

Life and Accident

Bowels,

seen

honor to

Lowest Prices iu the City for Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver
and Plated Ware.
WATCHES CLEANED FOR RI.OO. IflAIN SPRINGS, 91.00.

DR. HAM’S

glance it will he

n

life-supporting materials is concentrated in it, and what great blood-making
qualities it has. InMny, IM95, I had the

AWAY."

4IIKANCIEMENTS.
!»»(»>

(■or lubsrs sad l.rwlil, *,7.104. IS., 1.13
and 6.2<> p. m.
Par tiarbaas, 7.10 A m., 1.30,4.00 and 3.20
p. in.
Far Oarbaas, Vlealrcal, Chicago aad
<|u.bec, 1.80 p in.
Far ttiM'lifield aad Canlaa, 7.10 A m. aad
1.30 p. m.

From BOSTON etwj WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.
From PHILADELPHIA eioir TUESDAY and FRIDAY

uable

GOLD WATCHES GIVEI

Inov2dtfFoot

International

innLtl

ALBUMEN, 14.10;
ALCOHOLIC MATTER, 1.97;
ORGANIC MATTER, 16.15;
A6H, 0.44.
At

..

act ns n

ation!

Winter Exposure Causes Coughs,

aad

.dK/t

jrt

River, for Man Fraacitcv via The Isthmus »f
Panama,
(treat reduction In rates to San Francisco, Cabin
$70? Steerage $30.
From Ban Franctsco, 1st and Branuan Sts.
For Japan sad China.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Saturday
March 6, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Fassage, or geoeral Informat Ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.

eoiltf

Pence.
dec 21

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which Is tho
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from tho common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
Especially has It proven its efficacy in curing
Salt>-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Dicers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred alleo.
tions, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For.Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or ‘"Liver
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
an unequalled remedy".
Sold by druggists.
DR. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Anti.
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists.

Os

JnflBkwfc^

Assayer of Maine from ’76 to '83.

marlO

Feb. 24

iSakmatiom.

and South America and uloo.
ACAPULCO, sails Wednesday February 2*, Noon
From New Yorx, pier loot of Canal St., North

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
RUDDLE

phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wliolesomeness and efficiency.”
RICHARD ( STANLEY. A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State

ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. as. Local Portland to Bartlett and Inter
mediate stations, with stage connections fur
No. Windham, blandish, Llmtngton, Sebago,
Naples, Parsoufleld. Kezar Fails, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldfp
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Truiae Arrive la Portland!
■ 0.33 a. as. from Bartlett and
Way Stations.
N.33 p. na. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snap
CHAS. U. FOVE, O. T. A.
octlitf

-LIN. FOB-

spectacles:
Endorsed for Its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it
••I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find It to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phos-

iKahix.man.

uaiiiornia, japan, uniir

ME.
BURCESS,
FOBES&CC/., PAINTS, PORTLAND, aoiWJ.ni
feb22

TVc Imve d iui-gc astoniuec! ”nd are prepared to ml just the same
upon scientific principles. We use MevunT’S TRIAL CASK, togetlicr with the OPTRAL.TIOSCOP1C TEST LENSE, combii.inf the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye aud determining the lenses needed for their correction.

THCRHOAV.

;_

PACIFIC NAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

M T

DOLLAR!

EYE CLASSES.

I From Portland
1 via Halifax.

uTi. vmko
HlLAMKIt-

—

using COIT'S ONE-COAT BUGGY PAINT. Paint Friday, run it to Church Sunday. Six Fashionable Shades: Black.
No Varuishinf necessary.
Dries hard with a high Gloss.
Maroon, Vermilion, Olive Lake, Brewster and Wagon Greens.
Tip top for Chairs, Furniture, Baby Carriages, Front Doors. Store Fronts, etc. WiU send enough to paint your Buggy upon
receipt of Oae Dollar, and warrant it to wear. Dlseouat to the Trade.
Bv

Commencinz Honda?. October 4, 1886,
and until further notice Passenger Trains wtll
I.cave Perllnad is follows:
9*3S a. m. for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. CouwayFabyans, Btrhlrham,
Lancaster, Wbitefleld
Littleton. Wells Klver, Montpelier, Ht. John

—

180 MIDDLE

Me.
by W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Portland,
eod&w 13w

For Sale

*

ARRANGEMENT.

FALL

WINTER

1887

LOCKE," nov23_
SALVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
For NEW YORK.
COCKE Ac

MANUFACTURING CO..
SOLI MASTTTACXraDU
A

Moulded Plftoa-Rod Packing, Ring., Guk.il, Sheet

0%

llaatreal.

Pnrllaad aad

t*. -en

LINE.

Arrangements.

_March 3__I Pemcvia.v

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

JAMES PYm NEW YORK.

Winter

From Uvorpo^lj
via H’-.uax. |

—

Exchange St,, Portland, Me.

07 1-2

VULCABESTON,

n

ugimircuurg n. n.

PORTLAND & MONTREAL LINE.
Cs'r Cine canning BAY THAI.SI ta>

Lirei|io»l ami §*• tl tad ffttrrice*

PM INTERM’ EXCHANGE,

*"**’rwTjohns

St.

Congress

iHkS,

Job Printer

BLEACHIN G

in KAss an sun, kct sr ccib water.
SAVES LABOR, TIME aud SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives Qnivertal eatisfaction,
jt&mily, rich or poor should bo without it
Sold by all Growers. BEWARE of imitations
ivell designed to mislead. PEAK LINE is the
ONLY BAPE labor-saving compound, ^
B&ways bears the above symbol, and name of

Friendship

15

Jf.®

sells

Ar 20th. schs Douglas Haynes. Dunton, Amboy
for Portland; Ebeu H King, New York for Eastport. Fleetwing, Rockland for New York; Jennie
F Willey,
for Annapolis.
Also sld, schs J Nickerson, Susan N Pickering,
Oceana, and others.
Sailed, schs Abide
Hodges, Hoboken
for Boston; Eleanor, Poole, fm do for do; Lottie,
Creighton. Amboy fur Portland; Saltila, Skoltleld.
Boolhbay for Charleston; Bessie Morris. Clark's
Cove ior Cape Charles Bay, Va.
Also sailed, brig Ellen Marla, Clay, Hoboken tor
Boston; sells Millford, Marston. Jacksonville for
do; Perseverance, Willard,Hoboken for Portland.
Ar 21st, sch Nellie J Diusmore, Parker, Boston
for Alexandria.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 20th, sch Will Rice, Greg
ory, Hoboken for Rocklaud.
HYANNIS-Ar 21st, sens Perseverance, Wil
lard, and J Nickerson, Winslow, llobokeu fm
Portland.
Outside, at anchor, schs Millford. from Jackson

Bolts. l!t@
M sheath
YM Bolts..
Bottoms.... 25@20Vi
35 Ingot.
IS
61Tln—
Straits...... 2o@ 21
English,.... 27® 2t
Char. 1. C..6 75&6 2E
Char. 1. X. .8 oafs 6C
Terne.6 Staff 7c
Coke....,.6 25ttt» 6(
Antimony.
Y

Leone;

ford: CliHord, Crabtree. Port de Paix.
Sid 21st. ship Henry S Sautord, for Sydney.
Passed the Gate lath, schs Cephas Starrett, fm
Hoboken for Boston; Jennie Armstrong, do for
do; Raitler, Weehawken for Eastport.*
NEW LONDON—Ar 19th, sch Charlotte T Sibley, Bartlett, Jacksonville.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 20th, sells Palestine, Chadwick. and Fred Smith, Trask, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch Jacob Reed, Wixon, Baltimore.NEWPORT-Ar 20th, sch Vulcan, Lewis, from
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND UARBOR-Sld 20th,schs J G
Pillsbury,Spear, Rockland for New York; Walter
Franklin, Cousins. Lubec for do; Hattie L Curtis,
Uodgiiis. Wood's Holl fordo; G M Braluard, Tollman. Providence lor do.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 20th, schs John Douglas,
Jordan, Amboy; Allston, Barbour, New York.
WOOD’S HOLL—Ar 19th, sch Mary Augusta,
Treworgy, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, sells Susan N
Ptckerlug, Haskell, SattllaRiver for Boston; J
Nickerson, Winslow, Auibov for Portland.

••

Ammonia—
carb. 16
Ashes, pot., ds.4
Bals coahia.. 45

Lerinond,Hupper, Philadelphia.

_i

ftTKAJlfcR*.

Porte

MOBILE—Cld 21st, sch Geo M Adams, Standisli, Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sch Chas H Wolston,

OOi

054Muscatel.1 9032Va

|

—

XX Spring..4
Patent Spring

nusli. 50 a on London Lay’r 2 25*2 75
:s to
Potatoes h <»i*3 60iojidjiraLay. o
3 263,8 50iValencia..... 7
ics
*8

d.'it

™

bury, Sagua.

SAN PEDRO—81d 6th, ship Olive 8 Southard,
Walker, Portland, O.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 12th, ship lvanhoe,
Cotton, San Francisco for Seatle.
GALVESTON Ar 21st, sell H C Higgiuson,
Fale9, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 17th, sch Sarah DJ
Rawsou, French, Nassau, NP.
Ar 18th, schs Kate E Morse, Hutchins, Aspln-

II_I

tiUAXB TR15R RAILWAY OF CA5ABA.
WM. M.

—

W

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Memoranda.
Brig Laliaina, Thomas, at Philadelphia from
Cardenas, reports, Feb 14, lat 28, Ion 79 29, encountered a heavy gale from ENE, with very high
cross seas which washed continually over the vessel ; started cargo between decks and stove several bhds molasses; also, lost and split sails.
Sch BenJ F Poole, betore reported ashore, damaged steering geer, aud will be towed to Philadelphia for repairs.

517

Book, Card

Sid fm Matanzas 16th, sch Mary A Power, Plllsbury, Sagua.
Ar at Sagua 11th lust, barque Hannah McLoon,
Bowers. Cardenas; 12th, sell Kensett,Curtis, from
Barbaboes.
Sid nth, brig Akbar. Holmes, Boston.
Sid fm Havre 5tb Inst, ship Scotia. Sprague, for
Port Eads.
Sid fm Cebu Jan I4tli, barque John D Brewer
Josselyn, New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Jan 0, ship Harvester, Tay
lor, San Francisco.
Sid fm Singapore Jan 21, barque Coryphene
Ginn, New York.
Sid fm Montevideo 21st inst, ship Emily F Whit
ney, Rollins, Barbadoes.
Ar at Baracoa JOtli inst, scb Victor Puig, Har
ris, Charleston.
Sid lltb, scb C H Hodgdon, Campbell, for New
York.
Ar at Ctenfudgos 12tli inst, brig Ataldya, Eye,
New York.
Sid fm Matanzas 16th, sch Mary A Power, Pills-

nnmActlr

■■■■;. a,

■

bury. Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling*

HI MINK** UKD«.

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Sid fm Sagua Feb 11, barque Charles F Ward,
Peterson, New York.
Sid fm Trinidad 12tli lust, brig Sparkling Water
Hichboru. Boston.
Sid fm Zaza 12th inst, sch Floronce Rogers, McLeod, New York.

MECHANICS’ BUILDING.

(chai

“THE STANDARD.”

GREENS LANDING Feb 17—Ar, sells Annie C
Druid, from St John, NB, for Boston, (aud
proceeded 18th.)
Feb 18—Bid, scb Black Warrior, Babbidge, for
Boston.
Feb 21— Sid, Florence E Tower, Knowlton, for
New York.
EASTPORT. Feb 20-Cld, sch Portland Packet,
Gardner, Portland.
RED BEACH. Feb 20—Cld, sch Grace Stevens,
Stevens, Boston.

The following are today’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c. :
Uram.
flour.
|

Ym’ovv

COTTON UNDERWEAR !

NIILLETT, EVANS & CO.,

517

in. i

WTAUK t nvNMTIOW.
DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.37 p. m. for Hebrea
Academy; BuckfleUI 8.60 p. m. for W. Humner
and Turuer: Canton 4.35 p. in.; arrtvtoa at Pem
5.30; Dlxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m also far
Bret tun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning leave
Mexico tt.OO, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m. .arriving at PerV
L. L. LINCOLN, Hupt.
land 13.06 p. rn.
K. C. BKADKOHD. O. T. A.
oct394tf

A

and

CHICAGO, Eeb. 22, 1887—Cattle market—receipts 6,500; shipments 1600; higher; shipping
steers 4 00@5 15; Stockers aud feeders at 2 60®
3 80; cows, bulls and mixed at 2 00®3 66; bulk
2 80®3 36.
Hogs—receipts 16,500; shipments 7,000 ;strong:
rough and mixed 5 15®5 C5; packing andashlpplng at 5 00®6 15; light at 4 90®5 45; skips 3 50
®4 90.
Sheep—receipts 4600; shipments 1000; steady;
natives at 4 00®490; Western at 3 50®4 70; Texans 2 50®4 00. Lambs 4 60®6 76.

t'-ii

load for Sa-

ScbC W Locke, of Harwich, 218 tons, built in
1882, now at this port, lias beeu sold toCapt Lamaud others of Addison at $2500. She is loading lumber for New York.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]

86 Silver White.
80 Centennial.
75 j
UniHiuw.

to

son

Potatoes—Extra Houlton Rose 63c HP bush; do
hebrons 63®66c; Aroostook Rose 60®63e.

76*1
75*1
60*1
i.ves.l 5031

it ETUKNINO—Leave Canton 4.1 A, 9.15 a.
arriving at Portland 8.38 a. m., lg.o4 p. m.

•

IN ±Li W

Boston.
Sell Juno, (Br) Hatfield, St John, N B, for Boston
Sch AnnieC, (Br) St John. NB, for Boston.
Sch Exchange, Buckmaster, Bar Harbor.
Sch Jed F Daren, Noble, lted Bearn for Boston.
Scb Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship for
Boston.
Cleared.
Barque Northern Empire, (Br) Vance, New
York, (with part of inward cargo from Hiogo)—

ton.

Pea Beans...1
Medium.... 1
< .Train nidi

EVANS
& CO.

We take great pleasure in announcing to the Ladies of Portland and vicinity that we shall open TO-DAY, Feb. 21st, the Largest, Finest and
most complete line of Hathaway’s celebrated Cotton Underwear to be found in this city, comprising all the Latest Styles and Designs made by
this tlrm in Skirts, Chemises, Night Robes, Corset Covers and Drawers. Hathaway’s Cnderwear is acknowledged by all to bo the best in the
market. Ladies will pleaso remember that our stock is all new. A full line of (louts’ Shirts in this make, laundried and unlaundried.

A Allan.
Steamer State of Maine, HUlyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport lor Boston.
Sell Dallas Hill, (Br) Carlton, St John, NB, for

ordinary S13®816: East swale at 9®»10. Rye
straw, choice, 815 00®16 60; oat straw $8®9 jp

@

Leave Portland, via <1. T Hallway, 7.10 a. B.J
Lewiston 8.00; Mechanic Kails (mixed train)
; arriving at W Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.89;
Buck Held 9.46; E. Humner
10.38, Hartford,
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 1.871
Meehanle Kails 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.371
Huekfleld 3.(fl), E. Humner 4.04;
5'
t*!b,V"4.10;
3-37jCanton
Hartford
4.35; Ullbertvllle 4.36 p.

8.4S

rumaim anu

POWDER

1#

Kffecl flat.

Winter Arrangement In
ISM.

A

TUESDAY, Feb. 22.
Arrived.
Steamship Sarmatiau, (Br) Ambury. Liverpool
via Halifax, with passengers ana mdse to H &

dotauJI 85.
nav—Choice prime at 17 50@18 00; fair to good
81(10o®817 00; Eastern fine 8123316; poor to

Oak mid

did for

FOB

Hi

nutter—Western lextra fresh maae creamery at
28329c: do extra firsts at 23®26c; |do firsts at
■j sarzBc: do gooa to choice held creamery at sl7@
18c; do fresh imitation creamy choice at 19®20c;
do factory, choice fresh, 18 a. 20 c; do fair to good
16®17c;:do choice held at 13® 16c ;do fair to good
at l'l e 13c; do common lots at 10® 11c; do dairy
nominal at at 14®18c: New York erm, best lots
nominal at 22®23c; fair to good lot^at 19®22c;
Eastern crcmy choice .lots at 24®25c; Vermont
dairy exlva lots 20@2tc; do firsts at 15®17c. The
above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly
wholesale lots. Jobbing prices i®2c higher.
Cheese-Northern, choice to extra, 1344@14c;
sage 1444c (Ohio choice to extra 13@13yac ; Western choice to ex 12®1344c ilower grades according to quality; job lots 44c higher.
Eggs— Eastern extra at 19c; choice fresh Southern at 18c;clioice fresh Western 174*@18c. Jobbing prices lc higher.
coans—choice small N Y hand picked peal 70®
1 75 t> bush; choice New York large hand picked
dol i>5®l (SO; small Vermont hand picked pea at

....

_______

MILLETT,

HATHAWAY’S

CELEBRATED

70

PORT OF PORTLAND.

7®7440.

Dyspepsia lu Its

-Slightly Fogged.

60
40
30

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. FEBRUARY 23.
rises.6 29 rlJ h
1. 11 32
sets.6 21 “18“ waver J.12 oo
Length of day ....10 62 uelsnt.... 1... 9ft 2 in
Moon sets). 6.12
j
8ft8tn

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Feb. 22, 1887.—The following aro today's quotations el Provisions, Sic.:
Pork—Long cut 17 00® 17 60; short cuts 17 60
®18 OOjbucks 17 60;al8 0U; light backs 16 50®
17 00: leuu cuds 17 00@17 50; pork tongues at
15 <ki@$13 60; prime mess 814 00®15 00; extra
prime at 12 60®18 00; mess, at 14 O0®14 50.
Lard—choice 744®7>t4c 4> lb in tierces; 844®
844c 111 10-3, pails ;844®8%C In 6-lb palls; 8*4®)
Be in 3-In i-ails.
Hams at 11 >4® 12c 4* tb, aeeordlug to size and
euro; smoked slioulders 8®844c; pressed hams at
1144®12e.
Choice city dressed hogs 7%c IP lb; country do

use

that even poor Aunt Towzer
tlie effects of them.
Aunlio

60
30
60
30
40

Sun
Sun

Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG.
Steamship Sarmatian128 boxes oranges 12 do lemons to M Cummings.

Cheese.

so

18®

Ethiopia...New

_

Produce.

The fogs have been

& CO.

Teas.

Souchong.

22
22
Trave.New York..Bremen.Feb 23
Sardinian.Portland... Liverpool.... Feb 24
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruz Feb 24
Brftanic .New York..Liverpool ...Feb 24
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg ...Feb 24
Etruria.New York..Liverpool ...Feb 26
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Feb 2U
Atlas.New York Hay.Feb 10
Alllanca.New York..Rio Janeleo Feb 23
Trinidad.New York Bermuda_Feb 24
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Feb 26
York. .Glasgow —Feb 26
Belgeuland.New York. Antw erp_Feb 20
Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam. .Feb 26

^auroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Feb. 22, 1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
aud 33 ears miscellaneous mercuauaise; forlconuectlug roads 130 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Snail

IJILBOAM.

Samaria'.Boston.Liverpool...Feb
Ctty of Berlin .... New York.. Liverpool... Feb

canny Flint, C. W. Locke, Merrill C.
E. Meservey, Portland to New
York, lumber 82 25.
Schrs Etna. Grace Webster, Douglass Haynes,
New York to Portland.coal $1 60 and discharged.
Sclir C. J. Willard, Perth Amboy to Portland,
coal $1 60 and discharged.
Sclir Albert H. Waite, New York to Wilmington, hi. C., old shot and shell (I 25.

CranDerrles—

■■

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.. ..Feb 22

heads at private terms.
Scbr Nellie Starr,Portland to New York,lumber

60*16

—

_

BRAND OPENING SALE

EVANS

8

Laundry.3V4@

FBOH

FREICHT8.

Shore 2s. 12
Med. 8s.

——---=—

■

1TIIM ELLANEOri.

MILLETT,

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

The following are recent charters:
Bark P. C. Merryman, Portland to Buenos
Ayres, lumber $u 50.
Bark John J. Marsh,Cardenas to United States,
molasses $2.
Bark Mary, Portland to Martinique, shooks and
heads 22c.
Brig Mattie B. liussell. New York to Portland,
cooperage, etc., reported $850.
Sobr Ariadne,Portland to Cardenas, shooks and

ness.

tect

$ 9® $ 10

a...

Iron.

over

Dr. Edward 0. liuges, Rockford, 111. (graduated
N. Y. City, 1888) voluntarily testifies;—“Some
years ago my only son, aged four, liad au attack
of the Whooping Cough, characterized by the
most violent spasms 1 have even seen In a practice of 18 years. Had several consultations with
eminent physicians, and all ordinary and extraordinary remedies were resorted to. The paroxysms were simply frightful. I believed the child
would die. I reluctantly tried Dr. Seth Arnold’s
Cough Killer and the effect was magical. Three
bottles cured him.” For sale by all druggists.
Price 26c., 60c., and $1.00 per bottle.
Try Dr. Belli Arnold's Vegetable Fills for biliousness, they will cure you.
A witness

14

Common. 2%®2 V* Oolong. 20®
Refilled. 2V4@2%
do choice.. 36$
Norway. 4 @4^; Japan. 26®
Cast steel.12
@16: do choice.. 36®
German steel 6 @7
Tobacco.
Shoe steel....
3
Best brands.. 50®
Sheet iron—
Medium. 30®
Common.... 3%@41A Common. 25®
H.C. 4@4Va
Hall®.
Russia.13V4@14 Nat'ulleaf.... 60®
Galv.
7@8V4

PORTLAND, Feb. 22, 1887.
There has been a decided Improvement in the
tone of the Flour market, and buyers are looking
aroung with more disposition to stock up. Millers are very strong in their views and are asking
fully prices for all grades. No advance lias been
established here as yet, but jobbers anticipate
better figures in the uegr future. In Grain we
notice a firm and higher market for Cotton Seed.
Provisions 60o better for Pork with Lard stiff and
tending upward. Sugar very dull without material chauge in values. Butter and Eggs are weak
and lower. Cabbages easier at $12 p ton. Apples dull and unchanged. Lemons higher.

-.— ■

Romford Falls & Biekfidd Railroad

..

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

--

6@6Vi

^0®z.*
20[
Npicct.
«.nnpawdcr-Mhoi. Cassia,pure.. 16® 17
Blasting.3 50®4 00 Cloves.
86® 37
Sporting.6 25@6 60 Ginger. 13$ 16
shot....
6
Mace. 76$ 90
Drop
Buck.
7
Nutmegs. 00® 08
Pepper. 22® 26
Hay.
Hiarcb.
I

1

An "impressionist” sent In a "Sunset!” picture
to the Royal Academy. He carefully marked on
the back of the frame which was the right side up,
but he added, 111 a polite note;
"Should my work be placed on your wall upside
down, pleas* catalogue It as a sunrise.”

Dot—'Cause wo
while we’s little.

leiSaleratus.

“°z.
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Mamma—Why?

31 Rice,
^45®U>A
30 Rangoon.
4^@6^4
20
Nalrralu*.

N°3y.
10.
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niRCBUiANEOlW.

Hie.

Hart and Irene

OFFICE HOURS.

ARRIVAL

on

ScUrs

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Fall and Winter

receipt of regular price, which is $1,00
per bottle for Atlilophoros and 60c. for Pills.
Kor liver and kidney diseases’ dyspepsia, indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of
women, constipation, headache, Impure blood,
Ac., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.
paid)

The Bent

Medicine. E,er Invented Far

410

Perfect and immediate Relief in Cases of
PAIN AND INFLAMMATION,
both Externally and Internally. It 1* ma.u nd
certain in Ala action. For burn*. Poisoning, Err
alpolaa. Inflammation of U.o Eye# or B©». ,:a.
Ear ache, PeaAv'wi, Rheumatism. Palna in Side!
LaoAc or Shoulder*, Pile#, Boro Throat. Crrmr*
or Proud-in*. Pnc«2Got*. andtl. at
dragging.
a. u
_t1«ua^tv*_-uvs Pf’Ki'W*,

nov24

IMPORTERS,
Fore Street.
iltf

I

I

Dr. J. MUWV» Vegetable Ki.eeLr.iit l» U.
Telu^il.forOwn{b<iAC,lil..ao. atLMDlwitl^.

w** Tnwrr—jumiimr
°*t2r

•od&wem j

tvb9

ecdiwlme

THE PORTLAND CLUB.

1 M £KSS.

THE

Its

Reception

WEDNESDAY MOBNINti, FEB. 33.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
advertinkjikiitm

new

to-dat

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Notice of Hearing.
AMUSEMENTS.
Burnham's Toboggan Slide.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Kastman Bros, ft Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Boston Ik Pertlaud Clothing Co.
Gas Notice.
Columbia Bicycles—C. H. Lsunson
Wanted—Rent.
Auction Sales—M. A. Bosworlli.
Advice

Mathec.-MRS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and tho little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is very pleasta

It soothes the child, softens the
guuis, allays all pain, relieves wiud, regulates the
bowels, and Is the best known remedy for <liar~^~HliD.[Lirtlltlirr ar,3||ig from teething or other
causes.'>¥W«R£«v£jyn;i»-;4 bottle.
lanld
_SMAW&wly
ant to

taste.

THE NATIONAL DISEASE DOWNED.
Hundreds of so-called diseases under various
nameB are the result of ludigestion, and when
this one trouble is removed the others vanish.
The best known remedy for Indigestion, according
to thousands of testimonials, is one that has been
used In the United States for more than fifty
years.—Buandkkth’s Pima. These Pills will
or dyspepsia,
cure the worst form of Indigestion
and by tlielr use the national disease Is easily
conquered.
’Twas lu

Springs,
I met her at the season's close;
Of all earth's fair and dainty things,
a

As sweet

hall-room at the

as

Atkinson's white Bose.

More cases of sick headache, biliousness, concan be cured in less time, w 1th less
medicine, and for less money, by using Gaiter’s
Little Liver Pills, than by any other means.
feb22
dAwlw

stipation, Ac.,

BRIEF

There

was an

eclipse

of the sun yesterday,
this section of the

country.
The stock of millinery goods in the store
of M. A. Bosworth, 461.Congress street, will
be sold at auction, commencing March 1st.
Flags were displayed yesterday upon the
shipping in the harbor in honor of Washington’s birthday.
The lecture by Ur. Powell in the Y. M. C.
A. course at City Hall, tomorrow night, will
prove one of the most instructive delivered
In the city this winter.
It Is said that 1500 bushels of charcoal are
sold In this city every week.
Some of the
hotels buy as much as a load or two loads a
week, and a large amount is sold to plumb-

timers,

ers,

etc.

The steamer Lewiston goes to Boston,
where she will be

completely

renovated and

have new bulwarks, electric bells, carpetsi
etc., and go on the route from Boston to Bangor the middle of April.
The Kev. L. H. Ilallock will address a
special meeting of women at 3 o’clock this
afternoon at the St. Lawrence street church.
The ladies of Munjoy Hill aro cordially invited to attend.
The County Commissioners are making
great improvements in the Superior Court
room. It was discovered that where the floor
had settled the iron stanchions did not come
within several Inches of the lower floor.
John Conley, aged 19 years, stole a watch
and coat from his brother and ran away to
Boston. He was arrested there on a notification to the police and will return to Portland
in charge of Officer Hanson.

The Cosmopolitan Club of this city have
kindly presented the Female Orphan Asylum
twenty five dollars. It Is a most acceptable
donation in aid of a worthy cause, which is
more in need of such gifts than the general
public seem to be aware.
The M. C. M. A. Course.

Rev. Q. H. Sliinn, in the 31. C. li. A.
course last evening, gave a very interesting
account of the scenes of the late war through
which he has passed.
Mr. Shinn was a Virginian, too young at the commencement of
V^ellion to enlist, but afterward a
Virginia on the Union
g bis address he made a
.oyalty of his own State by sayai it did not secede from the Union of
iw> own accord, but because of the
intimidation of other rebel states. In the legislature
when the time came for voting upon this im-

portant question, it was found that in order
to make the result in favor
of
secession
twelve men must be kept from voting. And
it was only by threats of hanging that this

accomplished.

A majority of the peonot in favor of secession.
The lecturer spoke in terms of the highest praise of
the mountaineers of West Virginia, claiming
that It was through the efforts of these
brave,
daring men that the Confederate army was
prevented from working through to Ohio
and thence to the Great Lakes, which would
have cut the North in two and would have
been a decided gain for the seceders.
Mr.
was

ple

Legislature
Evening.

Last

was

Shinn told many laughable anecdotes of army life and held the close attention of his
hearers for near ly two hours.
Sweden and the Swedes.

The entertaining and instructive lecture
upon “Sweden and the Swedes,” byJHon. W.
W. Thomas, Jr., is attracting wide attention. On Thursday evening of last week
Mr. Thomas delivered this lecture by Invitation in the hall of the House of Representatives at Augusta.
The Kennebec Journal
says the hall “was packed throughout to
hear the distinguished gentleman tell of this
people of the far Northland. There was not
only a large attendance of members of the
Legislature and their ladies, but our citizens
were present in force.
Governor Bodwell
was among those who had the pleasure of
occupying a seat in the hall. The orator
was introduced by Speaker Littlefield, and
held the close attention of the audience with
his winning eloquence. With a master hand
he described many of the interesting manners and customs of the Swedes, and paid a
splendid tribute to them as a people.”
Mr. Thomas has calls to deliver this lecture from every section of our State.
Within one week he will speak at Pownal, Har-

rison, Cape Elizabeth, Gorham and Saco,
and soon after at Auburn, Gardiner, New
Gloucester and Bangor. Mr. Thomas’ lecture is everywhere received with interest
and enthusiasm, and is spoken of in the
most flattering terms by the press of Maine.

Last evening the handsome apartments of
the Portland Club presented an animated
appearance, filled with members of the club
and their ladies and members of the Legislature to whom the reception was given.
The guests were received In the parlors
on the main floor
while in the rooms
number of
on the floor
above were a
card tables, where many of those present
spent a pleasant hour. During the evening
an elegant lunch prepared by Robinson, the
caterer, was served in the dining room, the
tables, with tlieir fine appointments and
garnished with an abundance of beautiful
flowers, preseuting a handsome appearance.
The greater number number of the guests
cume from Augusta on the late afternoon
train, many returning ou the Pullman, horse
cars being run for their accommodation from
the doors of the house to the Congress street
station.
Among the guests were Attorney General
Baker, Senator and Mrs. Lumbert, Major
Dickey of Fort Kent, and Miss Call, Mr. and
Mrs. Harrington of Norridgewock; Mr. and
Mrs. Engel, Bangor; Mr. Clark, Saco; E. K.
O’Brien, Thomaston; Mr. Hamilton, Gouldsboro; and Edward Harding of Gorham.
Col. Millett and Stephen Ilinkley of Gorham
were also present as guests of the club.
The following were among the Portland
people present: Mark P. Emery, Esq., Mr.
end Mrs. Albion Little and daughter. Mayor
Chapman and Mrs. Chapman, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James F.
C. I). Brown,
Iiawkes, John H. Fogg, Esq., Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. Strout, Col. and Mrs. H. S. Osgood,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ilall, Mr. aud Mrs.
Win. M. Marks, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Kelsey,
Capt. Jacob Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. H. p.
Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cox,
Carter,

Milliken, Geo. S. Hunt, F. E.
Bootliby, Edwin Clement, Miss Spaulding,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Latham, Geo. B. Luring
and daughter, Col. Fred N. Dow and daughter, Dr. and Mrs. E. F. Vose, Mr. and Mrs.
F.

John Ware, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Allen, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. X.
John Little, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Redlon,

Mrs. A. D. Smith, Capt. and Mrs.
T. J. Little, Mr. and Mrs. S, R. Small, Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. King, Dr. and Mrs. E. E.
Holt, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Woodbury, L. O.
Short. Mr. aud Mrs. Bryce M. Edwards, Mr.
and Mrs. A. A. Strout, Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Gray, John P. Hobbs, 1. S. Bean, Charles
Pennell and daughter. C. A. Strout, Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. M. Young, Judee Geo. F. Gouid,
H. R. Sargent. Capt. Dennison, Mr. and Mrs.
Seth L. Larrabee, Charles Lewis, A. L. Millett, J. W. Dyer, C. W. T. Goding and many

others.
The reception committee was composed of
Col. H. S. Osgood, Hon. II. B. Cleaves,
Messrs. Clarence Ilalc, James H. Hall auu
Geo. W. Beale. The great success of the reception was largely due to the efforts of these

gentlemen.

PFBSON1I

Mr. and Mrs. Giles 0.

Bailey of the Sun*
day Times have gone on a Southern trip.
Capt. E. G. Willard is suffering from an
attack of congestion of the lungs.
Mr. John Hollywood declines the Democratic nomination to the Common Council
from Ward Four.
U. M. Hart and wire, E. P. Chase and
wife and A. E. Chase and wife left yesterday
for a Southern trip.
Sheriff Webb has appointed to the two vacancies in his list of deputy sheriffs F. L.
Brown of Sebago and Albert P. Bassett of
Norway.
Mr. O. B. Whitten, of Lewis, Chase <&
Whitten, will represent Portland at the great
fishery convention at Gloucester, Mass., to-

day.
J. H. Work, Boston; W. S. Nash, New
Hampshire; J. W. West, A. J. Holt, T. E.
Chase, N. C. Ellis, F. A. Morrell, Boston;
R. J. Lawton, Fitchburg, and the Redmund-

Barry

company were among the arrivals at
the United States Hotel yesterday.
Harvard Club In Maine,

The annual meeting and dinner of the
Harvard Club in Maine was held at the
Preble House last evening. There were present Vice President Dalton, who presided in
the absence of Rev. Dr. Hill, president of the
association—who was absent in St. Louts"
Judge Nathan Webb, District Attorney
George E. Bird, Dr. I. TJJaaa, City Clerk
George C. Burgess, Dr' H. P. Merrill, Messrs.
L. Clifford Wade, A. M. Bradley, Ex-Mayor
George L. Walker, S.W. Thaxter, A. S. Thayer, Harry Butler, George D. Rand, L. D.

Hight,

Dr. Woodman.
President Hyde of Bowdoln College (Harvard ’70), was also present as the guest of the

Club.
Hon. G. E. Bird was appointed a commit,
tee to report a list of nominations for the
officers of the club. He reported the follow-

ing list which

was

unanimously

elected:

President—Kev. Dr. Thomas Hill.
Vice Presideuts-Kev. Dr. Asa Daltou, George
C. Burgess.

Secretary—A.

M.

Bradley.

laid for twenty. The floral decorations were
very handsome, and at each plate a small

boutonniere was placed.
The menu card was an elegant affair. The
finest material Bristol card was used. On
the cover upon a stained imitation strip of
birch bark, enclosed in a loose envelope and
tied with a knot of crimson ribbon, was the
title, “Harvard Club, Preble House, February 22d, 1887.” The following was the menu :
Blue Poiuts.
Terrapin Soup.
Baked Whitehall, Port Wine Sauce.
French Fried Potatoes.

Celery. ___Olives.
Wine Sauce.
grange Fritters, with
Teuderloin of
ui

Peas.

Beef,
Mushrooms.
> t-nison, wiui current Jelly.
Potatoes.
Freucti string Beans
Roman Punch.
Roast Grouse.
Quail.
..

Frozen

Vanilla Cream.
Coffee.

Clgarettas.

Washington’s Birthday.

glare from bonfires and torches, „nd
people enjoyed the evening there.

about

600

Boston and Maine Railroad.

The repairs on the bridge over the Saco
river at Biddeford on the Eastern Division

nearly completed that trains will now
run on the old time again. The trains which
have beeH leaving this city for Saco at 6.25
a. in. and 3 p. m., and returning from Saco
are so

at 7.30 a. m. and 5.10 p. m. are

tinued.

now

discon-

Lettuce.

Pudding.
Cliampague Jelly.
Cake.

admirable, and the several
courses were served quickly—noiselessly by
the corps of trained waiters under the charge
of Mr. Peter Clarity.
was

Just before the close of the dinner the following members of the Harvard Snow-Shoe
Club who had just arrived from the White
Mountains, on the way to Boston, were entertained : Prof. Louis Dyer and Mr. Albert
Thorndike of Cambridge, and Messrs. Geo.
B. Morrison and Geo. W. Beals of Boston.
The two latter gentlemen had just made the
ascent of Mt. Washington, while the other
two had formed part of a party of seventeen

including

manner
in which
Bowdoin had
repaid the debt by the men she hud sent to
Harvard as professors. He thought that to
make Harvard what was intended, a university in fact as well as name, that the post
graduate system should he carriedout thus
centering there the highest minds of all col-

leges.
President Hyde’s remarks were received
with loud applause. Iiemarks were afterwards made by the guests of the club and
the members, and old college songs sung and
Accident to Or. Cordon.
A serious accident happed to Dr. Seth C.
Gordon yesterday morning. He had Just attended a patient, Mrs. J. IJ. Short, who resides on Cumberland street, and slipped on

the sidewalk, falling and breaking botli
hones of one leg. He was taken home and
Dr. Pendleton attended him and set the
bones. Dr. Gordon will have universal sympathy in his misfortune, and, it is sincerely
to he hoped, that his excellent constitution
will quickly enable the broken bones to unite
and that lie will be speedily restored to
health.
Boston Steamer.
Commencing on Saturday next the UGth,
the steamers of the Portland and Boston line
will leave Boston
every week day evening at
six o’clock, instead of
five, which has been
tlie usual hour of sailing from Boston
during
the winter. This arrangement will
greatly
accommodate the public giving an hour
longer time at Boston for business or pleasure.

nonstrants but I have no hesitation in saying that they have considered. It is a singular'fact that the advocates of woman suf-

surprise—with interest, because we are always glad to read earnest words—with surprise, because your statements, made many
times before, have been, in our judgment,
irrefutably answered.
W. »l.l.

I.

I...

frage invariably consider that nobody “considers” but themselves.
Then the Press cautions

...1.1
wit*

y

uuu

pvtltivu

juui-

selves with the utmost courtesy.
We are
to declare that many
facts can be made public which appear to us
to justify our opinion that many of you have

compelled, however,

jo

subject.

I oppose

woman

In the same issue of the Press T)” argues

But we shall see next
aot have been.
Wednesday aud we shall mark as a people
the <r «»*«" g0 put
reconsider
the men who
tir« it pie's!;- to tue Senate that it is well to
coiisider “what people will say” before
righting any mistake that may have been
made.
One argument used before the legislative
committee was, that if the right to vote can
hut be obtained “those women \ybo do not
want to vote will then be obliged to do so, in
order to counteract the ignorant vote.” Yet
“D” says frankly and prettily, “If these remonstrants do not believe in the justice of
such action, they do right not to approve of
it”; and in the next breath, logically, “But
why say anything about it? Why withhold
from others mereiy what they do not desire
for themselves?”
Now, why should not
those who differ from the suffragists be
allowed to speak without reproach? shall
they believe a tiling to be absolutely wrong
as well as unwise, and not mention it “meresomebody else wants to do that
ly because”
thing? It Is too important to women for
them to be silent upon it. Why is not tills a
question of majority and minority? If the
majority of women wish to vote, let them do

suf-

We courteously ask
frage instinctively.”
you to give greater study to this important
matter. That some of you have given some
study, possibly much, we shall not deny, but
our own experience leads us to ask for re
newed study. Many of us have been indifferent and then opposed. Many of us have
found that our prejudices have disappeared
and our opinions changed as we have listened
to earnest orators or read the words of able
writers, in some cases, our own continued

thought
suffrage

has lead us to acceptance of woman
from which at first, we shrank.
We are not astonished, therefore, nor

troubled by your opposition. We honor your
earnestness and your action.
We would bo
glad to enlist your earnestness and your
thoughtfulness in the efforts of our associa-

■

tion.
We ask you, tnerefore, and through you
many others who are opposed to woman sufrage, or who think they are, to consider
these points.
First-We who advocate woman suffrage and
ask the legislature to submit an amendment
to the constitution to the voters of Maine,
are not indifferent to the dread of calamitous
results felt by so many, if women shall be
permitted to vote. We have studied the subWe have tried to
ject long and earnestly.
trace out effects. The more we have studied
the clearer lias it seemed to us that the effects will be of vast benefit to the nation.
Second—We are strengthened in our faith
by the knowledge that some of the ablest
and noblest men and women of our times are
ardent advocates of giving the ballot to
women.

You must know something of the ability
and culture and noble character of Hon. Geo.
r. Hoar, for whom some of us would like to
vote for President of the United States, of
George William Curtis and Jajues Freeman
Clark and Joseph Cook and Samuel
Longfellow and Phillips Brooks and Dr.
Duryea,
of Mary A. Livermore and Julia Ward
Howe and
Lucy Stone and Frances
Willard;
iu
those
the
among
ft
higher world,
Abraham Lincoln
and
John Stuart Mill and Bishop Simpson and
Ralph Waldo Emerson. You must know
that in our city and State, leading
clergymen,
physicians, lawyers, merchants, and some of
its noblest and most prominent women are
believers in woman suffrage. We are often
astonished in finding distinguished men saying that they have been woman suffragists for
years. Surely, we are not unreasonable in
thinking that we belong to a noble company
of able, earnest, cultivated men and women.
Surely, it is not unreasonable for us, converted as some ol us are from your views to
our present ones, to ask you to reconsider
your

objection

to woman

suffrage.

Third—We propose to you, therefore,

series of

a

meetings, chiefly to be held in
private houses, and without report in our
papers, in which the advocacy of your views

and ours can be maintained in earnest and
courteous ways.
We have endeavored to secure, at our
parlor meetings, the presence of those
who were opposed to
our views.
We
shall take measures to have such meetings
continued. We shall be glad to have you
attend. We shall be also glad to have a public meeting, under your auspices or our own,
at which a debate can be held, each side to
select its own speaker. We believe in discussion. We shall welcome all thoughtful
opposition. We will trust our cause to the
light of truth.
Fourth—We appeal tu Women to study the
4UGB11UU ui Bunragw auu asK tneir aia in tne
use of thebattotrbecause we
believe, and
believejn'fifoundly, that it is the duty of
WflWPh to be the helpers of men in securing
good laws and good executors of law. We
hold that the great body of women are as intelligent as the great body of men. We hold
that women are more conscientious than
men.
We are sure that if the ballot shall be
women under stress of conviction of
will
use it for the good of the
uty
republic.
We do not ask women, therefore, to demand
and use the suffrage only because it is their
right, but because it is their high duty to cowork with men in affair* of state. Politics is
the science of living together nobly. Man
needs woman’s help to secure this result. We
believe a large number of women feel this
now, and that a rapidly increasing number
will do so, as full and free and fair discussion prevails. We believe in the justice
of our cause. We are sure of its not distant
victory. Let Kansas be our prophet. We
shall welcome you to a
place in our labors
and to a share in our joy when the victory
shall be won.
Henry Blanchard,

§iven,

DRAMA!

MUSIC AND

political ambitions?

RENE.

‘‘Rene, the Huguenot Captain,” was prenight in excellent shape. The story has been published
in these columns. It is well written, possesses situations of strong interest and
through
it runs a vein of humor that serves to light”
en the sombre portions of the drama.
Mr.
Redmund’s manly, romantic style is admirably adapted to the part of Rene, while Mrs.
Barry’s agreeable Ipresence, pleasant voice,
noble features and consummate methods, are
well suited to the strong role of Jeanne. Tne
other characters are well taken, and the
piece is beautifully costumed. Mr. C. W.
Sutton as Hector, and Miss Belle Bailey as
Isbmael, both old Portland favorites, are
pleasant features of the cast. Rene will be
sented at Portland Theatre last

repeated tonight.

M. B. CURTIS.

Mr. M. B. Curtis appears in his new
play,
“Caught in a Corner,” as Isaac Greenwald, a
character differing considerably from that of
‘Sam’l of Posen,” but withal an

111. Iiiiijul lt> ui
V. unit'll
uo
not WlSft
as one remonam quite as
to be oppressed
men as to be oppressed after this fashion
women.
The
of your correspondent who “fails to see any right in the
that because some do not wish the

au.

11

to vote, let them say so.

I,
willing

strant,

by
by

experience

argument
privilege others who do should be deprived
of it,” is not new. A majority always dethe
of
minority
prives
something,
is
and this
especially true of politics.
Is there

ly interesting person of the same extraction.
Isaac Greenwald is a broker and a very lively one too. The way in which he manipulates stocks and speaks the slang of the
street would astonish the oldest of New
York’s financial operators. He is jovial and
good hearted. He discovers the machina-

tions of the villain of the play and saves his
friends from ruin. “Caught in a Corner.” is
said to contain some bright dialogue, and to
present a plot, which although rather melodrnmic, is interesting. Miss Albina DeMer,

as a French adventuress
success with Mr. Curtis.

shares this season’s

LONGFELLOW CHAUTAUQUA CIRCLE.
The Longfellow C. L. S. Circle will observe the birthday of that poet at the Young
Men’s Christian Association Hall, Monday
evening, Feb. 28, (the birthday occurring on
Sunday, the 27th.) A very interesting programme has been prepared, consisting of
pictures,tableaux and readings from the poet,
and singing by Shaw's quartette. Mr. Barnard and Mrs. W. W. Cole and Mrs. L. A.
Goudy will sing the poet’s songs.
WASHBURN UNION.

The following will be the programme at
the literary and musical entertainment to be
given by the Washburn Union at City Hall

Friday evening. Chandler’s orchestra

will

litical arena”

•••••.Mrs. Fellows
Ctiorus-“Tlie Farmer’s Girls”.
By Dairymen and Dairymaids, with solo by Miss
Annie Greeley.
Recitation, by.Fred W. Adams
...miss ntcncr
""‘g'
Chorus—“Coming Through the Clover,” by..

Grand l'arade—With

new

designs by

Dairy-

and Dairymaids.
Assembly—In which all may participate.
men

NOTES.

Tickets are now ready at Stockbridgo’s for
tlie Couthoui and Ituggles Quartette entertainment to be given March 2nd; the March
Otii matinee when Miss Couthoui, the Temple Quartette and Grimmer’s orchestra will
appear; and the “Ituddygore” Opera in the
Stockbridge Course.
At Mr. Cole’s concert to be given at
City
Gall, March 10th, Mr. Dennett, the popular

elocutionist,

will appear.

W. Maynard, agent for Beulah, the
actress, is in the city
making arrangements for the appearance of
that lady at the Portland Theatre three evenings next week. She will be supported by
a strong American
company.

?&•

brill ant Mexican

History

of

Munjoy

Hill.

Mr. Hull who is to lecture on this subject
at St. Lawrence street church this evening
at 8

o’clock, will, as a part of the paper prepared by him, read a copy of a letter written
by Rev. John Wiswall, who with Capt.
Mowatt.were made prisoners by Col.Thompson on Munjoy Hill in May, 1775. Tills letter
has never before been published in this
country and relates to the circumstances of
his arrest at that time.
Arrival of tho Sarmatian.
The steamer Sarmatian of the Allan line
arrived at this port last evening bringing a
cargo of 2300 tons, and 4 cabin, 5 intermediate and 55 steerage passengers.]

in

In Gorham, Feb. 20, by ltev. William Fisher of
Brunswick, J. C. Butters and Miss Minnie A. Card
both of Portland.
lu Sumner, Feb. 17. Koscoe G. Stephens and
Miss Nellie W. Russell.
In Temple, Feb. 14 Cbas. E. Guild and Miss
Carrie V. Chandler.
In South Berwick. Feb. 10. Geo. E. Buzzell of
Dover and Miss Hattie Whitehead of South Berwick.
At Bar

Harbor, Feb. 0. Maurice Donovan

which a

a

SALE, !
j
STOCK
OF
BANKRUPT

Miss Jennie E. Hiake.
In Leicester, Mass., Keb. 16, Loren B. Merrill
aud Miss Isabelle M. Garland, both.of Paris, Me.

DEATHS.
In tills city, Feb. 22, Martha A., widow of the
late Nathaniel G. Marston. aged 75 years 4 mos.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock
fromiresidence at Yarmouth.
In this city, Feb. 20, Charles, sou of John and

FINE

Peculiar
In many important points, Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
different from and superior to other medicines.
Peculiar In combiuatiou, proportion and preparation of ingredients, Hood’s Sarsaparilla possesses

the full curative value of the best

known

rem-

edies of the vegetable kingdom.
Peculiar in strength and economy-Hood's Sarsaparilla is tlie only medicine of which can truly
be said, “100 doses one dollar.” Medicines iu
larger and smaller bottles require larger doses,
ana do not produce as good results as

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Peculiar in Its medicinal merit, Hood’s Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures hitherto unknown, and
lias won for itself the title of "The greatest blood

purifier

ever

discovered.”

Peculiar In Its "gobddame at home"—there is
more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla sold In Lowell, where
it Is made, than of all other blood purifiers.
Peculiar In its phenomenal record of sales
abroad, no other preparation has ever attained
such popularity in so short a time. It really

Is a Peculiar Medicine
Peculiar in the confidence it gains among all
classes of people, onmbottle always sells another.
Peculiar in the originality and effectiveness of
its advertising, its methods are continually being
copied by competitors.
Do not be induced to buy other preparations.
But be sure to get “the Peculiar Medicine,”

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

One is 44 inehes long,
price $38.00
One is 40 inehes long,
price $32.00
One Extra Size, Bust 40, priee $28.00

“elevate”
I do

me
assure

if they

The balance of the lot arc medisizes and the usual leugths.

um

A New Sport.
Yesterday forenoon at about 10 o’clock,
eight boys, composed chiefly of members of
the High School, left this
city on a skating

expedition. They followed Fore River as far
as Stroudwater, after which
they followed
the “old canal” as far as Seven Locks. Here
entered
the
they
woods and partook of a
hearty dinner, after which they spent about
an hour sliding down the numerous and
steep
hills. After many tumbles and much laughter, they returned to the city, having much
enjoyed their first “field day.”
Ash Wednesday.
Today is Ash Wednesday the beginning of

At St. Paul’s church there will be
services at 10.30 a. m., at which the rector,
Rev. A. W. Little, Will preach, and at 7.30 p.
m., at which the Rt. Rev. Bishop Neely, will
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Westbrook—Win. W. Lamb to Zora A. Kussell,
land, (1 and other consideration.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Mr. Geo. C. Kicker, the popular bookkeeper for the well known house of C. J.
Walker & Co., says he has thoroughly tested
and is pleased to recommend the Mozzeltic
pens.
Dr. F. E. Baxter, the Mental Scientist,
after an absence of three weeks, has returned to his practice in this city.

Kx-

:hange street.19-1
celebrated HardPlano [with late improveEnquire of J. J. LYNCH,

EUK MAKE-The

PIANU Upright
man

ments] nearly

to

new.

w Y-Buys Vi interest in manufacturing
ltJUv business, 850 per week guaranteed ;
right man rare chance. We also have Lodging

Houses at bargains; amt all kinds of business
chances. Call or write to ALLEN & KMEKSON,
172 Washington street, Boston, Mass.1S-1
(tarslde &

pairs
Son’s One French Kid 88.00 boots for ladles'
STILL
at
have all widths, sizes and
A.

«OIN« 1-150

84.60

and half

per pair; we
sizes. BROWN, 421

Congress

17-1

St.

MALE—At Casco Dye House, 13 Blum
St., one 10 horse power horizontal engine,
and one upright boiler 38 Inches diameter, about
u feet in height. Apply to O. A THOMAS, 145
Danforth St._17-1

FOK

MALE-Manure of City Hotel Stable;
no loading to do; slides
into the cart.
EASTMAN A GOODWIN.7-4_

FOK

rtOK MALE—One second
hand 12 llorse
Power Engine and Boiler with all the fittings
Address
same in good condition at a bargain.

f

for

BIDDEFOKD STOVE FOUNDRY, Blddeford
Maine,1-4
Saw mill and

Timber

Laud for

Sale.
mill. 60-mch circular

saws,
STEAM
saws, planer, all in complete order.
About 20 acres land for mill site and
saw

cut-off

storage,
boom, boom franchise on Turtle Bay, an arm of
the Sacramento river, at the town of Redding,
Shasta county, California, on the California and
Oregon Railroad
About 2,000 acres timber land, consisting of
sugar pine, pine and ID, at six dollars per acre, on
Pit river, a confluent of the Sacramento, and ou
which a drive of near 4,000,000 feet of logs was
More timber land canbe obmade last season.
tained.
Climate admits of work all the year.
distrietto
Large
supply with lumber. Win be
sold at a bargain. Apply to
BANK OF SHASTA COUNTY.
feb7eodlm
Redding, Feb. 1, 1887.

FOR SALE.

feb24

Surplus

returned to

and Supplies.
Fire Insurance and
Office Furniture

Stocks.*6,366,466,25

ete.

Home Office aud Real
Estate bought to
secure Loans.
Cash In Bauks and
Trust
Companies
and on hand.

183,149.97

Ledger Assets, as above, January 1,1887.*10,679,167.87
Net deterred and unreported premiums.
210,673.60
Interest due and accrued, etc.
60,339.39
Market value of Stocks and Bonds,

463,634.7*

over cost.

GR08S ASSETS, January 1,1887 *11,422,616.61
LIABILIT1BI.
Death Claims reported, but awaiting proof.*
43,337.07
Reserve at 4 per cent. 0,490,601.00
Fund fer special forms of Follcles,
Unused Share* of Surplus, etc....
240,151,63
Surplus, 4 per cent, basis. 1.648.626.01

>11,422,613.61
SURPLUS, at
per cent., Pennsylvanla Standard, Estimated.... *2,287,427.01
Amount of Insurance In force, 22,162 policies,
for *53,011 873. "New Business” of 1886, 4,660

policies, for *11,$69,510.
OFFICEB8:!

Edward M. Needles, President, Hew; C. Brown. Seej
Horatio S. Stephans, Vice Pres. Jens* i. Barker, Actg
A. M. AUSTIN,
Manager for Maine, 80 Exchange Si. Portland.^

A

Krlors,

PRICE.

Vn

«V<rhin»SI

WE

i.lIf

WILE

nnCELLANEOt'M.

SPRING

BROWN, the shoe dealer’s adverNOTICE
tisement in next Saturday's Issure of this
to
He has
that will Inter-

ONE

say
something
est you. and It will pay you to read It.17-1

paper.

BEI SHhAREIIS

ALL
keep away Irom New York.
R di P. A. Lodge, No.

are

requested

OF

to

Per order, B.

1._17-1
St., will have

421

In

next

RERRYS

some-

Saturday’s

It will pay you to notice It.

TO

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT.

FOE
HATS
ON
TO

LET.

BENT—The large well lighted two story
frame building for manufacturing purposes
in Deerlng, on Forest Avenue, near Oak street,
about two miles from city; has good supply of
water: also boiler for sale on premises.
BEN21-1
JAMIN SHAW, 48Vi Exchange St.

YOU

FOR

LET—A

Scrim 10c
Scrim 12c

yd.
yd.
PATTERNS.
Bargains.

IF
YOU

tenement of 6 rooms at 62 DAN-

TO FORTH ST.,11-tf

story
tic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
FOB
busisuitable for wholesale
mas-

WIEE

grocery or produce
ness; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48y% Exchange Bt.Janll tf

(ALL

LET—House 62 Gray Street; also upper
TOtenament
In bouse 27 Free Street. Enquire
S.

AT

BENT—The four

brlek and

WATERHOUSE.decSOdtl

of F.

are

841,806,30

Net

For bale or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
diningroom, kitchen, bath room, (with
t and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, Ore places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatuswith eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,000 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS A

issue of this paper.

prices

062,038.24

about 300

run

Congress
Mnungcr. BKOWN.
thing of Interest to say

above

2.664.16 *1,772,346.31

Mort gages and
Ground Kents, first
liens. 8,006,466.09
Premium Notes secured by Policies,
ete...
630,460.03
Loans on Collaterals,

AOAKIIDE

the

19,176.00

NET ASSETS January 1. 1887.. *10,670,167 87
ASIKTI.
City Loans, Railroad
and Water Bonds,
Bank and other

17-1

at

92,736.73

Expenses.
Advertising, Printing

A SOU’S tine French Kid
• *6.00 boots tor ladies’ at $4. GO per pair fur
We have 160 pairs of these boots,
a few days.
fresh anil regular. BROWN, 421 Congress St.
17-1

And

4C6,014.08

Total Paid PolicyHolder* .*1,283,020.66
Taxes and Legal Ex68,267.87
penses.
Medical
Salaries,
Fees and Office Ex112,084.63
pense*
Commission to Ag’ts,
203.637.44
Rents, etc.
Agency aud other

American Star Bicycle for sale: 2-3
Handle; Kirkpatrick Sailor 400 miles.
Cost 806.00:
will sell for 876.00, as the owner Is about to go
at
once
BOX
No.
to
48. South
away. Aflply
feblOdlw
Paris, Me.

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.'

Imported
Imported

66.816.00
4.804.27

173,647.80

A O inch

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

50 pcs.
25 pcs.

632,948.00

iO Nickeled; Drop

die:

AIIWK

NEW AND CHOICE

*:*7

RENT—Ofllces and chambers suitable
tor salesrooms, studios and work shops In
FOB
Middle
on

Mussey’s Row,
street; also one store
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT

4 I WM.

P

RIDDLE

or

PREBLE.20-tf

ST.

mwo story French root bouse. No. 702 Congress
X street, near head of State street, contains
front and back parlor, dining room, kiteben, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make It one of the most
desirable houses In the city. Kent *660 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS A ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

dSt

leblO

eodtf

LOST.

COLUMBIA KID GLOVES. $4.00 PER DOZEN
BICYCLES
-FOR-

FOR

1887.

Emb. Foster Kids,

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.

In the

is

safety Bicycle that combines the
advantages the Star and all the other safeties,
andtbas the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. Frlee onl, 873.00 U you are going
to buy a wheel of auy kind call at
This

G. H. LAMSON’S, 177 Middle St.
feb23
dtf

AUCTION
—

OF

MILLINERY

SALE

WE

DARRAH’S

461

BOSWORTH,

Congress Street,

PORTLAND,
feb23

MAINE.
dlw

CAS NOTICE.
to repairs on one of tlie large mains, the
pressure of gas will have to be so much reduced, from 8.30 o’clock THIS MORNING till
about noon, that it may cause the lights to go out
lu some localities. If any do go out care is needed
lest the gas escape when It is turned on again at
the works.
feb23dlt

OWING

for
rent of 4
WANTED—Small
man and wile; must be cheap; parties havrent to reliable
or

ing such they would like to
can

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.

Rid Glove Store.

5

Thl. opportunity ha. never before been
offered by u., and although the
price
t. very low, we wi»h the
public
to know hat

rooms

EVENING SHADES ALWAYS ON HAND.
463

In

no

23-1

THKlISr
We wish to call attention to tlie fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and ent
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are un»
shrinking. We warrant good fitting
and comfortable garments.

sense will the work be

slightest,

nor
need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.

Congress St,

DEERINO BLOCK.
feb21to<lU

Please call and hear the matchless tunes ot these
beautiful Instruments.

Pho tographer,
Portland,

__(U1

obtained lor
WHTGIAKIil can now be
Soldiers, Seamen a,ud
m
Marines who served 60 days
\\ “low s
Mexico and who are 62 years ol age.
also entitled. I have quite lull
letter, 0®ce,
of said war. Apply in person oi by
Dari. Block, tor.
,
rort
Ntr«pi opposite tiiy Building,
end, Maine.

f;rru

uJL.

K.

HARMON^

STREET,

Maine.

P. 8.—'Those who hold Club 'l irUrta of Own,
the same by paying $3.00 besides the
ticket, and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
tickets can be used by paying |3.6i>, thus making
(the total amount paid), $4.00 for the dozen, the
can use

TBOHNICON.

same

STOOLS m COVERS,
WHOLESALE-AND RETAIL.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
*

OC114d*t^
Seed Catalogue
■'UK

IMS. 7

MAILED FREE

as

here advertised

■

•_novlOeodtf

BUTTER! BUTTER!
CUE THE P.tnOI’N

New

Gloucester
Butter!

Creamery

Acknowledged by Connoisseurs the Finest Made
in Maine. Put up in Vi lb and V4tb prints.
FOB SALE BY

d2wAw4w

To Vessel Owners.
Port

Clyde Maine Railway lias been tlu»
THE
oughlv rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
take out all vessels in

need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly aud satisfaction guaranteed.

Address,

deciedtf

C. W. 8T1MPSON, Jr.,
Port Clyde, Me

young gentleman

v v
who has had 15 years experience In wholeand retail hardware business, would like a situation ; Is acquainted with Maine, N. II. aud Vermont
trade.
Best ol reference.
Addrese HARDWARE, Press Ofilce.18-1

Situation by a young man 22
years of age. has taken care of horses;
would like to work In a private family; also, will
go In the country and work on a farm. Can furnish undoubted references. Address J. N1SHEN
135 Congress street.
17-1

WANTED—A

WANTED.
YTTANTED—The Ladles’to call at 618 ConY
gress street, to examine the largest stock
the City, ol plain and fancy pins for the hair;
special sale for ten days. New lot just in, uew
styles. LOVERING’fc PARIS HAIR STORE,
opposite Mechanics’ Hall,
lu

Portland._22-1

party with from $8,000 to
$10,000 to buy a half interest In an established wholesale and retail business. Prom $4,OOO to $8,000 net profit guaranteed on his money.
Fullest investigation given. Address ”H,” Press

WANTED—A

22-1

Office._

know that Mr.
Leonard O. Bean Is
N. S. Gardiner,
real estate agent, loan and mortgage broker, 40
Exchange Street. Portland. Me.22-1

WANTED—The

public

to
with

to

The Vital Principle* ef Beef and Be I tea
t'enceatraled.

A

Highly Condensed RAW Peed Kmlrac
Acceptable le the meet Delicate Taste
Bad a smell.
Teleraled by ateosachs that reject all
ether Peeds.

Recommended by the leading Phyelciane.
OSCAR Oldbeho, Ph. D., Professor of Chemietry and Toxicology, and Oean of the College of
Pharmacy, Chicago, says ol It: “I have analyzed
Bush’s Fluid Food or Bortnlne, and And that It
cohtalna 3e.SH per cent of soluble albuminoids."
A. L. Loomis, M. D., LL. lx, of New York,
says: “I prescribe Bush’ Fluid Food, or Bovintue, aud prefer It to all others."
Lewis L. Buy ant, M. lx. City Physician of
Cambridge, says: "I (eel In prescribing Bovlnlne
my patients are getting one ol the best articles of
food known to the profession.”
Geo. H. Payne, M. IX, Pree. Maseachueette
Surgical ana Gynecological Society, says: I have
used Bovlnlne largely, and can say tbat It excels
all otber Haw meat extracts, and. In fact, all other kinds of food that f have ever used In building
up patients troubled with cancers, and most
cheerfully recommend It to the profession."
Daring the last faar maath* af hi* aicham, the principal feed af C1KN. S. B ANT
wu HO YIN INK and Bilk.
Baviaiae, ia rase* af Chelera lafaatam,
i* af the greatest valac.
Prepared only by J. P. Bush Man’f’o Co.,
Chicago, 111,
Put up In « ounce and 13 ounce bottles.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,
Agents for New England States.—All Druggists.

janlipod8m

YTTANTED—Those In need of printing of any
YY
kind will save time and money by sending
their orders to M. H. CAMPBELL A CO.. 383
Commercial street, foot of High street, (formerly
the Mitchell Printing Co.)
First-class work at
reasonable prices. Telephone No. 045.
21-1

looking for bargatus In
WANTED—Those
Boots and Shoes to call at No. 663 Congress, corner Oak St. All goods at bottom prices,
and every pair warranted. Men’s Kip Boots at
less than cost. J. W. TURNER.H>-1

YITANTED—Experienced
YY

tasters; permanent
employment to steady workmen: no trouble;
factory running. Apply at 78 BEDFORD ST.,
Boston Mass.

lb-1

gold and
WANTED—Old
your old brnkeu and

silver. Why keep
out Jewelry when

get its full value In cash or taken In exchange for watches. Jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 4U0 Congress St.,
8. Schrlver, Proprietor.18-4
you

Photographer,
opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

can

buy $1,000 worth of cast-oB
Clothing of all kinds; highest cash price
Call, or address Immediately, MR 8.
EVY, i>7 Middle street, Portland.18-1

WANTED-To
Ctld.
to buy my job lot of Ladles’
WANTED-ladles
Coat back and Vest front Jerseys for 76
cents. Usual
$1.60 everywhere. These
price

beautiful goods.

w. L. WILSON & CO.,

KENDALL&WHITNEY Baccliange
leblti
sic.
Panlimd,

a

At

L. D. STROUT'S.

Sit.
eodlm

PORTLAND CEMENT

Pipe and Stone Co.,
94 Plum Hi., l>.rli.sS<
febl9d6in
73 Water hi.. Bo-ion

person having In their possession a copy of “Ploughed Under,” beWANTED—Any
to the Maine Woman's Indian

longing
will please leave It

at

No,

18

FINE

COLOR
A

Uec8

WORK

APCCULTY.
«*!(!

are

18-1

—

THE CROCERS,
febl'J

BOVIN INE.

HELP.

worn

TUNING TO ORDER.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

HALE

know that our illustrated catalogue of flower and vegetable
W. C.
seed. Is now ready for free distribution.
SAWYER A CO., Seedsmeu. 5 Preble St.
22-1

! NO. 514 CONGRESS

BURDETTORGANS.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
lano

FOUNB-A

ri

—

No. 8 Elm Street.

the owner
small rat terrier dog;
can have It by calling at 203 FRANKLIN
16-1
ST., and paying tor this advertisement.

YTTANTED—Everyone

*

PIANOS !

re-

__19-1

WANTED-

DECKIR I
BROTHERS5^ *

“Coon”
to No.

Highest cash prices paid for cast
off clothing, ladies’s or gent’s; or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal to
M. DEGBOOT, Perry House, Portland, Me. 22-1

I

person

address stating terms, II. 8., this office.

Nor. 9,1886,

Wr Hhnll make for a Short Tine Only.
Pirn C'lasM Cabinet Photographs for

Also

shall sell at AUCTION our entire stock of
Millinery Goods remaining unsold at
above date. Previous to that time the goods will
be sold at unheard of low prices. Call and secure

A.

Commencing Tuesday Morning,

—

GOODS,

warded.

FINISHED

CabinetPhotoeraphs

just received at

or

suitably

YIT’ANTED—situation by

SPRING SHADES

Commencing March 1, 1887.

HI.

FINELY

j

a uew

of

white and drab

’’Shag”
Cat Any person returning the same
LONT-a
417 CONGRESS STREET, will be

A splendid line of

If you want the best getftlie Columbia. They
lead id workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safety going down hill, strength of material and for
durability In every way. Nine years of expert*
New Cain
euce has proved tLcir superiority.
legue Free.

8ACCARAPPA.

The members of the Chapen Social Union
connected with the Universalist Society of
this village chartered Mr. M. T. Clark’s team
Monday evening and made an excursion to
Morrill’s Corner, where they were greeted by
a large audience in waiting at the
vestry of
the Stevens Plains Universalist church. The
Social Union gave a fine rendering of the
drama entitled “The Flowing Bowl,
after
which an excellent collation was served. The
hour was passed in a very enjoyable manner.
Weddings among the French population
have been quite numerous this week. The
marriage ceremony was conducted by Ilev.
Father Deeelles, at St. Hyacinthe Church.
“Young America” made a large public demonstration Tuesday morning in honor of
Washington’s birthday. In the field near
Mr. Alonzo Libby’s residence a large snow
fortification was built, with imitation
guns
mounted on the parapet, and the American
flag floating from the top. In the centre of
the fort was a large bonfire.
A short
distance at the right of the fortification
was another of equal dimensions,
bearing the
English flag, and signs of hostilities between
the two were exhibited. There was trouble
brewing between Jonathan and Ills neighbor
over the
way. The spirit of ’76 was fully
aroused. The exhibition attracted the attention of passengers on the train.
It was the intention of the owners of fast
horses to make a trial of speed on the Plains
road yesterday but the storm interfered with
*
the arrangement.
K.

SHAW,48Vk

particulars

Enquire

EASTMAN BROS, k BANCROFT

Lent.

preach.

a

For Rent.

can.

MakyS. Caswell.

on
on

j

Claim* by Death....*
MaturedKndowments
Ke- Insurance..
Surrendered Policies
Member*.

MAKE—Produce business in this city.
If sold at once.

ceive this season,

usefulness in
them
rather

you 1 have considered.

21-1

MAKE.

A great bargain Is offered
FUK
of R.
for

Men’s All Wool Suits $5.00 Boys’ Overcoats $1, and 1.50,
and $6.00, worth $8.00 and
worth 2.00 and 3>00.
$10.00.
Boys’Knee Pant Suits $2.00
and 2.50, worth $3 and $4.
Men’s All Wool Suits $8.00
and $10, worth $12 and $11). Boys’ Knee Pant Suits in
small sizes
only $3.50,
Men’s Suits $12 and $15,
worth 5,00 to 7.00.
worth $20 and $25.
Boys’ All Wool Knee Pants,
Men’s Black Worsted Coats
in sizes 4 to 16 years, only
and Vests only $5 each, cut
$1.00, worth 2.00.
Prince Albert style, worth NOTICE-300
Boys’fine Seer$12.
sucker Shirt Waists in Sizes
Men’s Overcoats $3.50 and | 4 to 13 years, 75 cent quali$5, worth $5 and $10.
ty, at only 25 cents each.
Men’s Overcoats $8 and $10, Boys’ Shirt Waists only I*
ents each.
worth $15 and $18.
Men’s and Young Men’s Ov- Hundreds of Boys’ $1, and
1.25 Star Laundered Waists,
ercoats, $12 and $15, worth
in all sizes, at onlv 50 and
$20 and $25.
75 cents each.
Men’s Trousers $1, $1.25 and
Men’s Brown Duck Jumpers
$1.50, worth $2 and $2.50.
only 10 cts., 50 cent quality.
Men’s Trousers $ 2.00 and : Men’s Leather Jackets $4*
$2.50, worth $3 and $3.50. i Men’s
Jackets
Cardigan
Men’s Trousers $3*50, $4
2.00 and 2.50 quality at
and$ 5, worth $5 to $7.
51.00 each.
Men’s Office Coats 50 cents ; $3.00 and 3.50 quality Cardi‘
worth $1.
gans at $1.50 each.

PS ICES $25.00 TO $45.00.
This is the last lot we shall re*
and will he the
best bargains we have ever sold
in Plush Sacks.

clrcuLynn,

houses on each street;
next to corner of
drove and Cumberland; near horse cars, very deilrable lots. N. 8. CARDIN EK, No. 40 Exchange
itreet.19-1

February 24th,

On THURSDAY,

so argues against their future
the ‘political arena.”
Let

Send 10 cents for samples and
HUSTON, 124' , Union street,

)f

LOOK AT THE BARGAINS.

WARE,

*12461. *14-18
OISBl'RIKKKNTI.

lots
Uumberland
FOK
8t„ 69V4 front; same width
Sherman St.
800 feet from street to street suitable for
block

This very large and desirable stock of Ready Made
Clothing for Men and Boys, has been placed in our
hands to sell regardless of cost or former prices.
They have been placed on separate counters in the
front of the store, prices marked on red tickets to
distinguish it from the rest of the stock, and will be
offered at the lowest prices ever named on good
goods until sold. This stock comprises some extra
fine values in Spring and Summer Clothing, Suits,
Pants, Light Weight Overcoats, &c., as well as Overcoats, Ulsters and Suits for winter.

253 AND 255 MIDDLE

18-1

n America.
ar.
T. R.

MAKE—Two house

COMPANY,

PBII..IDKLPBIA.

NET ASSETS. January 1, 1880....*9,737,916.87
RF.fBIPTM.
For Premium*.*2,062,973.66
Fur interest, Kent ete 660,626.26 •2,713.698,81

“if if M1 Men and women to sell shiploads of
LPl/vFvF thread clipping Thimbles; best thing

BURGESS & CO., WATERBURY, CONN.

ONE

IN8IIKANCE

AtiENTS WANTED.

FOB

—

PEM JHUTUAIi
LIFE

rooms

STREET.

At 211 CASCO

RKTTRN

ANNUAL

OF TUB

—

BOOHS.

CLOTHING

STRICTLY

TH1RTV.NINTB

girl to do general
family. Enquire at
King left hand bill.
17-1

OF

Hass.

SACKS.

wronged, why is it that so many “women of
property" sign remonstrances whenever remonstrances are made ? Surely they are not
all “unthinking!”
These things are to me unthinkable.
But
I am open to conviction and only ask that I
may be enlightened gently though firmly and
that X may not be told to consider. My “inherent sense of justice” demands not the ballot, but the right to speak against what I
most detest even though somebody wishes I
would be quiet and allow her to talk.
It
seems to me that the suffragists should not
treat me with contempt If only because to do

BOYS’

C. W. ALIKA
dtl

maria

nrcvTUD A girl to do general house work,
»V
No. At DANFORT 11 ST HBET_H*-1

21 years.

In Auburn, Feb.|7, Freemau Joselyn, aged 87
years.
In Mt. Veruou, Feb. 16. Mrs. Lucinda, wife of
James Robinson, aged 76 years.
lu East Hiram. Feb. 8, Mrs. Eden M., wife of
James Clemons, aged 38 years.
in East Read held, Feb 10, Elijah Hunt, aged
33 years.

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILK V.

OFFICE.__l**-1

ro at low rates.

lu Woolwich. Feb. 19, Mrs. Rebecca Fullerton
aged 98 years 3 months.
In Bath, Feb. 19. Kaymoud P., soil of George A.
and Cornelia Tuttle, aged 1 year 10 months.
InWest Auburn. Feb. 20, Mrs. Jane Munroe,
wife of C. 8. Packard, aged 72 years 10 months.
In South Waterford, Feb. 13, Joel Hapgood.
aged 59 years.
In Hallowed, Feb. 15. Frederick A. Copp, aged

SEAL PLUSH

about the wrongs of women of no
property.)
And if the “women of property" are
so

ousekeeper

I.ET—Very desirable furnished

Georgletta Batty.

SICK HEADACHE!

from supporting worthless husbands. I know
that poor men are liable for the debts of their
extravagant wives and that rich wives are
not liable for the debts of their indigent husbands. But I do not understand the injustice to women in this. XIow is the ballot to
help women who smart under these wrongs ?
Will ’D,” or somebody else tell me three
points in which “women of property" are
wronged under the laws of Maine, which
are not more than counterbalanced
by discrimination in their favor?
(I know all

would like to get a situation
In a hotel, or would take chamber
table work and make herself generally useful
bout house until she proves herself fully p»Pehle
f all eonndence: city or country. Call or address
:., THIS
ousework,

LIT ANT ED—A capable
It
housework In a small
1 FRANKLIN STREET.

_.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

SITUATION WANTED All American
in
5 lady, haring had 12 years experience as

c r

AND

MEN’S

AUCTION IALM.

KE.HAKE UK I P.

ASSIGNEE’S

and

mittee that there is a way to oblige women
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
to vote whether they wish to or not!
If the
by C. I. HOOD A CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass
will of the majority can be fairly ascertained
to be in favor of the ballot, no doubt remon100 Doses One Dollar.
strants everywhere will be willing to abide
d&wlvnrm
aprl
by it. At all events they will not calmly ask
the majority to keep silence “merely because” that majority desires what they do
not.
One of the Press correspondents says that
"in the exercise of justice”—meaning, of
Positively Cured by
these Little Fills.
course, the ballot and the caucus—woman’s
“influence in every high and holy direction
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
will be strengthened.
Alas! it is true that
Indigestion and Too
“the human heart is weak and Drene to evil
Hearty Hating. A perwithout distinction of sex.”
I feet remedy for DizaiWomen are eminently fitted to work on
Nausea, DrowvlJness,
boards of education, school committees, pubTaste in the
Jnese, BadCoated
lic charities, prison boards, &c. They do
Mouth,
Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
vast work already in some of these direcyiicy regulate the Bowtions. But why cry out for a vote? Why
_J i.-Is and prevent Constinot get women on school boards and prison
ana easiest to take.
pation and Piles. Tue smallest
boards and keep them out of caucuses ? Are
40 in a via!, Purely Vega
doee.
ode
Duly
pill
not men as ready to help women in matters
etable. Price 36 cents. 6 vials by mftilforfl.OO.
of public charity and public reform as they
are to help other men ? And all the suffragists ask is “justice”! Today if women urge
any moral reform, they are believed to be
honest. Their motives are literally above
HEW ADTEBTIHE9IENTH
suspicion. When women are once in politics
this one source of pure, disinterested influence is removed. They will be liable to the
same suspicions, the same ambitions, the
same intrigues as men—the trail of the political serpent will be over it all.
Why add to the ignorant men who already
vote in Portland—who do not known, for instance why this 22nd of February is yearly
given ov<r to fish horns and tar buckets,who
can not, in too many cases, read or writeall the equally ignorant women in Portland!
It might be “just;” but will two pieces of injustice added together make one piece of
Would this
“justice?”
the
help
cause
of
or
republic
charity?
form?
or
education?
or
temperance?
In this city of Portland, on this 22d of February, how many more men than women are
engaged in the hiding of beer? Will these
women, who in large cities far outnumber the
euucaieu, reaiiy inougnttui women, elevate
the ballots
One more qufifction, and please understand
that my interrogation points are not rhetorical. I wish to be informed. I wish to “think."
I have thought that 1 was thinking of this
we shall sell a lot of Eleven Seal
question for nearly twenty years, but I now
Plush Sacks,being a consignment
hnd that I am “unthinking.
I have hadffhe
pleasure of seeing Susan B. Anthony liter- from the manufacturers, to be
ally chase Dr. Mary Walker off the stage at a sold on their account, at SPECwoman suffrage meeting in
Washington. I
have had the pleasure of hearing all but two IAL PRICES.
of the leading speakers in the United States
in favor of women's rights.
But I get no
•
light on women’s W'rongs. I know that women of small property are not taxed, and X
•
understand this to be by courtesy, since men
have the right to tax us; I know that while
husbands are compelled to support their
wives, wives, even when rich, are exempted

•••••..

Dairymen and Dairymaids.
Heading, by.Fred W. Adams
Solo.v.Mrs. Fellows

record

bed of roses. Who ever
heard of an “arena” with the fighing all on
one side? And it seems to me that this suggestion that it is right not to approve of it
but selfish to speak of our disapproval, does
not come with good grace from those who
have already stated to the legislative com-

furnish music.
.•

any case on

majority gave up its point lest it should hurt
the feelings of the minority or interfere with
its rights and privileges? If the suffragists
are so sensitive to an expression of feeling,
it seems to me that they won’t find the “po-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MARRIAGES.

against

“The Senate too
substantially as follows:
jaHant ? too good natured ? But they should

expressed opposition to woman suffrage because of sentiment and not because of conviction. For sentiment, we have respect;
for conviction, we nave reverence.
We ate
accustomed to hear these words—“I have not
studied the

women

landling liglitlv a question which Mr. Hoar,
Mr. Reed and o'thers have already "considerMust they necessarily
'd” and favored.
;ake a more intelligent and more disinterestwho have as yet
women
ed view of it than

exceeding-

Cigars.
The service

Re-

President.

meeting under the rules.
After the meeting the club adjourned to
the small dining room, where plates had been

uauucu

the

_

next

Mashed Brown

to

In behalf of the Maine Woman Suffrage
Association, I address the signers of the remonstrance recently sent to the Senate.
I
have read your petition with interest and

Several gentlemen werelproposed for membership whose names will lie over until the

stories told.

The birthday of Washington was observed
in Portlaud yesterday according to the timolmnored custom. The small boys with their
horns made the streets resound until far into
the evening, when they had kindled their
bonfires in the streets and made the city a
blaze of light. The banks, custom house and
maDy places of business were closed and the
holiday hours were observed at the post
office. The various places of amusement
were well patronized. The toboggan slide in
the evening was a blaze of light with the

Maine Woman’s

Association

Treasurer—W. M. Sargeut

among the ladies Miss Sara Ome
Jewett the authoress, and Mrs. James T.
The Little Women’s Ball.
! Fields of Boston, who had been enjoying
The Little Women’s hall drew a large and
the wonders of the White Mountain range
brilliant party to City Hall last evening. Be- in winter.
fore tiie commencement of the dancing, the
After the cloth was removed President
company were given a delightful entertainHyde was happily introduced by Judge
ment. The Harlequin dance by 20 of the
Webb and made a capital speech.
He reLittle Women was a unique feature, and the
ferred to the connection between Harvard
Oriental Scarf dance, with the dancers clad
and Bowdoin, to the fact that four of the
In the rich costumes of the Orient and exefirst board of trustees of Bowdoin were Harcuting the intricate movements of the dance vard men and the first president a Harvard
with skill and grace to the inspiring music
man.
He referred also to the handsome

of Chandler’s orchestra, called forth round
after round of applause. Between the two
dances the drill squad of the Portland Wheel
Club gave their celebrated demon drill,
whieh was received with great favor, as it
always is. Then followed the order of eleven
dances, an appetizing repast being served in
Reception Hall during intermission. The
^^joor was under the charge of Mr. H. D.
ClhhUl, assisted by Messrs. F. H. Pierce, F.
II. Palmer, C. If. Beaumont, W. W.
Beckett,
J. B. Moore, L. J. Carney aim K. S. Kennard.

The Answer of the

Suffrage

Mr. and

JOTTINCS.

but it was invisible in

to the

monstrance.

W.

From One of the Unthinking.
to the Editor of the Press:
The Press of this morning says oditorialI y: “It will be well for the signers of the rei nonstrance against woman suffrage to conitder what the question is on which the legisature is to vote!” I am but one of those re-

WOMAN SUFFRACE.

Association
DEERING STREET
17-1

Esl-

to sell
full line of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees and other
WANTED—Salesmen
stock. For
a

Nnrsenr
particulars address OIIAS H.
CHASE, 77 East Park, Rochester, N. Y.
10-2

B ****«•-" WANTED—20 ceata
until further notice. GOUDY A
1041

KENT, Pearl St.

«SK FOR SLEEPERS N. AS.

thousand dollars at five per
WA,YTBD—Six
for flve years
real estate in Portu?nt.
Gilt
on

Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RICT£, 261 Commercial St.
1*4!
land.

8. 8. MAEm » CO; factor* Bwt«a,

